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rr-'o the Bangor 
1 & Aroostook 
Railroad-
111 the interest of 
which this book 
is published be-
longs the credit 
of the develop-
ment of that 
wonderfu I sec-
tion of agricul-
tural wealth, 
Northern Maine 
,,........................... ..... ...... .. . ................................................................ 1 T,/ the Merrill 'Trust Com-
pany, more than any one 
banking institution in 
the state, the development of 
many of the larger Maine 
enterprises is due. 
Its assets, to the extent of 9 S 
per cent, are invested here in 
Maine. 
It believes in Maine, in its 
people and its resources. 
Through its long-established 
Bond Department it offers 
investors everywhere the se-
curities of Maine properties 
affording the two most im-
portant in vestment elem en ts 
Safety and Yield . 
I ts Banking Service is unsur-
passed. 
It is glad at an_v time to furnish 
detailed information of its inv est-
ments or its banking facilities. 
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Merrill Trust Company 
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Published by the Passenger Department, to whom all 
communications should be addressed 
Extracts from this book are allowed provided full 
credit is given the Bangor & Aroostook R. R. 
A copy of this book will be sent to any address on receipt of 
ten cents in stamps by GEO. M. HOUGHTON, General 
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Fair Devotees of the Maine Woods at Fowler's Camps, Shin Pond 
'Jne fa\aine Woods 
Cfhe Nation's Foremost Vacationland 
"Who shall describe the in<'xprcssihle t<'ndt•rness and immortal life 
of the grim forest, wlwre Xature, though it be mid-winter, is ever in 
hPr spring; where thP moss-grown and decaying trees are not old, 
hut seem to enjoy a pPrpPtual youth; and blissful, innocent Nature, 
like a serene infant, is too happy to make a noise, except by a few 
tinkling, lisping birds and trickling rills? What a place to Iiw, 
what a place to die and bf.' buried in! There <•ertainly men would 
live forever, and laugh at death and th<' grave." 
T IIOREAlJ'S sentences, foun<l in his early elassic, "Maine 
\Voods," are not new tei many readers of this publication of 
the Bangor & Aroostook Hailroad, hut where is there a more 
fitting quotation for an introductory chapter? As devotees of 
this great vacation country will attest, all the charm an<l beauty 
and wealth of scenic grandeur which enthralle<l lhe great naturalist 
more than half a century haek are still to be enjoyed, and not-
withstanding the inevitable advance of civilization, the Maine 
Woods still retain to a remarkable degree the primitive delights 
that have been the inspiration of poets an<l the rapture of the 
nature-lover. 
IN THE MAINE Wooos is more than an information manual. 
It is a yearly invitation lo men and women who already know 
this vacation land to eome again, and to others, not yet acquainted 
with the offerings of this peerless paradise, for them to partake of 
the bountiful program of varied pleasures that is provided for all 
who come to this wonderland for reereation, rest and rejuvenation. 
After the first outing in this country to which the Bangor & 
Aroostook Railroad is the gateway, another enthusiast has been 
8 IN TnE MAINE Woons 
made who, in turn, will become a zealot in securin~ yet others to 
be enrolled in the ever-lengthening list of enthusiasts of Maine 
Woods. 
\Yhen it is remembered that in olden days, when getting to 
:\Ioosehead, Katahdin and the other plaC'es popular even in those 
times, meant traveling under conditions that would be regarded 
as hardships for us, that the Maine Woods attracted many who 
came for fishing and hunting and eanoc and camping, it is not 
surprising that now, with every eomfort at hand, that there is 
a yearly influx of men and women whieh annually reaches new 
high points. The early-comers traveled hy team am! stagc-
eoaeh, by slow steamboats and eanoes, and it was a journey that 
required lime for the aecomplishmenl. Now an overnight trip 
from Boston and New York makes possible arrival in the woods 
the next morning. 
The years of popularity and ever-increasing number of men 
and women who come regularly to the Maine \Voods for their 
va<"ations has resulted in the perfecting of a system which is not 
surpassed. Outfitting stores, camp-owners, guides and hotels all 
join in the c·ommon effort to give satisfaetion. The Bangor & 
.\roostook Hailroad, through its Vaeation Bureau, is always 
ready to give information and to supply detailed suggestions for 
Va<"ations, canoe trips, hunting and fishing . 
To many persons not yet familiar with the l\1aine \Voods 
camps, an explanation of the camp plan is of interest. .Most 
:\laine \\' oods camps are located on the shores of or dose by a 
lake. The establishments are generally some distance from settle-
ments and arc in themselves little c·omm1111ities. Supplies are 
kept stocked in the <·amps. :\Iany of the camps have gardens 
for vegetables and provide their own dairy products, eggs and 
poultry. There is usually a eenlral cabin whieh is used for a 
common dining room and assembly, and then apart arc series of 
smaller cabins. These individual cabins may have two or four 
apartments for sleeping, and in addition a little sitting room with 
open fire. The eamp plan followed in the Maine Woods has 
many advantages. The individual eahins provide privacy for 
famili<'S and parties and give a coziness that is not found in hotels. 
Thnc are, of eoursc, many varieties of equipment, hut wherever 
you go in the :\Iaim· Woods you arc sure lo find satisfaetion. 
Life at a :\laine \\'oods camp is a continuous span of pleasure 
and contentment. There arc fishing parties, tramping expedi-
tions, <"anoc pi<"nics and many other forms of entertainment, and 
always the appetizing hills of fare to satisfy I he ravenous demands 
that invariably come from the healthful, invigorating life in the 
open. 
The long-favorite fishing waters and hig game seetions of the 
:\Iaine Woods show a gain in popularity eaeh season, as is evident 
from the in<"rcase in visitors, hut recent y1>ars have witnessed a 
marked gain in favor for the marvelous country in the l\lt. Katah-
din region, - a section which offers in great abundance many 
forms of vaca-
tion pleasures, 
- and the up-
north Aroos-
took waters, 
known as the 
Fish Ili ver 
"'aters, whiC"h 
are heC'oming 
widely famed 
for the splen-
did fishing 
which is avail-
able in the 
numerous 
lakes and 
streams. The 
popularity of 
the mountain-
c l i m hi n g 
opportunities 
offered hy :\It. 
Katahdin is 
one of the 
noteworthy 
features o'r 
reC'en t years. 
Climbing 
Katahdin has 
long been one 
of the speeial 
attractions of 
the :\Caine 
\Yoods, hut 
in the past 
year or two 
Katahdin has 
heC"ome one of 
THE MAINE Wooos 
,. 
On the Sourdnahunk Tote Road 
(Photo by Call Studio, Dexter, Me.) 
the outstanding va<'ation centers of the :\Iaine \Yoocls. The modern 
c·omforts provided for railroad traw•I to the :\Jaine \Yoods have 
removed all in<'om·enience in getting to this vacation wonderland, 
hut the :\Jaine Woods still retain all the attractions and delights 
of the olden times. \YhiC"hever lo<'ality may he the ehoiee, and 
whakver the season, there is no question hut that the :\Jaine 
Woods vacation will he a red-letter event, and if it he the first 
woods va<'ation, it will he followed hy many others. :\laine, as 
a state, holds out a weleoming hand and all eomers will be assured 
of that hospitality which is known far and wide. 
Mr. George K. Woodworth Fishing in the Pool Below Little Niagara Falls 
on the Sourdnahunk 
Here's Proof of the Good Fishing on the Sourdnahunk 
Dry-fly Bshinz on the Sourdnahunk 
A Story thatwill 1nterestAllAnglers 
By GEOHGE K. WooowoHTH, Boston 
T I HS is written, not for the old-time fly-caster who "chucks and 
.I. ehances it" with a team of two, and sometimes eveu three, 
gigantic flies, usually 6's and S's, of the gaudy lake patterns, but 
for the modern angler who believes with .Mr. Halford that it is 
more artistic, and in every respect more interesting, to take a 
trout by presenting to a feeding fish, in a natural manner, a more 
or less perfect imitation of the fly to which it is rising, and who, 
when he cannot spot a rise, will endeavor to tempt a rise by float-
ing over a likely place imitations of such insects as are sailing 
down the stream. 
Sueh an angler wades upstream, or at least casts upstream, or 
upstream and cross-stream. Ile uses one minute eyed-fly, Nos. 
12-16 (a four-pound trout can be taken on a No. 16 as well as on 
a No. 6), the fly is anointed with a drop of paraffin oil, and between 
every cast or two a false cast is made in the air to snap the water 
out of the fly. The fly is lied with a Turle knot lo a sixteen-ineh 
3-x drawn-gut leader point, and the leader point is tied with a 
double-water knot to a nine-foot tapered leader, usually tapering 
from "regular" to 1-x drawn-gut, or at least to "extra light," and 
sometimes the point is tied to a nine-foot level leader of 1-x drawn-
gut. His line is light, usually a tapered For a tapered G, and is 
kept well greased with deer fat to make it buoyant. 
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The dry-fly man usually knows at least the orders of the inseets 
hatching on the water whieh he is fishing, and often can identify 
the families, genera and species. 
The Sourdnahunk country offers exeeptional opportunities to 
the dry-fly man, especially Sourdnahunk Stream, the most turhu-
Jt .. nt brook in .Maine, whid1 raC"es about sixteen miles from Sourdna-
hunk Lake to the West Brandi, and Katahdin Brook, whiC"h 
tumbles down the west side of Mt. Katahdin and flows into the 
\\'est Brandi about six miles away at a point about three miles 
below Sourdnahunk dam, passing through Grassy Pond, about 
one mile from l\lauriee York's <"amp on Daieey Pond. 
From the Toll dam to the \Vest Branch, three miles away, the 
Sourdnahunk Stream is a continuous series of falls, rapids and 
trout pools, the principal pools being the pool below the Toll dam 
Little Niagara Falls on the Sourdnahunk 
about twenty-five yards hy fifteen yards, the pool below "Big 
1\iagara" falls about two hundred feet hy one hundred feel, the 
first pool helow "Little Niagara" falls about one hundred feet in 
diameter, and the se<"ond pool below "Little Niagara" falls about 
fifty feet in diameter. Then follows about one-half mile of small 
pitc·hes and pools to \Vindy Pitd1, about one-quarter mile of as 
preturesque quiek-water as will be found in the state, with numerous 
deep pools, and finally the turbulent strekh of about one mile and 
one-half from the lower end of Windy Pitd1 to Sourdnahunk Falls 
at the mouth of the stream, hdow whi<"h is a magnificent pool. 
The st ream <"an he followed from the Toll dam to the \Vest 
Braneh hy thl' Sourdnahunk trail, and, if the water is not too 
high, it is possible to follow most of this streteh hy wading and hy 
walking along the roc·ks on the hanks. Short trails <"onne<"t the 
Sourdnahunk trail with almost all the best pools. 
"' 
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From the Toll dam there is a rather uninteresting stretch up-
stream of about one-half mile to York's bridge on the road between 
Twin Pine Camp and Kidney Pond Camp, and from York's 
bridge to Sourdnahunk Lake the stream follows a twelve-mile 
tortuous course with hundreds of deep trout pools cut by the 
swiftly running water. This entire stretch can be waded without 
getting in over waist deep, and the shelving banks on the concave 
portions of the numerous turns afford vantage places for casting 
up and across to the runs and the deep water under the bank at 
the opposing convex curve of the stream. 
In this stream, as in Katahdin stream and all the ponds of the 
Sourdnahunk country, there are no fish of any kind whatever 
except native brook trout, the cataracts in the lower stretches of 
the streams preventing the chubs, pickerel, perch, etc., from 
The Stretch of the Sourdnahunk Where There are Many Deep Trout Pools 
running up, although sometimes salmon are taken in Sourdnahunk 
Stream as far up as the second pool below Little Niagara Falls. 
The waters of the streams are as clear as crystal and very cold, 
even in July and August. Those who know, say that the famous 
chalk streams of southern England, the Test, Itchen and Kennet, 
and the famous Beaverkill of the Catskills, have nothing on the 
"Sourdyhunk" as a dry-fly water. 
While the dry-fly was not intended primarily for use on still 
water, there are times when wet flies are quite ineffective on the 
Sourdnahunk Ponds, such, for instance, as during the remarkable 
hatches of the largest of the May fly species (Hexagenia bilineata), 
which rises in the evenings from the second week of July until 
September in Daicey, Kidney, Lost and Slaughter ponds to such 
an extent that these waters, especially Daicey Pond, simply boil 
with large trout. Any fair imitation of this fly, the female of 
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which in the sub-imago state has a brownish body one and one-
quarter inches long and one-quarter ineh in <liamcler, translucent 
light-green wings of about the same length, and two setae two 
inches long, will always kill. 
The sub-imago male, which is about two thirds the size of the 
female, is similarly colored, and in the imago state the wings of 
both sexes are foxy-brown. 
Dry flies cast over the spring holes in Daicey ancl Lost Poncl, 
hoth of which, even the old-timers say, are har<l to fish with wet 
flies, are almost always effective. 
Below the Toll <lam the trout average about three to the pound 
except in the pool below Sour<lnahunk l•'alls, where they are muc·h 
larger. Above the Toll <lam, on the first portion of upper strctdt 
to Sour<lnahunk Lake, medium size trout are taken, and farther 
up they run very much larger, especially at the Slide dam, about 
four miles above York's bridge, and at Ledge Falls, ahout three 
miles above the Slide dam. 
Sourdnahunk Falls, Below Which is a Magnificent Pool 
The trout in Grassy Pond arc usually small but very numerous, 
an<l those of the other ponds above mentioned, espe<'ially Daiccy, 
are large enough to satisfy the most insatiable fly-caster. Fortu-
nately, all the ponds are closed to bait fishing. 
Authorities are agreed that the principal items in the dietary 
of S. Fontinalis are the members of the order Ephemerida (May 
flies), the order Triehoptera (Cad<lis Hies or Sedges) and the order 
Plecoptera (Stone flies). 
Trout in waters in which these inseC'ts abound are always well 
conditioned and lively. The l>iptera (two-winged flies) and the 
llymenoptera (ants) also serve to fatten the trout. 
As only one member of the order Ephemeri<la (Ccntroptilum 
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luteolum) is common to the United States and Great Britain, and 
as no members of the orders Trichoptera or Plecoptera are com-
mon to the two countries, the English dry flies, with the exception 
of Halford's Nos. 14 to 17 (Pale Watery Dun, male and female, 
a_nd Pale Watery Spinner, male and female, perfect representa-
tions of C. luteolum in the sub-imago and imago states, respec-
tively), cannot be used by those who demand exact imitations of 
the naturals. 
Several years ago a .New York artist-angler-author made a 
somewhat crude attempt to foist upon an unsuspecting public 
~ertain wonderfully and fearfully constructed alleged natural 
imitations of American trout stream insects, "nature flies," so 
ealled, and in his illustrated catalog followed the eccentric Theaks-
ton in his ludicrous endeavor to rewrite our entomological nomen-
clature, calling the Perlidae "browns, "the Trichoptera "duns" 
and the Diptera "spinners" and inextricably confusing, in his 
tables, orders with families, as well as presenting, in his high-
colored and ornate plates, strange misrepresentations of the 
naturals . 
. The less said about this brazen attempt to overturn the scien-
tific work of generations, the better. Oh! that some American 
Balford would come forward. 
The alleged natural imitations were thoroughly tried and found 
wanting. One of them, the Brown Drake, supposed to represent 
the Hexagenia bilineata, was never taken on Daicey Pond when 
there was a rise of those insects, although Halford's Nos. 1-6, as 
well as some very crude home-made imitations, tied with out-
~ardly curving brown chicken feathers and heavy hackles secured 
m place with ambroid, invariably produced rises. 
A large assortment of dry flies is not essential in the Sourdna-
hunk country. The best flies for June, July and August follow: 
NATCRALS 
EPHEMERIDA 
HexagPnia hilineata, large hatches the 
se~ond and third weeks of July in Daicey, 
~1dney, Lost and Slaughter ponds, con-
tmuing at diminished rate to the encl of 
August. 
Ccntroptilum luteolum, hatches on 
stream in June and July, mornings and 
evenings, never seen on the ponds. 
AHTIFICIALS 
Halford's 1 and 2, Green May, male 
and female. 
Halford's 3 and 4, Brown May, male 
and female. 
Ilalford's 5 and 6, Spent Gnat, male 
and female. 
Brown Drake. 
Green Drake. 
March Brown. 
:Floating Mays of various patterns. 
Halford's 14 and 15, Pale Watery 
Dun, male and female. 
Ilalford's Hi and 17, Pale Watery 
Spinner, male and female. 
Pale Evening Dun. 
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NATURALS 
A small bluish-gray dun, genus and 
species unknown, which hatches on the 
stream almost every evening in July and 
sometimes in the early morning. 
A very small lightish <lun (se<lge ?), 
genus an<l species un,known, which rist•s 
on the stream cluring the latter part or 
July and the fi rsl part of August. 
TmcHOPTERA 
l'hryganca cincr<'a, Walker, very simi-
lar to the "capcrcr" (llalesus radiatus) 
and lo the "scuttling caddis" (Phryganea 
grandis or l'. striata). Large hatches 
during July in Daiccy and Lost ponds 
towards evening. 
A small whitish sedge, grnus and species 
unknown, which hatches on the str<>am 
and on Daicey Pond during the last two 
weeks of .July and the first week 0£ August 
at about sun-down. 
PLECOPTERA 
Nymph envelopes or the Perla C<>pha-
otcs found in quantity on Lost Pond, but 
the flies themselves were never seen on the 
water, 
DIPTERA 
Bittacomorpha daviprs, "crane fly" 0£ 
the family Tipulidae with whill'-bandt>d 
black legs and wings . Stream and ponds. 
Similium molestum, the much dreaded 
Maine "black fly." Stream and ponds. 
JIYMENOPTERA 
Winged Ants, black, Ol'Casionally found 
on Kidney Pond. 
ARTIFICIALS 
Ilalford's 7 and 8, Olive Dun. 
Halford's 9 and IO, Dark Olive Dun. 
Halford's 18 and 19, Iron Ulue Dun. 
llalford's 22 and 23, Blue Winged 
Olive. 
Blue Quill. 
Hare~s Ear. 
Blue Dun. 
Augu~t Dun. 
Halrord's 11 and 12, Olive Spinner, 
No. 15 hook. 
Ha1£ord's 24 and 25, Sherry Spinnrr, 
No. 15 hook. 
Whirling Dun, No. 15 hook. 
IIalCord's 29 and 30, Welshman's 
Button. 
Ilalrord's 31, Small Dark Sedge. 
Ilalforcl"s 32, Ml'dium Sedge. 
Jlal£ord's 33, Cinnamon Sedge. 
Wickham's Fancy. 
Al!'ock's Cinnamon Sedge. 
GingN Quill. 
lled Quill. 
Sand Fly. 
Silver SPdgc, No. 1.5 hook. 
White Miller, No. 15 hook. 
Hoyal Coachman, No. 15 hook. 
Stone Fly. 
Alder. 
Grcenwl'll's Glory. 
Detached Badger. 
Badger Quill. 
Brown Hackle. 
Almost any small dark fly on No. 
14- No. 16 hook. 
Gol<l Variant. 
Ilalford's 26 and 27 Black Gnat on 
Xo. 15 hook. 
Any Black Gnat on Nos. 15 and )(j 
hooks. 
Partridge and yellow on Nos. 15 and 
W hooks. 
Ilarl<>quin on Xos. 15 ancl Hi hooks. 
Butcher on Nos. 15 uml 16 hooks. 
Halford's 28 Brown Ant on No. 15 
hook. 
Black Ant on No. 15 hook. 
lled Ant on No. 15 hook. 
, 
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The Cow 
Dung, a good 
imitation of a 
land fly which 
is never on the 
water unless 
it is blown 
out, and the 
Grey Cahill, 
not an imita-
tion of any 
natural, were 
good <'hange 
flies on the 
Lost Pond 
spring hole, Dinner Time at Camp on Chamberlain Lake 
when the ead-
dis flies were on the water. 
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On Grassy Pond, fed by the icy water of Katahdin Brook, where 
every cast, if properly made, means a trout, the brighter flies, 
such as the Yellow Sally, Apple Green, Iloffiand's FanC'y, Claret 
Dun and Red Spinner were killing. 
Various sialidae (alders) were observed on the shores of the 
stream and ponds, but the flies were never seen on the water. 
Grassy Pond, e Famous Maine Woods Beauty Spot 
At the Timber Linc on the Hunt Trail Up Mt. Katahdin (Photo by Can Studio, Dexter, Mc.) 
The State Forestry Cabin on the Abol Trail, Mt. Katahdin 
'The f~Pu11" 
of Grand OldAt~ahdin 
By AncIIER L. GROVER, Orono, Maine 
"Ye who love the haunts of Nature, 
Love the sunshine of the meadow, 
Love the shadow of the forest, 
Love the wind among the branches, 
And the rain-shower and the snow-storm, 
And the rushing of great rivers 
Through their palisades of pine-trees, 
And the thunder in the mountains, 
Whose innumerable echoes 
Flap like eagles in their eyries; 
Listen to these wild traditions, 
To this song of Hiawatha!" - Longfellow. 
E VERY one who reads the Lewiston Journal knows Sam 
Conner, but maybe some of these same readers are not aware 
of the fact that Sam has climbed Mt. Katahdin. If there is 
doubt of this statement in the mind of any individual, I wish to 
refer him to the 1921 edition of IN THE MAINE Wooos, in which 
is a story entitled "O'er Katahdin's Rugged Sides." Yes, Sam 
wrote it. If one likes a good story, it's worth reading. If one 
has climbed Katahdin, it's worth reading twice. 
"Some nubble!'' mused Sam as he stood looking up at its 
f'raggy sides. "Yes, it's some nubble." And then he described 
it as follows: "Big, rugged, forbidding it looked and yet there 
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was a grandeur which acted upon us as the pull of a powerful 
magnet does upon a pile of iron ore; it drew us onward, but -
then~ is something about the pull of Katahdin that keeps you 
going." 
Sam certainly touched a responsive chord in the souls of all 
who have climbed the mountain when he speaks of the "pull of 
Katahdin." It is just as fascinating as a political pull and has 
the additional advantage of being dependable. To all outward 
appearances, the mountain is solid granite, but somewhere be-
neath this forbidding exterior there must he a lodestone whieh 
reacts upon all those who love God's rugged handiwork. 
It was in response to this "pull" that a party of six men left 
Orono, Maine, on July 29, 1922. Let them be known as Board-
man, Farnham, Gannett, Burden, Sweetser and Grover. Some 
of these were responding to the "pull" for the sixth or seventh 
time, others for the second time, while two of the party were 
novices so far as this particular trip is concerned. All camping 
parties should have organization. This one was not lacking in 
this prime requisite. First of all we had an executive secretary 
whose only duty it was to furnish materials and transportation 
and collect all the money he could from the rest of us to defray 
the expenses of these essentials. The member who so ably filled 
this important station was elected to it beeause of the effieient 
and cheerful manner in which he had discharged the duty of 
dishwasher on a similar journey the previous year. 
Next to be mentioned is the cook. All he had to do was to 
cook, and when he had completed this important task, the only 
thing left for him to <lo was to coolc. He finished cooking when 
the last meal was prepared before we broke camp. After that 
his time was his own for the remainder of the trip. The reason 
for his election to this honorable position was because on a previ-
ous expedition he had faithfully performed the same work and 
the other members of the party still survive. 
Now and then we hear of a lucky individual who was "born 
with a silver spoon in his mouth." Sometimes I think this was 
true of our cook, but the reason why a third member of the party 
was ehosen to the enviable position of "hewer of wood and drawer 
of water" was because he was born with an axe in his right hand 
and a canoe paddle in his left, and since wood was plenty and 
water was free, he had time to perform various other odd as well 
a~ useful jobs. 
It is one thing to be a fisherman, but quite another to he that 
kind of a fisherman who can always produce the fish when ealle<l 
for on the bill of fare. We had one of this latter variety. I've 
seen him catch a 2Yz-poun<l trout out of a pool in the smooth 
granite ledges of Katah<lin Stream that was not deep enough to 
hold a half barrel of water. Since our hill of fare always mlled 
for trout, and since this member would <lo nothing but fish, there 
was no alternative hut to make him the o-fish-al fish man of the 
party. 
• 
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Every senior 
must have 
been a fresh-
man; every 
master-work-
man must 
have been an 
apprentice. 
Thus it was 
that the wash-
ing of dishes, 
cleaning of 
fish, mowing 
the lawn with 
a hunting 
knife, and the 
removal of 
hornets' nests 
from the 
shrubhery fell 
to the lot of 
our two first-
y ear men. 
Their faith-
fulness, forti-
tude, fervency 
and zeal will 
doubtless lead 
to future ad-
vanrement and 
final reward. 
A Good Catch at the Mouth of Katahdin Stream 
So mu eh for personnel and organization. :Now I will give some 
idea as to where we went and what we did. J,eaving Noreross by 
boat at 10.30, we arrived at Spencer's on Ambajejus Lake about 
noon, where we left all our wangan with the exception of our 
paeks. Arrangements had previously been made with Roy 
Bradeen to tote the heavy part of our equipment to the mouth 
of Abol Stream. We then eontinued by boat to the head of 
Ambajejus Lake, where we had a good dinner at Chadbourne's 
and after dinner started up the West Branch in our three canoes. 
'Ye arrived at Fred Pitman's "Katahdin View Camps" in good 
season for supper after making lhe short (?) carry "over the 
mountain" from Passagamoc Lake into Debseoneag Deadwater 
to avoid that portion of the river filled with floating pulpwood. 
Leaving Pitman's the next morning, we arrived at our camping 
ground at the mouth of Katahdin Stream about noon after having 
earried hy Poekwoekamus Falls and Abol Falls. Bradeen arriYed 
with his tote-team and our wangan at the mouth of Abo) Stream 
soon after we reached Katahdin Stream in our canoes. Tents 
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were pitehed, fir-hough beds made and everything was eozy by 
night of the seeond day from home. 
The head waters of Katahdin Stream are on the broad table-
land of the mountain. Thence it finds its course down the western 
slope and joins the West Braneh of the Penobscot at a point about 
seven miles from the summit of the mountain. In the minds of 
those favored individuals who have had the opportunity to follow 
Katahdin Stream from its confluence with the West Branch three 
or four miles up the slope of the mountain, there will always 
linger beautiful pictures of a wild mountain torrent. At times 
it is so deep in narrow diasms that it can only be heard -- not 
seen; while a few hundred feet below it springs into the light of 
day and spreads itself on the smooth granite ledges in a sheet of 
water so thin that one wearing ordinary shoes can almost walk 
aeross dry-shod. Any real, red-blooded trout fisherman would 
rather fish on this rugged stream than on the most beautiful lake 
in the state. 
There is a new view at eaeh turn - the anticipation of some-
Sentinel Rock on Pamola, Mt. Katahdin 
thing better 
just ahead, 
and it is sel-
dom that this 
expectation is 
not realized. 
Then, too, 
one who is 
not a moun-
tain goat must 
"wateh his 
step." The 
writer offers 
this hit of ad-
viee heeause 
it was learned 
by experience, 
and e.x per i -
ence 1s an un-
usually h a r d 
leaeher when 
it takes the 
form of a solid 
granite ledge 
approaching 
the upper por-
t ions of one's 
anatomy at 
the rate of a-
mile-a-minute. 
After three 
days in camp, 
.. 
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two of the 
party could 
no longer 
withstand the 
"pull" of the 
mountain and 
after packing 
our knapsaeks 
with provi-
sions and the 
hare necessi-
~ ics of camp-
111g for a four 
or f i ,. c-d a y 
tramp, started 
for higher alti-
tudes. 
\Ye were 
prepared to 
travel as fast 
or as slow as 
circumstances 
permitted. \Ye 
were guided 
hy inclination 
and prov 1-
sions. Could 
one start un-
der more ideal 
<"onditions'? Pilgrim 's Progress Across the Knife Edge, Mt. Katahdin 
The first day we went up the south shore of Abo) Stream to the 
:\Iillinocket-Sourdnahunk tote road, and followed this north as it 
begins to rise on to the southwestern flank of the mountain . 
. \fter following it about one mile as it skirts the east hank of 
Little Abo) Stream we came to the point where the south line of 
Town :J, Range 10, crosses the road. We followed this line east 
and in about ten minutes reached the southeast corner of Town 3, 
Range 10, which is the town containing a large part of 2\It. Katah-
din. Continuing on the south line of this town, we traversed a 
beautiful heavy-wooded country on which the stand was mostly 
spruce and fir with some mixed hardwood. 
Numerous small brooks crossed our line of travel during the 
afternoon and about six o'clock we came to the shore of a good 
sized brook which was making its way down the mountain side 
"by leaps and bounds," e\'idently having Togue Pond as its 
destination. Since none of our maps showed a name for this 
beautiful stream we christened it "Tumbling Brook." The 
stream is large enough to be worthy of a name and we both agreed 
that "Tumbling" would be a most fitting title. 
The Knife Edge , Mt. Katahdin, Which Provides Some Sporty Work by Mountaineers 
(Photo by Call Studio, Dexter, Me.) 
ll 
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It was in this beautiful spot that we pitched camp the first 
night. I woke in the morning before my partner, cut a slender 
maple, tied about eight feet of line to it and to this attached a 
brown haekle that I purposely had in my wallet for just such 
emergencies. The eleven trout we ate for breakfast were big 
enough to clear the law and good enough to satisfy an epicure. 
That forenoon we continued our journey eastward along the 
south line of Town 3, Range 9, and at noon came to the new tote 
road which the Great Northern Paper Company had built the 
previous year to their lumbering operations on Sandy Stream 
waters on the east side of the mountain. After having lunch at 
a Great Northern Paper Company road construction camp, we 
moved on up the road to the depot camps on Roaring Brook and 
after a short rest pushed on to the "No. 3 Camp" at Basin Pond. 
We found about forty-five men working at this camp, which is 
only one and three-quarters miles from Chimney Pond in the 
South Basin. 
On the morning of the third day we left Basin Pond Camps 
and were soon standing on the north shore of Chimney Pond 
gar.ing with wonder and admiration at a close-up view of the 
grandest mountain scenery east of the Rocky Mountains. l\Iy 
vocabulary is too weak to attempt a description of this mountai~ 
wall towering fifteen hundred to two thousand feet above and 
sweeping through nearly one hundred and eighty degrees of arc. 
All I can say is, go and see it, then you will have a mental picture 
that is worth while and one that will stay with you for a lifetime. 
Our course now took us up the South Basin or "Saddle Slide." 
This portion of our journey was uneventful except for the fact 
that we were caught in a thunder shower just before we reached 
the head of the slide and were unable to find shelter. Since it 
rained hard for thirtv minutes the result will be obvious. We 
were wet, - yes, we ~ere soaked. 'Ye were so cold the shi,·ery 
shivers played tag up and down our spines, but what of that 
when one is really and truly going somewhere worth while. 
We C'ontinucd to the head of the slide and on to the middle 
tableland, thence across .\ho! tableland to the head of Abo! Trail. 
Six o'elock that night found us making tea oYer the open fireplaee 
in front of the deserted firewarden's camp on Abo! Slide, where 
we spent a comfortable night. 
Getting a late start the next morning, we took our time on the 
tramp down the trail to our home camp at the mouth of Katahdin 
Brook. Al though rather "soft" when we started, we had made 
the trip leisurely enough so that at no stag«:' had it bet'n espeeially 
irksome. We did not start out to annihilate time and distanet', 
hut were enjoying to the fullest extent one of John Burrough's 
favorite maxims, "One eannot run and read nature." 
It was Saturday afternoon, August 5, that this two-man party 
C'Ompleted its four-day journey. On the next day at 4.00 P.M. a 
five-man party started for the mountain, eaeh carrying a thirty-
five pound paek with rations and equipment for four days. One 
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of the four 
who had not 
gone on the 
first mountain 
trip had met 
with an un-
fortunateacci-
dent whieh 
prevenkdhim 
from tramp-
ing, and this 
accounts f o r 
the number 
five in this 
party instead 
of six. 
Although 
we were pre-
pared to stop 
wherever 
night over-
took us, we 
had a rather 
definite course 
laid out as fol-
lows: Up Aho! 
Stream to 
Mil I inocket-
Sourdnahunk 
The Boulders on the Hunt Trail Up Mt. Katahdin t 0 t e r 0 ad, 
thence nor! h 
on this road about five miles to its C'rossing of Katahdin Stream, 
whi<"h is also the point where "11 unt's Trail" from Kidney Pond 
crosses the same road; from here to climb the mountain by Hunt's 
Trail, cross the table land and dcseend to the South Basin by the 
"Slide Trail" to Chimney Pond. Then we were to as<"end Pamola, 
traverse the "Knife Edge" to the summit and then descend to 
the mouth of Katahdin Stream via Aho! Trail. This course was 
followed exactly as outlined, except that we spC'nt two nights and 
one whole day, on aceount of rain, at the first camp. This was 
at the point where the Katahdin Stream crosses the Millinoeket-
Sour<lnahunk tote road. 
Be<"ause a pup tent is an awkward shelter for five men (espe-
c-ially when playing cards), a "lean-to" was improvised to proteet 
us during this rainy day. Between the showers we caught a fry 
of trout in the brook, pieke<l enough raspberries for dinner, and 
pilC'hed horseshoes. I think I hear some reader of this story 
saying, "The poor boobs to 'paek' horseshoes with whi<"h to amuse 
themselves on rainy days!" Not guilty. We found them in the 
ruins of an old hovel. 
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We started up Hunt's Trail the morning of the third day, which 
dawned with indications of clearing weather and were not dis-
appointed, for by the time we reached the timber line the fog had 
disappeared from the lowlands and the summit, this giving us 
the exceptional opportunity of being on the mountain in "north-
west clearing weather" immediately following a rainstorm. I 
doubt if there was better visibility during the summer than there 
was on this day. 
That night we camped on the shore of Chimney Pond and when 
we arose the next morning there was a white frost on our tents . 
This was August 9. This proved to be nearly as good as the day 
before except that the visibility was slightly lower. There was 
no wind, however, which fact was appreciated as we were cau-
tiously picking our way along the "Knife Edge," where a mis-
step would have meant a dangerous tumble. That night we 
enjoyed the hospitable shelter of the deserted fire warden's camp 
on Aho! Trail. 
On the morning of the fifth day we leisurely made our way down 
the Abo! Trail, picking spruce gum as we went, and when we 
reach("d the home camp at the mouth of Katahdin Stream we 
found it deserted. The cook had "evaporated," but not without 
leaving material evidence of his recent departure. There was a 
pot of beans in the ground still warm, a pan of fresh corn bread 
and a pan of biscuits in the buckets. This goes to prove state-
ments I made in the opening lines about our cook. He was 
"gone but not forgotten." Ile was the unfortunate sixth member 
of the party who, because of accident, had been unable to take this 
wonderful mountain trip as thoroughly enjoyed by the rest of 
us, - mosquitoes and solitude had driven him to the abode of 
man. 
Where Katahdin Stream Flows into the West Branch 
A wood Morning's Catch. Eight Salmon Weighing from One to Two-and-a-Half Pounds 
73eautihil Davis Pond 
a ':[ypical ~sort of ihe }\aine Woods 
By FnANKLIN P. SIIUMWAY, Boston 
E IGJIT hours' sound sleep in a comfortahle Pullman brings one 
at (i.30 o'doek to Sherman, where an early morning twenty-
milc ride, so eharming that it will never be forgotten, goes over 
thl' hills to Davis Pond t11('ked away in the beautiful green woods 
with nothing for miles around to disturb the pristine beauty of 
this mile-long pond, completely cneloscd with wooded hills and 
guardl'd over hy Kathadin, Sugar Loaf and Chase mountains. 
This pond or lake takes its name from a hermit named Davis 
who for many years fished it, hunted on its shores, and lived near 
it in a cahin where tradition says he tamed partridge to live with 
his hens, deer to feed every day at his cabin door, and caused every 
hird and animal to recognize him as a friend. 
'\'e found his "pirogue" (a canoe hewn with an axe from a big 
log) afloat in the pond this summer, and as it now permanently 
rests on the shores of the pond, something of the kindly, peaceful 
spirit of Hermit Davis seems to hrood over Wapiti Camp and 
eausr it to be one of those quiet, restful spots that tired men and 
wearied women seek in order to gain the needed nerve and strength 
to withstand the rush and drive of the city. 
Camp Wapiti itself consists of a group of ten well-built log 
cabins skillfully placed around the northern border of Davis Pond 
so that each faces the pond. They are at the same time so loeakd 
as not to cause their occupants to interfere with eaeh other, while 
yet near rnough to he, shall I say, eornpanionahlc. 
The center of the camp is a lwautiful dining cahin whose opm 
fire, hardwood floor and large windows make it so homelike that 
.. 
even if the 
food served 
there was not 
remarkah ly 
good from 
every stand-
point,it would 
still be the 
natural center 
of the camp-
ers' indoor 
life. 
If indoors 
is attractive, 
outdoors at 
Wapiti is al-
luring. :First 
and foremost 
are the beau-
tiful green 
woods with 
hardly a sign 
of man's dev-
astating 
hand, except 
where trails 
have been cut 
all around the 
pond over to 
Sugar Loaf, 
across to the 
heaver dam 
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Mr. Franklin P. Shumway anj a Two-and-a Half-Po:ind Salmon 
and elsewhere, and the two-mile winding auto road over to Har-
vey's, where one can buy gum, fairly good peanuts, a little candy 
etc., and, best of all, get the mail on the few days when the cam~ 
auto does not bring it to the door. 
The outdoor life of the camp centers around the pond, a superb 
sheet of water, and there is hardly an hour, day or evening, when 
the dainty canoes or the safer rowboats are not moving over its 
surface. For the man like myself, whose summer largely means 
"resting and fishing," Wapiti provides salmon and trout fishing 
that I have rarely seen equaled and I've fished for twenty years 
from Duluth, Minnesota, to Halifax, Nova Scotia, including many 
of the far-in-the-woods camps of :\Iaine and New Brunswick. 
~Iy usual s<'hedule at Wapiti is a big night's sleep of about nine 
hours, a plunge in the lake, more breakfast than is really good for 
me, and at about 7.30 o'clock my guide and I take to the canoe 
for not over three hours' fishing. 
\Yhen they bite sharp, we tend to business and bring in from two 
to eight or ten good-sized land-locked salmon or brook trout. If 
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Mr. Shumway's Tent on the Shore of Davis Lake 
they arc fussy 
or not real Iv 
hungry, w.e 
lay across the 
canoe bottom, 
tell stories, 
watch our 
friend the 
baldheaded 
eagle and his 
friends the 
kingfishers do 
their fishing, 
and very likely 
take a nap. 
About eleven 
o'clock we 
move ashore 
and, if not too 
lazy, pick 
some raspber-
ries and then 
arc ready for 
dinner. The 
usual after-
dinner nap is 
worth the 
price of a day's 
hoard, and 
then it's a 
tramp aeross 
country, a sear<'h in the woods for maiden hair, roek and some of 
the many other beautiful ferns and woods flowers, and either just 
before or after tea, and sometimes hoth, fishing again, followed 
after dusk hy a <'hat with some of the guests, a brief hit of reading 
or a pleasant game of euchre or whist till bedtime. Somewhat 
monotonous, you say. Oh, no, for every minute there is somc-
t hing new to interest, and the so-called "long summer days" arc 
all too short, for, after more than six weeks' stay, we go home with 
many trips untaken and jobs undone. 
On several other days we take the "suburban," and a dozen or 
more go a<'ross <'<>Untry to climb l\It. Chase, the sceond largest 
mountain in Maine, or nearly the whole camp will tramp up to the 
top of Sugar Loaf with, in both cases, dinner eookcd in the open, 
with side dishes of raspberries and blueberries. 
\\'hen we arc real good and don't kil'k even if the mail is late, 
our hostesses, two very d1ecry young ladies, invite every one to a 
pi<'ni<' lun!'h on the island, where broiled fish, ham and eggs, 
raspberry jam on fresh home-made white bread, and lots of other 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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good things, including real ice cream, give us a "feed" that even 
the gods of woods would have licked their chops to have eaten. 
One of the greatest attractions, especially for the ladies, the 
past two years has been a "gentleman" beaver, who has made his 
home in Davis Pond, built two houses, and become so tame that 
you can sit and watch him eat, swim, dive, try to scare you away 
by banging the water with his tail, as he dives, etc. To get as 
close as five feet to so wild an animal as a beaver is a rare treat. 
Another treat for the ladies is their daily swim at about S o'clock 
when their shouting and laughter can be heard, well, say a mil~ 
at least. 
On cool days, and the thermometer rarely goes to 80 even at 
noon, the air-tight stove. in every .cabin, an.cl box filled ~ith dry 
wood, are greatly appreciated, while the daily swept cabms with 
their more than comfortable spring beds, large roomy rockers, 
and wide piazzas make one's cabin a real summer home, and the 
table, with its choice meats, skillfully cooked, and its many dainty 
dishes rarely found in even the best camps, cause one to look 
forward to the meals as a real delight. 
The "vital statistics" are: The nearest railroad station is 
Patten, ten miles away; there is fair auto road all the way to 
camp, mail comes every day, camp telephone connects with the 
entire "Bell" system, guides, canoes and rowboats can be hired 
at camp. Most of the cabins are leased for from four to eight 
weeks early every spring, although sometimes one can be secured 
late in the season. The cabins, table, service, fishing, tramping 
etc., are all that any reasonable person will expect and far hette; 
than is usually found in woods camps. 
A Picnic Party from Camp Wapiti 
Vacationists at York's Camps Daicey Pond, One of the Numerous Popular Resorts in the Mt. Katahdin Country 
(Photo by Call Studio, Dexter, Me.) 
Near Sourdnahunk Dam, on the Penobscot'• West Branch 
Canoe Cruises Tnru Tbe foresi 
Water~s of the.Maine Woods 
E ARLY and enduring fame eame to the "'.\Jaine Woods because 
of the unsurpassed opportunities offered for fishing and 
hunting. While they have never been supplanted in popularity 
with fishermen an<l hunters, to-day, perhaps, the"greatest number 
of enthusiasts of the Bangor & Aroostook territor-y are the men 
and women who make the canoe trips over the various water 
routes through regions celebrated for scenic charm and holding 
out many vacation allurements. The canoeing possibilities are 
apparent from even a casual acquaintance with the map of this 
entrancing section. A network of waterways and forest basins 
offers eanoe trips of wide variety, and whether it be the splendid 
Allagash trip, most famous of all, or some of the short but de-
lightful cruises between neighboring lakes, like those of the Fish 
Hiver country, there are excursions so numerous that it would 
take many annual Yisits to :\Iaine to exhaust the program. 
A romantic an<l historic interest attaches to many of these 
canoe trips, the St. .John R iver trip and the cruise down the Penoh-
scot's \Vest Braneh, for instance, when it is recalled that in the 
pioneer <lays of the French explorers and colonizers, these rivers 
were the avenues of travel between Quebec and the outposts in 
what is now :Maine. There was regular traffic by these canoe 
routes from interior points to Castine, on Penobscot Bay, an<l 
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The Trail at Foss and Knowlton Pond 
(Photo by Call Studio, Dexter, Me.) 
other settle-
ments of the 
l<'rench and 
the Indians, 
and it is easy 
to imagine 
some of the 
picturesque 
hirchhark 
squadrons 
transporting 
redskins and 
imposing uni-
formed sol-
diers of the 
Old World, 
oftentimes on 
sanguinary 
expeditions, 
that have 
passed up and 
down the 
routes now so 
popular with 
vacationists. 
Of the many 
canoe trips in 
the Maine 
Woods the 
m o s t c e I e-
h ra tcd are the 
Allagash trip, 
which covers 
20~~ miles; the 
trip down the 
P enobscot's 
West Branch, 
a distance of 
80 miles; the cruise through the waters of the East Branch of 
the Penobscot, 118 miles from start to finish; and the long voyage 
down the St. .John River, covering 231 miles. }1'or the ideal 
vacation offering a combination of pleasures that cannot be dupli-
cated hy any other form of outing there is no surpassing a Maine 
Woods canoe trip. The hundreds of men and women who yearly 
make canoe cruises through waters of the Maine Woods are the 
most convincing endorsement. 
Many of the :\1.aine Woods canoe cruises are an excursion over 
waters which lead through territories rich in scenic delights and 
provide the finest form of outdoor recreation. For the man or 
• 
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woman who wants to fish, these canoe trips through the country 
traversed by the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad open the way to 
lakes and streams which are renowned among anglers. 
Canoe trips have long been popular with the men and women 
for whom a vacation in the woods is a yearly event. Recent years 
have brought increasing popularity for canoeing among women. 
Many parties of business and professional women, and teachers 
and their students, make the canoe trips through the Allagash, 
West Branch and other waters each season as regularly as the 
summer comes. Canoe trips give an opportunity for a certain 
amount of "roughing it"; indeed, it is because of this that they 
have so many enthusiastic devotees. 
The efficient system prevailing in the Maine Woods makes it 
possible to have arranged in advance all the details of a trip, the 
matter of supplies, camping outfit, canoes and guides, so that 
everything is in readiness for starting out on a day decided upon. 
The Vacation Bureau of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad at 
Bangor arranges canoe trips for many individuals and parties 
ea<'h season. With the information in hand as to the size of the 
party and the length of time to be given to the trip, various out-
lines of canoe trips will be supplied and estimates of expenses and 
other matters will be submitted. After the first canoe cruise has 
been made through the Maine Woods it is certain that thereafter 
a canoe trip will be a regular program for the annual vacation. 
The common verdict of hundreds of men and women is that these 
trips are the best and most profitable, in health returns and 
enjoyment, of all outings. 
THE FAMOUS CRUISE DOWN THE ALLAGASH 
Starting point, Northt>ast Carry, Moosehe.ad Lake. 
Terminus, Fort Kent, on the St. John River. 
Distance, 203 miles. 
Time, from eight days lo four weeks. 
M OST famous of all canoe trips is the Allagash excursion through 
the picturesque waterways of the great Aroostook north 
country. It starts at Northeast Carry, on the Penobscot's West 
Branch, and ends at Fort Kent on the St. John River, a cruise of 
more than two hundred miles. The Allagash trip is extraordinary 
not only because of the almost endless stretch of fine scenery 
which it unfolds, but also on account of the many opportunities 
for fine fishing in the lakes and streams en route. Also it offers 
exceptional opportunities for enjoying the pleasures of the real 
woods vacation. The Allagash trip is generally admitted to be 
the: finest: canoe trip of the continent and it is made annually by 
hundreds of men and women. 
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Northeast Carry, the starting point for the Allagash trip, is 
reached by the way of Moosehead Lake, being one of Moosehead's 
extremities. The "Carry" is two miles across the ridge which 
separates the waters of the Penobsc·ot and Kennebec rivers. 
For the Allagash trip the <'anoe goes into the Penobscot's West 
Branch for a pleasant dash of twenty miles to Chesuncook Lake. 
The "Halfway House," a favorite camping spot if the start is 
made in the afternoon, is ten miles from Northeast Carry. In 
the second ten-mile course, Moosehead, Ragmuff and Pine streams 
are passed and then the canoe enters Chesuncook Lake, at the 
head of which is Umhasooksus l,ake. It is a paddle of a mile over 
the lake to a carry of a couple of miles. 
At the carry teams transport the canoes overland. At the end 
of the carry is Mud Pond, and then there is a mile stretch down 
the outlet to Chamberlain Lake. It is a paddle of six miles to the 
head of Chamberlain Lake, and after a short carry around the 
dam, the C'anoe goes into the stream for a run to Eagle Lake. It 
is a ten-mile paddle over Eagle Lake, after which the canoe enters 
the thoroughfare of two miles <'OnneC'ting Eagle and Churchill 
lakes. Churd1ill Lake is five miles long and at its foot is Chase 
Carry, about a mile in length. t\t the end of the carry the canoe 
goes into the Allagash River for ten miles to Cmsaskis Lake. 
Five miles over the lake and a thoroughfare leads into Long Lake, 
and then there is another five-mile streteh to the Allagash River, 
after which it is a straight course of ten miles, bringing up at 
Round Pond. 
It is three miles over the pond to another entry into the Allagash 
for a fifteen-mile dash to Allagash Falls. At the falls, the canoe 
is taken out for a short carry, and it goes into the river below the 
falls. After the falfs are passed it is smooth going to St. Fram·is, 
the point of confluence of the Allagash and St. .John rivers. 
Although St. Francis is the actual terminus of the Allagash 
trip, it is generally continued down the St .. John River to Fort 
Kent. At St. Francis, the Bangor & Aroostook train may be 
taken to Fort Kent and thence to Bangor or to other points. 
There is also railroad conneetion between Fort Kent and Van 
Buren, and the trip is interesting as it skirts the border line and 
follows elosc\y the hanks of the St. .John River. On both sides of 
the St .. John Hiver the towns arc inhabited largely hy French-
s1waking people who are descendants of the <'arly Acadian settlers. 
The picturesque villages are quit<' different from what is generally 
expe<"ted of 1\ew England towns and nevt'r fail to interest tourists. 
A visit to \'an Buren gives an opportunity for going down to the 
(;rand Falls of the St. .John Hiwr, appropriately called "the 
Niagara of the East," and well worth the time it takes, as the falls 
are only a dozen miles away. 
It is customary to take tent, provisions, <"ooking ull'nsils and 
other necessaries for the .\llagash trip and then go into camp 
whenever night or the indination to gel ashore overtakes the 
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Maine Woods Waters Hold the Supreme 
Place Among Canoeists 
canoeist. There are numer-
ous good camping places with 
dear springs for drinking 
water, and surroundings that 
are alluring, and there are 
various camps along the 
Allagash w,here provisions 
may be secured if the supply 
is running low. If desired, 
meals and lodging may be had 
at these camps which are: 
.Joe Smith's, the Half Way 
House, about ten miles from 
Northeast Carry. 
Ansel B. Smith's, at the 
head of Chesuncook Lake. 
The Lincoln Pulpwood Com-
pany's Camp at the Cham-
berlain Farm on Chamberlain 
Lake. 
W. II. Cunliff & Sons' Camp 
on Umsaskis Lake. 
J. T. Michaud's Farm, 
about two miles before reach-
ing Allagash Falls. 
THE POPl'L\R TRIP TJIRU WEST BRANCH WATERS 
Starting point, Northeast Carry, Moosehcad Lake'. 
T<'rminus, Norcross, at the foot of North Twin Lake. 
Distance, 80 miles. 
Time, from four to seven days. 
S INCE the coming of the first canoeing enthusiasts to the 
Maine Woods, one of the most popular of the many fine 
routes is the canoe cruise down the Penobscot's \Vest Branch. 
The popularity of the West Branch cruise is due to the compara-
tively short time in which it can be made, an important considera-
tion forced upon many vacationists, and also by the fact of the 
many scenic attractions. Still another attraction for men and 
women who want to fish en route are the many good angling 
waters easily reached from the main course. The \Vest Branch 
trip begins at Northeast Carry, reached from l\Ioosehead Lake. 
The eanoe goes into the West Branch waters at the carry and it 
is a picturesque course down the West Branch for twenty miles lo 
Chesuncook Lake. ::\Iidway on the West Branch, between 
Northeast Carry and the entrance to Chesuncook, is the Half Way 
Ilousc, which is a favorite camping place, particularly if the start 
is made from Northeast Carry in the afternoon. \Vhen C'hesun-
cook Lake is reached the canoeist decides whether the distance 
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of eighteen miles down the lake will be paddled or whether the 
steamboat will be taken for the run down Chesuncook and Ripo-
genus lakes, which are now one. 
The Great Northern Paper Company, at the foot of Ripogenus 
Lake, has one of the world's greatest water storage dams, and 
because of it a carry is necessary and arrangements can be made 
for transporting of canoes and dunnage over land. At the end of 
the carry the canoe is put into West Branch again at a point 
known as the Big Eddy. Upper Umbajackamegus Falls are 
encountered shortly and the canoe goes through this quick water, 
hut at the "lower" falls it is necessary to carry for half a mile. 
The succession of swift pitches, about two and a half miles in 
extent, are known as "The Horse Race," and if conditions are 
favorable the canoes generally go through these rapids with 
passengers aboard. Occasionally the water is sufficiently turbu-
lent to make the passengers choose the path whieh runs along the 
hank while the guide negotiates the current, and at other times 
low water makes some extra carrying. 
At the end of the Horse Race the canoe goes through Sourdna-
hunk Deadwater to the dam at the foot of Sourdnahunk Stream, 
where there is a small carry. Four miles down the West Branch 
are Abo! Falls, which makes necessary another carry, after which 
the canoe goes into a straight course down the river to Pock-
wockamus Deadwater and then it is clear traveling to Debsconeag 
Falls, where the West Branch takes a drop thirty or so feet, and 
these falls make necessary still another carry. At Passamagomac 
Falls there is the last carry of the trip and then there is a clear 
stretch into Ambajejus Lake. When the head of Ambajejus Lake 
is reached, steamboats may be hoarded for the trip down Amba-
jejus Lake to Pemadumcook Lake, thence to North Twin Lake to 
Norcross, the terminus of the West Branch canoe trip. At 
Norcross there is a hotel where clothes may be changed and 
preparations made for the trip home by the Bangor & Aroostook 
Railroad. 
The entire course of the West Braneh canoe trip abounds in 
scenery and attractions whieh are hard to equal. There are many 
opportunities for side-trips for fishing, hunting and camping out 
along the \Vest Branch cruise. .Fishing and eanoeing waters 
along the West Branch canoe route include Caribou, Cuxahexis, 
Caucomgomae Lake, the Hurd Ponds, Rainbow l,ake, First, 
Second and Third Dehsconeag Lakes. From Third Ddisconeag 
Lake there is a passage to the head of Pernadurncook, and from 
Pemadumcook can be readied .Jo Mary Stream to .Jo Mary Lake. 
The .Jo Mary waters have long been renowned in hunting and 
fishing cirdes. Millinoeket Lakt', reached from Ambajejus Lake, 
is another favorite with fishermen. Two streams which are 
popular with the anglers arc Aholjackarnegus and Aboljackame-
gassis streams, whieh flow into West Branch in the vieinity of 
Aho! Falls. 
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There is a fine trail to Mt. Katahdin from Abo! which is much 
used by mountain climbers. Getting to famous Mt. Katahdin 
by the way of the West Branch, whether the start is made at 
Northeast Carry or at Ripogenus, reached by the "short-cut" by 
way of Lily Bay and Kokadjo, means adding to the delights of a 
Katahdin trip all the pleasures and exhilarating experiences of 
canoeing and camping. 
From Northeast Carry there are two short and popular canoe 
trips to Pine Pond and Lobster Lake. The Pine Pond trip leads 
down the West Branch from Northeast Carry for seventeen miles, 
when a turn to the cast is made up Pine Stream for eight miles 
into Pine Pond. This is a picturesque excursion and offers 
opportunity for good fishing. 
Lobster Lake is considered ti) be one of the most beautiful in 
the Maine 'Voods, and is Pasily reached from Northeast Carry. 
Only four miles down the \Vest Branch from Northeast Carry is 
Lobster Stream and then it is four miles up the stream, an un-
eommonly beautiful woods' waterway, to Lobster Lake, considered 
by many one of the outstanding beauties of the Maine Woods. 
Davis Pond Where Canoeing is a Favorite Recreation With Its Many Vacationists 
THE IUST BR.\~CH CASOE CRUISE 
Starting point. !\'ortheast Carry, l\foo~<·h<•ad Lake. 
'f<•rminus, Grindstone on the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad. 
I>istanl'e, I ~O miles. 
Time, from seven to ten days. 
T HE canoe trip down the East BranC'h of the Penobscot is not 
only longer than that down the West Branch, hut it also 
offers surroundings somewhat wilder than are found in the \Vest 
Braneh country. This cruise covers a distance of 120 miles and 
traverses such well-known waters as Chesuncook and Chamber-
lain lakes and the succession of pitches known as the Grand Falls 
of the East llranch. 
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The start for the East Branch trip is from Northeast Carry. 
The course is twenty miles down the West Bran<'h to Chesuncook 
Lake. Instead of turning south down Chesuncook, as in the case 
of the West Branch trip, the canoe is headed north and leaves 
Chesuncook by Umbazooksus Lake. From the lake the route 
leads to Mud Pond Carry and thence into Mud Pond, which is 
the first dip into the waters of the East Branch. It is three miles 
over Mud Pond to Chamberlain Lake, and a paddle of five miles 
over Chamberlain brings the canoe to the thoroughfare leading 
to Telosmis, and after Telosmis comes Telos I.ake. Telos is a 
favorite camping place because of the favorable surroundings, and 
from there side trips are often taken into Sourdnahunk Lake. A 
canal connects Telos with Webster Lake, and if there is a good 
pitch of water this will afford a passage to the canoe. 
Lost Pond, Another Canoeing Pond Midst Mountainous Surroundings 
From Webster Lake to Grand Falls it is necessary to take out 
the C'anoe for a mile overland hy tote team. " "hen the eanoe goes 
into the water again, there is good going to Second Lake, four 
miles long, and for another four-mile stretch over Grand Lake. 
From Grand Lake there is a five-mile run of rough water, whieh 
means vigorous paddling, to Stairs Falls, hut after the falls are 
passed, there is a smooth run to Haskell Ro<'k Pitch, where there 
is another carry. 
The Grand Falls of the East Branch are composed of the series 
of pitches which are encountered in the next four miles. Pond 
Pitch comes first, then Grand Pitch, the third is the Hulling 
Maehine Pitch, and last is Bowlin Falls. If wind and water con-
ditions are right, the canoe is navigable through the swift current 
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The Maine Woods Have Many Fair Devotees 
between the pitches, but eaeh 
of the pitches except Bowlin 
mean a carry. At certain sea-
sons, and under extraordi-
nary conditions it may be 
necessary to carry around 
Bowlin, but generally it can 
be gone through with safety. 
From Bowlin there is a 
stretch of good canoeing for 
a distance of fifteen miles, 
which brings the canoe to the 
point of junction of the Wissa-
taquoik and the East Branch. 
The lVissataquoik offers a 
pleasant side trip up its six-
teen-mile length, and the 
Sebois, which comes into the 
East Branch just above the 
"'issataquoik's place of con-
fluence, flows through a coun-
try famous for its big game. 
From the mouth of the 
Wissataquoik it is only a 
dozen miles to Grindstone. 
In covering this stretch there 
are the Whetstone, Burntland 
and Grindstone Falls to be 
encountered. Under favor-
able conditions the canoe 
can get through without a 
carry, but unless the pitch of 
water is exceptional, it is more than likely that Whetstone will be 
unnavigable even if the other two are. 
The East Branch canoe trip is popular with fishermen because 
its waters are famous for the prizes they yield, and the sport 
provided by the gamey trout is a strong lure to the route. 
THE PIC'ITRESQVE ST .• JOHX RIYER TRIP 
Starting Point, Northwest Carry. 
Terminus, Grand Falls, N. B. 
Distance, about 231 miles. 
Time, three to five weeks. 
T HE St .. John River canoe cruise is the longest of :\Iaine 'Voods 
_J_ voyages and traverses territory which is Yeritable virgin 
forest. It opens up a really "wild" country, and in the course of 
the two hundred and thirty-one miles that are covered by the 
trip there are opportunities to exhibit canoeing skill, as some of 
the stretches of rough water can be classed as hazardous and must 
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be negotiated with extreme care. For the canoeist of experience, 
these quick waters call for skill, and a certain amount of daring 
add zest to the splendid St. .John cruise. 
The following paragraphs are reprinted from a story in a former 
issue of IN THE MAINE Wooos, contributed by Prof. W. K. 
Morehead, of Andover, Mass., famed as an archeologist and a 
lover of the outdoor life. Professor Morehead is a devotee of the 
Maine Woods and is particularly enthusiastic over the canoe trip 
down the St. John. His account of the St. John cruise is regarded 
as the most satisfactory. 
This is Professor Morehead's description: 
"I do not know that the distance has been measured, therefore 
some of my estimates may not be correct. From Northwest 
Carry to the West Branch is two miles - good road. Proceed up 
the West Branch to Pittston Farms (mostly deadwater), where 
is the supply camp of the Great Northern Paper Company. 
Here the stream forks, and you proceed by the north branch of the 
West Branch about twenty miles to Doyle Brook. There, canoes 
can be poled part of the way, but must he dragged the rest of the 
distance. 
"From Doyle Brook to the Bog Lake Dam is at least fifteen 
and possibly twenty miles. This is called Aboconetic Bog. It 
is five miles from this bog through a sluggish winding stream to 
the head of the river where used to live two French-Canadians in 
a small cabin. These two men maintain the carry. Canoes have 
to be dragged the last two miles. From this cabin to St. .John 
Pond is five or six miles over hills. l<'rom St. .John Pond, it is 
twenty miles to Baker Lake. The stream is small. It is necessary 
to drag the canoes part of the way. At Baker Lake there is an 
old lumber camp, but it is not in very good condition. After leav-
ing Baker Lake it is about twenty miles to Morrison Depot Camp, 
where campers can be put up if desired. 
"Here the river is a little larger and swifter. About ten miles 
from Morrison's Camp the southwest braneh of the St. .John comes 
in. This is a very good game country and there are also many 
trout. There are no houses or buildings until one reaches Seven 
Islands. It must be forty miles from the forks of the river to the 
mouth of the Southwest Branch. The water is swift and can be 
run in a day, but I advise spending three days, as there is much to 
see. Through this region one can find beaver dams by ascending 
side streams. 
"From Seven Islands to the mouth of the Big Black River the 
distance must be eighteen or twenty miles, and there are had 
rapids above the mouth of the Big Black River. I advise stopping 
several days at the mouth of the Big Black River, as there one 
finds good fishing and hunting. Herc the river is larger and swift. 
From the mouth of the Big Black River to the mouth of the Alla-
gash must he nearly forty miles. There are two or three houses 
on a high bank to the left, and I would advise that one of the 
:French-Canadians who live there be secured to guide the party 
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through the channels. At certain stages of water different 
courses are taken, hence you need some one who knows the chan-
nels. It would be easy to upset canoes in these waters, and, 
therefore, if canoeists are not experts they must proceed with 
caution. 
"From the mouth of the Allagash on down to St. Francis 
(about fifteen miles), there are houses here and there, and accom-
modation can be secured by those who do not care to set up tents. 
My advice to canoeists would be to go slowly through and not 
hurry, and spend three weeks in journeying from Northwest 
Carry to St. Francis, which must be, counting all the turns in the 
river, distant at least two hundred and twenty-five miles from St. 
John Pond. 
"Side trips up the Tobique, the St. Francis and the Big Black 
are recommended. The upper river is more charming than the 
lower. It is an absolute forest, free from the haunts and habita-
tions of man, - is that upper St. John." 
KORTH AROOSTOOK CANOE TRIPS 
T HE Fish River system of lakes and streams, away up north 
in the very peak of Maine, are among the newer waters in 
the catalogue of canoe cruises offered to the comers to the Maine 
Woods. This region is steadily growing in favor as a vacation 
region and is already famous for its fine fishing, for the big game 
which frequents the locality, and for the rugged scenery which is 
found on all sides. 
Van Buren, one of the terminal points of the Bangor & Aroos-
took Railroad, is a starting point for a canoeing excursion through 
the Fish River basin. From Van Buren it is a twelve-mile drive 
to Long Lake, a magnificent sheet of water, which is the point of 
embarkation. It is a paddle of eight miles to the thoroughare 
leading to :'.\fud Lake, less than a mile away. From l\Iud Lake, 
two miles long, there is a thoroughfare of a mile, ending at Cross 
Lake. There is a stretch of four miles to Cross Lake and then 
there is another thoroughfare into Square Lake. Four miles on 
Square Lake and four miles more in a thoroughfare and Eagle 
Lake is entered. 
THE KOKADJO CANOE ROUTE 
p RO:\I Lily Bay, on Moosehead Lake, to Ripogenus there is 
a splendid automobile highway which offers a new itinerary 
for the canoeist, as it gives an automobile approach to Chesuncook 
as well as Ripogenus. Canoeists can take a Coburn steamboat to 
Lily Bay and from there can go by special auto or by the Great 
Northern Paper Company's "jitney" to either Chesuncook or 
Ripogenus Lakes. At these points start may be made for 
canoe trips - up Chesuncook for the Allagash trip or down the 
West Branch waters, if Katahdin or Norcross are the destinations. 
i..--, 
\ 
Automobile Road_--.-
MAINE'S GREAT 
N ORTH COUNTRY 
Reached by 
Reference Map of Canoe Trips in B. & A. Territory 
W it h T a ble of Estima ted Dis tances from P o in t to P oin t 
alon~ Each R o u te 
West Branch Trip- 80 Miles 
Northeast Carry .......... . ...... . 
Penobscot West Branch .. . 
Miles 
2 
20 
Chesuncook Lake ( 21 ·~ 
Ripogcnus Lake ) • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ' 
Carry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Gullivers Pitch . . . . . Y. 
The Horse Race . . . . . . 2 
Sourdnahunk Dead water. . 2Y. 
Carry . . . .................. .4 0 rods 
West Branch ............ . 
Carry ............ ····· · · · ··· 
West Branch ....... . . .. . , •. , .. . .. . 
Carry .............. . .......... . 
Pockwockamus Dead water. 
Carry . . .................... . 
Debsconeag Dead water ........... . 
Carry ......................... . 
West Branch ..................... . 
Carry ............ . ............ . 
Ambajejus Lake. . . . . ... . ........ . 
Pemadumcook Lake .. 
North Twin Lake .... . ............ . 
Allagash Trip- 203 Miles 
Miles 
Northeast Carry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Penobscot West Branch . 20 
Umbazooksus Stream . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Umbazooksus Lake. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 
Carry ................ . . 
Mud Pond. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Outlet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Chamberlain Lake .... . · ... : : 10 ~od~ 6 
Carry ... · · · · · · · · · · · 
Eagle Lake . .. . 
Thoroughfare .... . . . 
Churchill Lake .. 
East 
Northeast Carry . ....... · · ... . 
Penobscot West Branch .. . 
Umbazooksus E-ltream . . 
Vmbazooksus Lake. 
Carry . . _ ............. . 
Mud Pond ............ . 
Outlet ............... . 
Chamberlain Lake .. 
Thoroughfare. . .. . 
Telos Lake ... . ........ . 
Canal . .......... . 
Webster Lake ... . 
W ebstcr Stream .. 
12 
2 
5 
Branch 
Miles 
2 
20 
9 
1 
2 
1 
1 
5 
3 
5 
1 
3 
10 
Chase's Carry ......... . .... • ...... 
Allagash River ................... . 
Umsaskis Lake .............. . ... . 
Long Lake ................... . . . 
Allagash River. . . . ........ . 
Round Pond ............. . ...... . 
~iver to Allagash Falls . . ........ . 
An:-."[ash.Ri~~r. ·.·.· .·::::::::: :: :::: 
St. John River to Connors ..... . 
St. John River to Fort Kent 
St. John River to Yan Buren. 
Trip- 118 Miles 
Indian Carry ................... . . 
Penobscot East Branch ......... . .. . 
Recond Lake . .................... . 
East Branch. . .............. . 
Grand Lake ............ . 
East Branch to Stair Falls. 
Carry ................ .40 rods 
East Branch ... . 
Carry .............. . 
Quick Water and Falls . . 
East Branch to Wissataquoik. 
East Branch to Grindstone ... 
Van Buren Circuit- 111 Miles 
Wagon Road ...... . 
Long Lake 
Thoroughfare. 
Mud Lake 
Thoroughfare. 
Cross Lake ... . . .............. . 
Thoroughfare ... . 
Square Lake ... . 
Thoroughfare ..... . 
Miles 
10 
8 
2 1: 
1 
4 y, 
4 
4 
Eagle Lake to station ............. . 
Lake from station to river 
Fish River .............. '..'.'.·::::: 
Carry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50 rods 
Fish River ........... . 
Carry ................ : : : : :30 ~~d~ 
Fish River ................. . 
St. John River to Yan Buren .. 
Allagash Lake Trip-99 Miles 
Miles 
3 y, 
3 
Jo> 
2 
y. 
l J'i 
~ (l 
4 
4 
Miles 
1 
10 
5 
5 
10 
3 
15 
~ 
13 
16 
14 
50 
Miles 
v. 1y. 
4 
4 
4 
5 
2 
v. 
4 
15 
14 
Miles 
6 
3 
14 
2 
2 
50 
Miles Miles 
For~ke. Allagash River trip to Chamberlain ~~::d~?t~~d .. '. ... : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : l 
Up Chamberlain Lake. . . . . . . . . . . . 9 Caucomgomoc Lake................ '• 
Allagash Rtream. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 Caucomgomoc Rtrcam. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Allagash Lake. . . . . . . . . . . . 4 J ~ Return from Chesuncook by West Branch 
Carry. 3 route. 
Pine Ponds Trip-27 Miles 
Northeast Carry .... 2 miles Penobscot West Branch .... 17 miles Pine Stream .... 8 miles 
St. John Trip- 231 Miles 
Miles 
Northwest Carry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
West Branch to Gulliver's Falls.. 10 
West Branch to Big Island. . . 4 
West Branch to Jct. N. and S. Branches 2 
North Branch to Abacotnetic Bog.. . . 25 
Carry............................ 2 
Sweeney Brook ................... . 
Baker Lake ..................... . 
St. John South Branch ............ . 
St. John River to Allagash ........ . 
St. John River to Fort Kent ...... . . 
St. John River to Van Buren ....... . 
Miles 
4 
2Y. 
14 
85 
30 
50 
A Group of Mt. Katahdin Picture• (Photo1 by Call Studio, Dezter, Me.) 
One of the Typical Maine Woods Camps of Which There arc Many 
in the Various Vacation Centers 
Magnificent Aoosehead Lak.e 
and its f\anifold A-ttradions 
M AJESTIC Moosehead Lake, largest fresh water basin wholly 
within the United States, has been one of the most potent 
advertisements of all the many natural beauties which have made 
l\Iaine famous all over the world. l\Ioosehead shares the honors 
with l\Iount Katahdin, which, appropriately enough, looms suffi-
('iently high in its domain to the north to be plainly visible from 
the great inland sea that is one of the most conspicuous attrac-
tions of the Maine "'oods. l\foosehead was the magnet which 
drew the first-comers to what is now one of the greatest vacation 
centers of the nation. In the early days it was a long and tedious 
trip by stage to Moosehead's shores, but inconvenience of travel 
lessened in not the slightest degree the enthusiastic rhapsodies 
of the pioneer hunters and fishermen and canoeists who turned to 
::\foosehead for their annual vacations. There have been many 
ehanges since those early days at l\Ioosehead. Now l\foosehead's 
shores are dotted with resorts offering all the comforts of to-day. 
There is the great hotel, the New Mount Kineo, and here and 
there are "camps" which still retain many of the characteristics 
of the old-time resorts without depriving guests of conveniences 
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whid1 are now 
looked upon 
as necessities 
even in the 
woods. Not-
with standing 
inevitable 
transitions, 
l\1 oosehead 
still offers in 
large m}asure 
all the eharms 
of scenery, all 
the magnifi-
cenC'e of its 
sunrises and 
sunsets, all 
the variety of 
kaleidoseopic 
co 1 ors over 
mountain-tops 
and wooded 
stret<'hes that 
thrilled and 
inspired the 
devotees of 
other years. 
l\foosehead's 
natural beau-
Thc " Three Sisters" on the Abo! Stream ties are undi-
minished and, 
too, Mooschead still retains its place of fame as one of the finest fish-
ing waters on the continent. From the time for early spring fishing, 
immediately following the "going out" of the ice, there is the 
finest sport. Wherever the followers of Izaak Walton foregatlwr 
will be heard stories of the splendid prizes taken from l\Iooselwad. 
As in most of the waters of the Maine Woods, there is good fishing 
at Moosehead throughout the season, although for the out-and-
out angler l\loosehead is at its best in l\Iay or early .June. It is 
for these enthusiasts of the Waltonian fraternity that the gladdest 
tidings of the year is the message from ::\Ioosehead that "the iec 
is on the move." There are many interesting stories of the stage-
eoadt journeys to :'.\Iooschead. Then, as now, the fa\·orite 
approa<'h to Moosehcad was by the way of Grcem·ille, and it is at 
Greenville that the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad touches ::\loosc-
head's shores. 
The resorts in the :'.\fooschcad region offer many and varied 
attractions for the vaeation-secker, the fisherman and the hunter. 
There arc many pleasant outing possibilities hy taking the trip 
to Mooschcad from Greenville Junction to Northeast Carry and 
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spending a day or two at the 
different points which are so 
popular with the reg u I a r 
comers to l\Ioosehead. To 
really enjoy Moosehead it 
should be explored from end 
to end. The Bangor & Aroos-
took Railroad runs to the shore 
of l\Ioosehead at Greenville 
.Junction where the Bangor & 
Aroostook meets the Canadian 
Pacific Railway. At Green-
ville Junction, ninety-one 
miles from Bangor, there is a 
good hotel, the Piscataquis 
Exchange, outfitting stores 
and other establishments of 
interest to sportsmen and 
persons on vacations. Green-
ville Junction, and Greenville, 
a mile away, have long been A Trio Out for a Tramp 
important centers for canoe-
ists, fishermen and hunters. A mile and a half from the village, on 
the shore of the lake, is Squaw Mountain Inn, an increasingly 
popular resort, with many at-
tractions for its guests, who 
come from :Maine and many 
outside state points. It can be 
reached from Greenville by 
automobile, over a good road, 
or by motor boat. Squaw 
)fountain Inn is picturesquely 
situated and is a good "base" 
for the numerous vacation trips 
around l\Ioosehead. 
There is good steamboat 
service on l\foosehead provid-
ed by numerous first-class 
boats of the Coburn Steam-
boat Company, and not until 
the full steamboat trip from 
Greenville Junction to the head 
of the lake, forty miles away, 
is enjoyed, has l\Ioosehead been 
seen. There are two routes 
for the steamboats. One runs 
straight up the lake to Xorth-
east Carry, and the other 
is to Lily Bay, for years an 
There Are Numerous Opportunities for Mountain • '1 h 
ClimbingAroundMooseheadLake nnportant "~ oose ead Lake 
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station both 
with sports-
men and with 
the eompanies 
that carry on 
lumbering 
operations on 
Moosehead's 
shores. Lily 
Bay is well 
known among 
hunters be-
cause of the 
big game that 
is shipped 
Moosehead Lake Is a Favorite Location for Boys' Camps f r O m th i S 
point by suc-
cessful sportsmen. Greenville Junction in the background, the 
first stop on the trip up the lake is Capen's, the popular resort 
on Deer Island whiC'h has long been one of the landmarks on 
Moosehead. Beside the hotel there are numerous outlying cabins 
for the guests. Even from the passing view from the steamboats, 
Capen's presents a most attractive and inviting aspect. 
After Capen's the steamboat's next stop is the renowned Mt. 
Kineo House, twenty miles from Greenville .Junction. The 
world-known resort is on a peninsula whieh makes into the lake 
from the base of .'.\It. Kineo, a massive eminence of solid flint 
which springs from the surface of the lake. The legend is that the 
flint from Kineo was known to the Indians throughout this section 
of the land and that the redskins came by canoe from far-distant 
points in Canada to se('ure the flint for arrowheads, hatchets and 
other primitive utensils of war and domestic use. From a ren-
dezvous of the aborigines, Kineo has become the most famous 
fresh-water resort on the continent. Beside the mammoth hotel, 
handsome cottages, the yacht club, the golf club, and bridle 
paths, expansive lawns and the numerous mountain trails con-
tribute to the completeness of the resort. 
Across the lake from Kineo is Rockwood, known also as Kineo 
Station. Here the Maine Central Railroad touches Moosehead's 
shores. From RoC"kwood there is one of the Great Northern Paper 
Company's famous forest automobile highways through the woods 
to Seboomook. From there it runs on to Canada Falls, twenty-
seven miles distant, and to Russell Stream, sixty miles away. 
Both these points arc widely known for their fishing and for the 
big deer whiC'h an• found thert>about. 
The popular \\'est Outlet Camps eonducted hy Gilbert & 
Coombs are twenty-four miles from Greenville .Junction and they 
arc regular stopping plaecs for the Coburn steamers. From 
R<l<'kwood, the boats make for the head of the lake. 
At the end of one of Mooschcad's arms is Northwest Carry, now 
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generally known as Seboomook, and at the terminus of the other 
arm is Northeast Carry. At the former is the Seboomook House, 
which is picturesquely located and which commands a fine view 
of the mountains which line Moosehead's eastern shore. 
One of the best known points in all the Maine woods, because 
of the fact that it is the starting point for most of the parties 
making the canoe trips through the Allagash and Penobscot 
waters, is Northeast Carry. Here is the Winnegarnock House, 
with outlying cabins and the big outfitting store. Northeast 
Carry is more than the starting point for the canoe parties, as it 
has won a widespread fame because of its own attractions as a 
resort, and the man or woman going there for a vacation is sure to 
have the best of times. From Northeast Carry is reached Lobster 
Lake, one of the most beautiful of Maine Woods waters, and there 
are numerous other places nearby which are favorite spots with 
fishermen and hunters. The trip down the West Branch to Lobster 
Stream and then up the stream to the lake is a delightful side trip. 
To reach Lily Bay, one of Moosehead's large inlets after leaving 
Greenville Junction, the steamboats continue up to the lake for 
half a dozen miles and then leave the up-lake route for a turn into 
the bay. The first resort is Greenleaf's Camps on Sugar Island, 
eight miles from the Junction. These camps have had a long span of 
popularity. Their picturesque location and the general satisfactory 
surroundings have won many enthusiastic friends. Another mile 
brings the steamboat to the camps of the Nighthawk Club. 
Lily Bay, the terminus, is twelve miles, and here is the Lily 
Bay House, long known to fishermen, hunters and lumber opera-
tors. Lily Bay is renowned not only for its own attractions but 
also because it is the entrance to a widely famous vacation section. 
From Lily Bay there is the splendid automobile road leading past 
Kokadjo, on First Roche Pond, on through the woods for twenty-
three miles to Ripogenus, where is located the gigantic dam of the 
Great Northern Paper Company. This dam is one of the five 
greatest storage basins of the world and attracts many sight-seers. 
This automobile highway also leads to the foot of Chesuncook 
Lake for canoe parties. This automobile road through the forest 
from Moosehead Lake to Ripogenus gives an opportunity for an 
extraordinary motor trip and it is taken advantage of each season 
by many of the visitors to Kineo and other resorts in this locality. 
Lily Bay, besides being accessible by this pleasant steamboat 
trip, can now be reached also by way of the fine automobile boule-
vard from Greenville. 
With all its natural beauties, its many vacation advantages, 
and its accessibility from Boston and New York, it is not surprising 
that l\Ioosehead Lake is a favorite place for summer school camps 
for boys and girls. These summer schools for boys and girls are 
becoming vastly popular and no place provides opportunities 
among more entrancing surroundings for all the summer camp 
programs of recreation and practical lessons in woodcraft than 
does Moosehead Lake. 
Nahmakanta Lake Rainbow Lake 
Sourdnahunk Deadwater on West Branch 
Lost Pond 
Lily Pond 
Daiccy Pond 
Windy Pitch Pond Grassy or Katahdin Pond 
Elbow P ond 
Little Grassy 
Kidney Pond 
Jackson Pond 
Chesuocook Lake 
Rocky Pond 
Draper Pond 
This Remarkable Panorama Was Taken from the Top of the Hunt Trail, Mt. Katahdin. The Photograph Shows Only a Few of the Many Lakes 
That Can be Easily Picked by Name (Photo by Call Studio, Dexter, Mc.) 
The Maine Woods Offer the Finest Deer Hunting on the Continent 
1he lf unting Grounds h>r BiS Game 
~ache-do/The 
Bangor & Aroosioo1'_R_ailroad 
T II E best big-game hunting grounds on the continent's easterly 
side are reached directly by the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad 
and its immediate connections with railroads across the New 
Brunswick border. The mere mention of the ~faine Woods 
causes a visualizing of a vast tract of forest expanse which is the 
natural abode for deer and moose. Here were the haunts of game 
in the days of earliest historical chronicle, and to these woods, 
many stretches of which are still the "forest primeval," came the 
Indians and early settlers from points remote and near. There 
have been inroads by settlers, prosperous towns have pushed back 
the dividing line between forest and Yillage, great industrial 
developments have sprung up, but in spite of the changes which 
time has brought about, the Aroostook country continues to be 
the premier section for deer hunting. 0Yer the Canadian border, 
in New Brunswick, is the continuation of this natural game coun-
try which is diYided only by the St. John River. There, just the 
river's width away, begins another long sweep of unbroken forest, 
and the celebrated Restigouche region is accessible most quickly 
and comfortably by the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad. 
The hunters of to-day have the advantage of both the Maine 
and New Brunswick game sections through the sen"ice offered 
by the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad. All the famous Maine big 
game centers, - names that have come down through many 
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generations-
M ooseh ead, 
Katahdin 
Iron 'Vorks, 
Patten, Ash-
land, the vast 
domain over 
which Mt. 
Katahdin 
s lands senti-
nel, the lakes 
reached by 
the way of 
Norcross, -
these are still 
popular, and 
then there are 
the more 
recently ex-
ploited regions 
in which are 
theFish River 
chain of lakes. 
Added to 
these, the re-
sult of trans-
portation 
extension, are 
the unsur-
passed hunt-
ing grounds 
in the Resti-
gouche coun-
Maine Deer Are of Good Size try and the 
other game 
centers between the St. .John Hiver and the Bay Chaleur. 
In former years, to reach the Restigouche region required no 
end of time and round-about, but now it is easily reached by the 
way of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad and its connections. 
The sportsman in Philadelphia or New York or Boston ean take 
a night train from New York or Boston and, traveling hy the 
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad, practically all points in the Maine 
Woods can he reaehcd before the next day. If the Restigouche 
is the objective, the arrival at \'an Buren will be in time for mid-
day dinner. The remainder of the day and night can be enjoyed 
at the Hotel Hammond, an exceptional hotel for a town of Van 
Burcn's size, and a side trip can be made to Grand Falls, the 
Niagara of the St. John River. Start may be made for the Rcsti-
gouche or other points in New Brunswick in good season the 
following morning. 
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Maine moose, now protected for a period of years of close time, 
have long been noted for their size, the spread of antlers, and for 
the sport which they provided for the hunter who pursued them. 
In the summer, moose are frequently seen by the canoeists, and 
when they are at the water's edge or perhaps feeding on lily pads 
or taking a cool plunge to rid themselves of the troublesome black 
fly, they give opportunity for getting the coveted moose snapshot 
which is one of the prize souvenirs of a woods vacation. 
As moose are now protected in Maine by close time laws, the 
only shooting of moose that can be done lawfully is with a camera, 
and a moose snapshot is an interesting souvenir of a Maine woods 
vacation. 
Maine deer have always been desired by hunters because of 
their size, and among the finest hunting trophies are Maine deer 
heads. The fine moose and caribou hunting in the Restigouche 
region is unsurpassed this side of the Rocky Mountains. For 
sport in Maine, next to deer, come the big black bears, which are 
multiplying rapidly since the removal of the bounty. Maine 
bears exceed five hundred pounds in weight, and notwithstanding 
their apparent clumsiness, they are crafty and quick to elude 
pursuers, so that to bring one indicates skill as a hunter. Foxes, 
red, gray and black, are frequently shot, and bobcat and lynx are 
not uncommon. Along the shores of streams, mink, otter and 
fisher are frequently found. 
Deer are frequently seen in streams and coves during the 
summer, some canoeists having counted them by dozens during 
extended cruises. With the departure of summer and the approach 
of cooler weather, the deer take to traveling. Before the leaves 
begin to fall, the autumnal dryness prevails and the woods become 
more or less "noisy." The deer, alert for every sound, takes flight 
at the rustling of twigs or perhaps the crack of the dry leaves 
and is off in a twinkling. 
Following October rains the leaves and underbrush get well wet 
down, there is less crackling, and conditions are materially changed. 
The coming of the early snow means even greater advantage for 
the huntsman on the trail for moose or deer. Then it is easier to 
know the presence of game and to follow their tracks. Some buck 
weigh as high as three hundred pounds, and no handsomer speci-
mens are to be found than in the ~1aine Woods. 
The table of figures printed elsewhere in this book shows the 
amount of game shipments from various stations and gateways. 
As a matter of fairness it should be borne in mind that some 
stations are shipping points for a wide range of game land, while 
others send down deer and moose shot in the immediate vicinity. 
Norcross, for instance, receives and ships game for the entire lower 
Penobscot West Branch country, and Greem·ille for points in all 
directions, covering an area of two thousand square miles, and so 
it is with other stations. 
Bear Shooting is Counted Good Sport by Many Hunters 
'The fine Bird ~Shooting 
Offered by 'ftie ..M.aine Woods 
rr is not only to the sportsman intent on hig game that the Maine 
Woods and the adjoining New Brunswiek territory reaehe<l hy 
the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad make an appeal. They also 
hold out exceptional attra<"tions to the hir<l hunter. Partridge 
and woo<lcoc·k are found ahundantly in this game country, and 
there are also snipe, hlack ducks, mallards, shcl<lrakes and wild 
geese. For the majority of bird-hunters who come to the Maine 
Woods, the partridge is the enticement. 
The partridge has a hard time to survive the ehicken stage 
under ordinary weather conditions normal to l\laine, hut because 
of the extremely mild springs during the past several years the 
mortality among young birds has been exceedingly low and now 
the Maine Woods, long a favorite partridge country, is many 
times better than heretofore. The "big woods" partridge is 
quite another bird from the shy, suspicious, qui<"k-flying partridge 
wl11eh are hunted in the neighborhood of towns or settlements. 
The partridge of forest is comparatively tame, but this does not 
mean he does not provide sport for the hunter who uses his rifle 
instmd of a shotgun. Partridge shooting with a rifle is real 
sport. It <'alls for the most skilled markmanship and is something 
entirely apart from using the shotgun. A high powered rifle, 
if the bird is shot in the body, will, naturally, hlow a partridge 
into shreds. The sport comes in shooting the partridge in the 
head, whi<"h makes a clean hit, if successful, and means that the 
hircl's hotly is unharmed. For the woman who wants to try her 
skill with the rifle, there is no better test than partridge hunting 
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with a .22 rifle, and the woman who can "crown" a partridge is 
entitled to a badge of merit. 
There is good partridge shooting over a bird dog during the 
first two weeks in November. Then the partridge is oftentimes 
found in open country, feeding on alders and clover. The part-
ridge flies seventy-five to ninety feet a second. In alertness and 
sagacity it is unsurpassed by bird or beast, and to bring down a 
partridge requires, on the part of the bird hunter, quickness, 
sureness and agility of decision. Then it is a matter of less than 
seconds to swing the gun to the shoulder, unlock the safety and 
pull the trigger. It is all over in much less time than it takes to 
tell the process. There is good partridge hunting with a tree 
dog throughout the bird-hunting season, but this sport is not 
considered in the same class with wing shooting over a bird dog. 
Bird hunters compare wing shooting with fly fishing and hunting 
a tree-dog to "plug" fishing. 
Woodcock hunting is a premier form of sport in the 2\Iaine 
Woods. The woodcock is well named "the bird of mystery." 
The l\Iaine 
woodcock is 
the same 
gamey bird 
that is known 
variously in 
the southern 
states as the 
brier-snipe, 
the swamp-
snipe and the 
goose bird. 
Wherever 
found, the 
woodcock has 
the samechar-
acter is tics. 
No hunter, 
however 
well versed in 
the art, pre-
tends to know 
the woodcock, 
hut every 
hunter recog-
nizes wood-
cock - hunting 
as the premier 
form of sport. 
The best sea-
son for wood-
cock shooting 
I 
For the Bird Hunter the Aroostook Country Provides 
the Best of Sport 
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is from the 
10th to the 
25th of Octo-
ber; at least, 
this period 
averages well 
over a period 
of years. The 
woodcock 
follow the val-
leys of streams 
and rivers in 
their line of 
flight, instead 
of flying as 
''the crow 
flies," reaeh 
the eoast hy 
following the 
rivers to sea, 
and thenee on 
The Limit of Partridges their migra-
tion t <i the 
equatorial region. The woodeoek is a small bird, hardly larger 
than the robin. It feeds almost wholly on worms and does its 
eating at night. In the daytime it is drowsing in the fields and 
and when c·orne upon hy the dog is slow to shake off its napping. 
It is in this drowsy stage· that the hunter gets his point and prize. 
Many Sportin11 Campa Have Exhibits Like This Durin11 the Huntin11 Season 
Buck's Cove in Beautiful Sebec Lake 
']he Vacation Delights 
of PicturesQue Sebec Lake 
By .JoHN H. REVENAUGH, New York City 
H AVE you ever sat at your desk on one of those days when, 
despite all of your efforts and the exigencies of the hour, your 
mind simply will not cling to the matters before you, but follows 
your gaze out of the window and floats away to some sylvan 
dream spot in Nature's bosom? 
In the midst of the city's turbulence, its lead-colored skies, its 
unwholesome vapors and wrangling palpitance, have you ever 
longed to be some place. wher~ the sky is blue, where there are 
vast silences and space m which you can expand your cramped 
and restricted soul? Where men and conditions do not seem 
bent upon contesting every bit of joy you try to get out of life? 
Where you can find peace and harmony in which to gather to-
gether the tired and scattered atoms of yourself, and cool your 
care-worn brow in the gentle, balsam-laden breezes that bring 
contentment? 
Or maybe you just sigh occasionally for some place in the heart 
of Nature where you can spend a perfect vacation; where you 
will enjoy to the fullest every moment of your stay, and on leaving 
find a lump in your throat? 
Then it is time you became acquainted with Sebec Lake, for 
there you will find Elysium, and scenery in such splendor that you 
will lavish upon it all of that innate love and appreciation of 
Nature which is in the heart of every man. 
Situated about twenty miles north of DoYer and Foxcroft, 
Sebec Lake is thirteen miles long, and from the inside shore of 
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Buck's Cove across to the ex-
treme shore of Tim's Cove it 
is approximately seven miles. 
This is its greatest width, and 
it is at its upper end. The 
shores are adorned with every 
scenic heauty that is native to 
the Maine Woods; there is 
nothing missing. Giant hills 
compose an undulating shore 
line, some of them rising al-
most perpendicularly from the 
water's edge, and others grac-
ing the landscape further hack, 
their peaks draped in veils of 
beckoning blue and purple. 
Here and there along the 
A Prize to Be Proud Of shore are stretches of hard, 
silvery sand through which 
trickle rivulets of cold, delicious spring waler from the deep woods. 
Tht>sc hcac·hes arc ideal for bathing on the warm days when the 
cool, laughing wavelets entice you. 
Fish? Yes, indeed; lots of them - if you can catch them. 
You see it's this way: The fish in Sebec Lake are smart; they are 
just as smart as the devil, and full of almost as many tricks. 
They arc not so much interested in bait as they are in the man 
who is angling. If they see that he is a clean-cut sport, one who 
<·an give them a real, exciting battle, they take a ehance with him, 
and then, may the best one win. That's the reason for the smiles 
of satisfaction on the faces of those fishermen who come shore-
ward there in the late afternoons, glorying in the splendor of a 
golden sunset and the amber after-glow of a wine-golden day. 
You will spend hours at Sebec simply looking out over the lake. 
There is a eharm about the Yiews that is indescribable, a lure that is 
irresistible, and th is is particularly so in Septem berwhen Nature dons 
the flaunty colors of her autumnal pageant. Never twice do you 
find the same picture before you. The bosom of the lake is a constant 
mirror for the ever-changing moods of the surrounding earth, air 
and sky, hut never is it more cnehanting, more appealing, than 
when the shadows are lengthening, and the surrounding moun-
tains, the spruee, cedar and balsam, the maples with their leaves 
dia11gi11g into yellow and blood red, and the great white birches, 
arc rdlcetcd along the pcaeeful shores; when from some far-off 
shore <·orncs the lonely cry of a loon, and in the air hovers a sleepy 
quiet; when out of the forest comes the droning of wood-eriekets, the 
last twittcrings of day-birds and the beginning of night sounds. 
There arc several canoe trips that one may take up the streams 
that empty into Sebec Lake, and there are a great many smaller 
lakes, such as Grindstone Pond, Bennett Pond and the Butter-
milk Ponds, which are easily reached by trail. 
• 
• 
• 
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It is an intensely interesting trip to the Buttermilk Ponds, 
where Burt Packard has a camp for overnight parties. The trail 
leads in from the lake through a forest wilderness, and the two 
miniature lakes with the roaring waterfall joining them are things 
of great beauty. The fishing is exceptionally good. 
The Gorge is another scenic attraction that you will visit. 
You can hike there if you wish, or go by automobile to within a 
mile of it, and then over a most fantastic trail, an old logging 
road, into a virgin forest. Here is where Little "'ilson Stream 
falls over the rocks between massive granite walls into the chasm 
over a hundred feet below. If you are fond of climbing, the trip 
through this gorge is something to photograph and remember. 
About a mile up "'ilson Stream, that flows into the lake, is a 
most beautiful waterfall, and a stone's throw above is another 
even larger one. You will walk there every day just for the 
exercise. Here is where the Onawa Trail begins, and a two-mile 
walk along this path brings you to Cowyard Falls, a most impres-
sive bit of wild cataract in Shippon Stream. These waterfalls are 
especially attractive in September when the salmon are jumping. 
Buck's Cove, just around Deer Point, is the nearest thing to 
Arcadia you will ever see. "'ith its many small islands scattered 
about, you will find in it the realization of that dream you 
had back in your office. 
From almost any point in 
Sebec Lake you can see the 
double top of Boarstone::\Ioun-
tain, and it will beckon to you 
each day until you finally join 
one of the parties that go up 
to Onawa and climb it. It is 
precipitous, but you will he 
amply repaid by the view that 
is yours when you get to the 
fire warden's cabin at the top. 
You can see over half the State 
of Maine, and with Onawa 
Lake deep down in the valley 
between you and Barren 
.:\fountain, it is one of ~ ature's 
scenic masterpieces. 
A much milder climb, and 
one whieh you will take often, 
is up and over the mountain 
that stands beside Packard's 
Camps and down the other side 
into the raYine, where huge 
bowlders in a bygone age ha,·e 
tumbled from the mountain 
beyond and lie piled in a 
seismic mass in the chasm. Sebec Lake Has Long Been Popular With Fishermen 
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This is known 
as the Ice 
Cave and de-
rives its name 
from the fact 
that ice is 
often found in 
summer deep 
down in one 
of the crevices 
between the 
rocks. 
The trail 
from the camp 
over to the Ice 
Cave will ap-
peal to all the 
poetry in your 
nature. The 
tree-tops hang 
in a tangled 
canopy over-
head, and 
there is the 
gloom of twi-
light in places 
and where 
the sunshine 
comes through 
After an Early Snowfall on a Maine Woods Lake itislikefiltered 
moonlight. 
Cool, mossy resting places are everywhere along the way, and 
invite you to pause and listen to woodland's whispered symphony. 
If you are a poet, row alone across the lake to South Cove and 
hear Nature's heart-throbs in that virgin wilderness. You will 
get inspiration for more poetry than you can write in five years. 
But no matter what your temperament may he, you will have 
your cup of satisfaction filled to overflowing at Sebec Lake. 1f I 
am enthusiastic, it is because of all that it has meant to me through 
the vaeations I have spent there the last twelve years, and all that 
it has meant to dozens of others I know . 
. Just one more thing. Sebec Lake is an ideal plaee for a honey-
moon, as is cvidcnecd hy the presence ea<'h year of those would-be 
uneoneerncd eouples with the tell-tale shyness. And it's just like 
a honeymoon even if you're an old-timer, for in this paradise you 
C'ouldn't help falling in love all over again. Everywhere you turn 
thPrc is some hit of N aturc breathing of sentiment and romance. 
You can go to Bangor hy hoat, and the Bangor & Aroostook 
Railroad will take you from there to Dover and Foxeroft. Or, 
you can leave Boston at 9.00 P.!\I. on the sleeping ear of the 
• 
• 
• 
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An Enticing Bit of Woods Scenery 
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad, that runs to Greem·ille, and get off 
at Dover and Foxeroft at !l.30 the next morning. Here you ean take 
an automobile for about twenty miles over good roads, or you 
can go by automobile out to Greely's Landing, and across the lake 
in the little lake steamer, and you arrive in time for dinner. 
If you want to get away from the artificial, away from con-
ventionality, and have a real vacation where every moment is 
pulsating with enjoyment, go to Sebec Lake. 
On Doublctop Mountain with the Fire Warden'• Lookout in the Distance 
(Photo by Call Studio, Dexter, Mc.) 
The Monument, The Goal of All Parties Climbing Mt. Katahdin (Photo by Call Studio, Dexter, Mc.) 
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r 
The Call for Luncheon at Daicey Pond (Photo by Call Studio, Dexter, Me.) 
IWo.sevelt'sfavorite la!© 
in The.Maine Woods 
By .TorIN P. FLANAGAN, Bangor, ~Iaine 
T};'NU:MERABLE are the advantages and attractions that 
.I. Nature has lavished upon the Mattawamkeag Lake section of 
the Maine ·woods, located on the main line of the Bangor & 
Aroostook Railroad near Island Falls, and the vacationist who 
wishes to enjoy to the utmost a week or a month or more can select 
no better spot than this charming locality. And he will find that 
he has a distinguished predecessor who found health and strength 
and vacation there, no less than a former President of the United 
States, Theodore Roosevelt, the apostle of the great outdoors, 
who got his first start on the road to rugged, vigorous manhood 
when he visited :Mattawamkeag Lake in the early eighties. 
One of the treats of a trip to Mattawamkeag Lake is to talk 
with "Bill" Sewall, the l\Iaine guide who introduced Roosevelt 
to the woods of Maine. The fact that "Bill" is in his seventy-
seventh birthday doesn't mean anything as far as enjoyment of 
life and telling stories about his intimate friend and hero. He is 
a born raconteur; he has read and thought much, and there are 
few living men who enjoyed such close companionship with the 
former President and world figure as "Bill" Sewall. He is a most 
delightful old guide, full of woods lore and eager to introduce the 
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visitor into the pleasures of 
the open; he has been at this 
game all his life and time does 
not dull his zest in that respect. 
"Bill's" latest project is the 
creetion of a game warden's 
camp at l\Iunsungun Lake, 
one of Roosevelt's favorite 
camping spots. The state fish 
and game department is co-
operating, and the plan is to 
locate the camp on the very 
spot where Roosevelt and his 
guide camped and it is to be 
known as Roosevelt Camp. 
Mattawamkeag Lake is a 
great silvery sheet of water 
"Bill" Sewall. Roosevelt"• Friend entirely surrounded by woods, 
and the ozone of the atmos-
phere will put new life, enthusiasm and pep into the tired city man 
or woman. The fishing on the lake is excellent. William Wingate 
Sewall was the first white child born in Island Falls, and in his child-
hood days wolves and bear were numerous there. Strange as it 
may seem, there are many more deer in the Mattawamkeag Lake 
region now than there were when he was a boy; the reason for 
this he ascribes to the fact that the wolves have been killed off. 
"Bill" Sewall first met Roosevelt when the future President was 
a frail youth of eighteen. Ile was warned to take good care of 
young Theodore, not to take him on too hard jaunts, for it was 
explained that the young man's grit and ambition were greater 
than his physical strength. The Maine guide found that this 
was true. but young Roosevelt thrived on life in the woods, and 
it was not long before they were hiking from fifteen to twenty-five 
miles a day together. 
"I have often read," l\Ir. Sewall said to the writer one .June 
evening at Mattawamkeag Lake, "that Roosevelt was a weak, 
puny young man, but that is an exaggeration from my knowledge 
of him. He was not very strong and yet he was not a weakling. 
He was all grit, that man was, and it was will power that carried 
him through the trying years of the Presidency. As a young 
man, he had an idea that he was ~oing to be a naturalist and was 
in the habit of collecting butterflies and bugs. Trout fishing was 
not so attra<"tive to him as hunting; he was always cager to start 
off rifle under his arm." 
.. 
&>me of the Famous Landmarks on the Trail Up Mt. Katahdin 
(Photos by Call Studio, Dexter, Me.) 
• Katahdin Park Gan1e Preserve 
• K a t a hd i n P ark Gam e Preserve: Established by !\.Ialnc Fish and Game CornmlSBloner on petition June 24, 1921. extended August 1, 1921, and l\farrh 31, 1022; approximately 12 miles 
square: 90.000 acres. All hunting prohibited ror tour :rears from !\l ay 1, 1922. It Is hoped to make thl~ big game sanctuary permanent by act or Legislature. 
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Here's a Pretty String Caught at Long Pond 
'Jhe famous fishing Waters 
in The Aroostook Coun~ 
"Doubt not but that Angling is an art; is it not an art to deceive 
a Trout with an artifieial fly? A Trout! that is more sharp sighted 
than any Hawk you have named, and more watchful and timorous 
than your high mettled Merlin is bold? And yet, I doubt not to 
catch a brace or two to-morrow, for a friend's breakfast; doubt not, 
therefore, Sir, but that Angling is an art and an art worth your 
11·arning; the question is rather, whether you be capable of learning 
it! For Angling is somewhat like Poetry, men are to be born so; 
I mean with inclinations to it, though both may be heightened by 
discourse and practice; but he that hopes to be a good Angler must 
not only bring an inquiring, searching, observing wit; but he must 
bring a large measure of hope and patience, and a love and pro-
pensity to the art itself: but having once got and practised it, then 
doubt not but Angling will prove to be so pleasant that it will prove 
to be, like virtue, a reward to itself." 
so says Izaak Walton, the patron saint of the brotherhood of 
anglers, and had he known the fishing opportunities open to 
his followers to-day in the lakes and wooded streams of the l\Iaine 
\Yoods, who can doubt that he would have penned a tribute to 
the finest fishing waters on this old sphere even more eloquent 
than his praise of the piscatorial art. Doubtless, too, the gentle 
Walton would have pointed out the potent charm of these waters 
- how they transform into ardent anglers men and women who 
knew little of the art when they first arrived on vacation bent, 
hut who, under the magic of the woods, tasted of the fishermen's 
joys only to become enthusiastic followers of the reel and rod. 
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The Maine Woods country, admittedly, is the finest fishing 
section on the continent. Indeed, it is a question whether a 
section of like size can be found that possesses so many lakes and 
streams yielding the prizes that await the fishermen who come to 
the Aroostook country. Always, in this region of manifold 
attractions, there are many other diversions at hand so that a 
fishing trip can be combined with canoe excursions, mountain 
climbing, tenting out and other pleasures. 
To attempt a catalogue of the Maine Woods fishing waters 
would be a well-nigh endless task, although, of course, some of the 
long-famous names are recognized in the angling fraternity the 
country over. The list is naturally headed by Moosehead Lake, 
which, because of its leadership in size, and the fact that it was 
one of the earliest Maine Woods attractions, deserves to have the 
A Typical View on Beautiful Sebec Lake, Famous for Bass and Salmon 
top place. Moosehead, however, is only one of hundreds of 
waters. There are many new names whieh would be unfamiliar 
to the old timers, sueh as the Fish River ehain of lakes, far up in 
Maine's northmost peak. This is a splendid fishing section and 
one that sees increasing popularity eaeh season. 
Sebec Lake, for instance, has been long famous for its land-
lo<'kl-d salmon and for some of the best fly-fishing for small-mouth 
hlaek bass in Maine. S<'hoodic and the waters reached by the 
way of Norcross; the lakes and streams in the vi<'inity of Katah-
din Iron Works, and various waters in the course of the Allagash, 
West Branch and East Braneh canoe trips offer fine sport. If you 
have never been on a fishing trip to the Maine Woods, you can 
choose almost any station on the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad 
and you'll find that fishing waters are reachable without much 
travel. 
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An important advantage of 
fishing in the Maine Woods 
country is that there are so 
many waters and so variously 
located that it is possible to 
find continuous sport from 
early spring right through the 
summer until late in Septem-
ber. So cool are the spring-
fed waters that even in the 
heat of midsummer, when fish-
ing in most places is a thing 
of the past, it is possible to 
enjoy fly-fishing in many of 
these splendid waters. This 
is particularly noteworthy in 
the case of the up-north lakes 
and streams known as the Fish 
River chain of waters. This 
Isn "t This a Strin11 to be Proud Of? 
Catches Like This are a Daily Occurrence 
at the Thorofare Camps 
fine summer fishing, which 
brings no end of favorable 
comment, particularly from 
anglers who have been dis-
appointed in waters outside of 
Maine, is explained by the fact 
that many of the lakes besides 
being spring-fed are of con-
siderable altitude, which means 
cool water despite the ther-
mometer's high temperature. 
The Y acation Bureau of the 
Bangor & Aroostook Railroad 
has detailed information re-
garding fishing waters and you 
have but to give the time of 
your vacation to secure expert 
adYice as to what locality is 
most fayorable for the par-
ticular kind of fishing which 
you wish to enjoy. There are 
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waters right at hand, those far 
distant from the customary 
illllllllliliiiiii....imiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii•..;---ijijJ routes of travel, so whatever 
your preference, you can be 
suited. 
The premier prize is the 
royal salmon, king of all fish, 
and there are also trout, togue, 
black bass, perch and pickerel, 
and dozens of Maine waters 
are celebrated for their trout, 
and in many places white 
pereh, pickerel and black bass 
offer sport hardly less ex-
hilarating than the aristoeratic 
salmon and trout. The fishing 
season opens with the de-
parture of the ice from lakes 
and ponds. Fly-fishing con-
tinues at its best until summer 
weather, and in not a few 
localities even the warmest 
days find the waters sufficiently 
There Was Fine Sport in Making This Catch cool lo make good sport. As 
summer ends there is fine fly-
fishing generally and many anglers look forward to the fall sport. 
with just as much zest as in the spring. 
Slaughter Pond, Which Boasts Fine Scenery and Big Fish 
(Photo by Call Studio, Dexter. Mc.) 
.. 
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At . 
HOTELS, CAMPS AND FISHING WATERS 
SEARSPORT (36 miles from Bangor) 
Hotel PROPRIETOR 
Grinnell's Inn W. E. Grinnell 
Waters Reached KIND OF FISH 
1 Swan Lake• Salmon and Trout 
W INTERPORT (16 miles from Rangor) 
Hotels PROPRIETOR 
Commercial House G. ff_ Dunton 
The P rescott . Esther Prescott 
BANGOR 
II Tlie II 
, ....... 
Sportsman's 
Directory 
. 1 
• I 
~ ..... 
Dis-
TANCE, 
MILE8 
H 
5 
:I 2! 2! 
A practically complete 
list of sporting camps, 
hotels and fishing wat-
ers reached from each 
station on the 
Banl!or 8 Aroostook 
Railroad 
Camps and hotels are 
numbered to show by 
comparison with the 
list of Fishing Waters 
on what lake, stream or 
river they are located. 
CONVEYANCE RATE~ PER C_•PAC-
DAY WEEK ITY 
Team or auto 3.00 50 
Team or auto 
Team or auto 10.00 25 
Team or auto 7.00 15 
Hotels PROPRIETOR 
Bangor House . . H . A. Chapman t Auto 4.00 On Ap- 300 
Penobscot Exchange. • Moon & Cratty . . i Auto 4.00 plication 250 
W indsor Hotel . . . F. W. Durgin . ! Auto I .. 50-2.00 200 
Sea salmon are taken at the Bangor Pool, in the P enobsrot River, at the head of tidew iater. as 
they run up the river in spring en route to higher waters to spawn. Salmon are taken there 
weighing up to 30 pounds. Best fishing during! May and June. 
* See Stockton. 
• 
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HOTELS, CAMPS AND FISHING w ATERS 
Waters Reach ed 
1 Schoodic Lake . 
2 Seboois Lake 
KIND OF FISH 
Trout . . . . 
Pickerel and Pnch 
LAGRANGE (35 miles from Bangor) 
Waters Re'IFh ed KIND OF FISH 
Coldbrook Stream . • Trout . 
Hemlock Brook . Trout 
BOYD LAKE (37 miles from Bangor) 
Waters Reach ed KIND OF F1sH 
Boyd Lake . Perch, Bass, Pick'r'l 
DERBY (43 miles from Bangor) 
Hotel PROPRIETOR 
Piscataquis Hotel N. Il. Trask 
Waters Reac h ed 
Piscataquis River 
KIND OF FISH 
Bass and Pickerel 
SOUTH SEBEC (49 miles from Bangor) 
Hotel PROPRIETOR 
Sebec House . R. P. Lampson 
Waters Reached KIND OF F1sH 
Sebec Lake• . . . . Pick'r'l, Bass, Salmon 
•see Dover and Foxcroft. 
Dis-
TANCE, CONVEYANCE 
MILES 
i Walk 
i Walk 
2 Walk 
1 Team 
1 Team 
II Team 
2! Team 
2! Team 
2! Team 
i Boat 
0 
1 Walk 
4 Team 
5 Team 
i Walk 
l Walk 
i Walk 
-
5 Stage 
5 Stage 
RATES PER CAPAC-
DA Y WEEK ITT 
300.00 per season 
for children 
3.75 
2.00 14.00 
40 
60 
40 
I 
----------------------1--------1--------1~--
DOVER AND FOXCROFT 
(56 miles from Bangor) 
Camps and Hotels PROPRIETOR 
Blethen House . • Blethen Bros. i Team or auto 3.50 to 4.50 45 
Exchange Hotel . • A. 0. Robbins t Team or auto 2.50 25 
Packard's Camps• . B. M. Packard 10 Team & steamh't 3.?<J and up 65 
•Packard's Camps are located on all of the followlmg waters. At B uttermilk Pond a guide 
with boats and canoes stays at the camp throu g hout the summer At Peenuguma Pond i• 
a set of tents and boats so that parties from th e main c!\mps at Sebec L ake can go to Pee nuguma 
for a day's trip or longer when accompanied by a g uide. 
Waters Reached 
Bear Pond . . 
Bennett Ponds (2) 
Benson Ponds (2) 
Burdin Pond . 
Buttermilk Pond 
Crooked Pond 
Fourth Pond . . . 
Greenwood Ponds (2) . 
Little Grindstone Pond . 
Millbrook Pond . 
Millbrook Stream 
Peenuguma Pond 
Sebec Lake• . . . 
• See South Sebec. 
KIND OF F!SH 
White Perch . . . 
Black Bass, Pickerel. 
Togue and Trout . I 
Trout . . . . . 
Trout, Salmon and 
Togue . . 
Trout . 
Trout . . . 
Togue and Trout 
Trout . 
Trout . 
Trout . . . . . 
Small-mout.11 ll. Bassi 
Perch, Pickerel, Bass. 
Trout, Salmon 
13 Team, canoe, stbt 
13! Team, canoe, •tbt 
16 Team, steamboat 
15 Team, canoe, stbt 
13! Team, ranoe. stbt 
15 Team, canoe, stbt 
16 Te!\m, canoe. stbt 
15 Team, steamboat 
rn+ Team, st.camboat 
15 Team, canoe, stbt 
1.5 I Team, canoe, stbt 14 1Team. ranoe, stbt 
5 ITeam or auto 
_G_U_l_L_F_O_ R_D_(-64_m_i_le_s_f-ro_m_B_a_n_g_o_r_) ____ ll---1 
Ho tels PROPRIETOR 
Braeburn . W. E. Cohb t Auto or team 
Hotel Early .:.. W. L. Early ---'--1_2 1Auto 
350 up 50 
50 
THE SPORTSMAN'S DIRECTORY 
HOTELS, CAMPS AND FISHING w ATERS 
GUILFORD - Continued 
Waters Reached 
Foss Pond• 
Lake Mahannock 
Punch Bowl . 
Sebec Lake 
Silver Lake . . . . 
•See Abbot Village. 
KIND OF FISH 
Salmon, Togue and 
Trout . . . 
Trout and Pickerel 
Trout . . . . .·.· 1 Trout and Salmon 
Trout and Salmon 
ABBOT VILLAGE (67 miles from Bangor) 
Waters Reached KIND OF FrsH 
Bear Brook Trout and Togue . 
Foss Pond• Trout, Togue and 
Piper Pond 
Sebec Lake 
Thorne Brook 
Whet•tone Pondt 
' See Guilford. 
Salmon . . 
Trout and Salmon 
Trout and Salmon 
Trout . . . 
Trout and Togue 
t See Monson Jct. 
MONSON JUNCTION (70 miles from Bangor) 
Waters Reached KrND OF FrsH 
Lake Juanita . Trout and Togue 
MONSON (76 miles from Bangor) 
Hotel PROPRIETOR 
Thomas House Harry Thomas 
Waters Reached 
1 Bear Pond. 
2 Bell Pond. . 
3 Doughtery Ponds 
4 Eighteen Pond . . 
5 Hedgehog and Brown 
6 Lake Hebron . 
7 Long Pond . 
8 Meadow Pond 
9 Monson Pond 
10 North Pond . 
11 Onawa Lake . 
12 South Pond . 
13 Two Greenwood 
KIND OF FISH 
Trout 
Trout 
Trout 
Trout 
Trout 
Trout . . . . 
Trout and Salmon 
Trout . . . . 
Trout and Salmon 
Trout . 
Salmon 
Trout . 
Salmon 
BLANCHARD (78 miles from Bangor) 
(Altitude at Station, 798 feet) 
Hotel PROPRIETOR 
River Side House Mrs. M. F. Worcester 
Waters Reached KIND OF FISH 
Bald Mountain Stream . Trout 
Blackstone Brook Trout 
Bog Stream . Trout 
Bunker Pond Trout 
Crocker Pond Trout 
Douty Pond . Trout . . . 
Lake Hebron Trout and Salmon 
Lily Pond Trout 
Marble Pond Trout 
Mud Pond . Trout 
Ordway Pond• . Trout 
Piscataquis River Trout 
Spectacle Pond• . . Trout 
SpectaclePond(inMonson)Trout 
-T_h_a_n_k_•_g_iv_i_n_g_P_o_n_d~·~-·-T~ro_u_t~~~~~-· i • See Sh rley. 
SHIRLEY (85 miles from Bangor) 
(Altitude at Station. 1047 feet) I 
Camps PROPRIETOR 
12 Beech Tree Camp J. H. Church .. 
12 Camp Comfort . J. H. Church 
10 Cedar Tree Camp J. H. Church 
5 Moxie Pond Camp C. H. Littlefield 
12 West Bog Camp . C. H. Littlefield 
Drs-
TANCE, CONVEYANCE RATES 
MILES DAY 
14 Auto 
1 Auto 
11 Auto 
12 Auto 
10 Auto 
G Team or auto 
7 Team or auto 
5 Team or auto 
11 Auto 
4! Team or auto 
6 Team or auto 
3 
1 Walk :i.oo 
G! Team 
I 3 Team 21 Team 2! Team and boat 
15 Team 
0 
18 Team 
5 Team 
2 Team 
6 Team and walk 
I 
10 Team 
6 Team 
9 Team 
l Team 7.00 and up 
6 Walk 
2 Walk or team 
6 Walk 
4 Team 
10 Walk 
3 Walk 
2 Walk 
3 Team 
G Walk 
7 Team 
5 Walk 
l Walk 
7 Team 
3 Team 
7 Team 
8 Team 
4 Team 
7 Team 
s Team 
4 Team 
I 
I 
77 
PER 1cAPA c-
\\7EEK ITY 
I 
--
I 
I 
--
/_ 
10 
I 
I 
I 
25 
I 
6 
10 
6 
6 
10 
" 
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j Dis-
HOTEL~, CAMPS AND FISHING WATERS TANCE, 
MILES 
--
.,---SHIRLEY - Continued 
Waters Reached KIND OF FISH 
1 Gold Brook Trout 
2 Gravel Brook . Trout 
3 Indian Pond• . Tront a~d Togue 
4 l\1ain Stream . Trout . 
5 Moxie Pond Trout . 
6 Notch Pond Trout . 
7 Oakes Bog . Trout . 
8 Ordway Pondt Trout and .Togue 
9 Round Pond Trout . 
IO Spectacle Pondt Trout and 'sal;,.o~ 
11 Trout Pond • . Trout . 
12 West Bop: . . . Trout . 
•See Greenville. t See Blan~ha~d. 
GREENVILLE (91 miles from Bangor) 
(AltitudP at Station, 1040 feet) 
Hotels and Camps PROPRIETOR 
I Attean Camps R. E. Holden (Jackman) 
3 Camp Greenleaf A. E. Van Skoik (Sugar Island) 
3 Capens G. W. Gourley (Capens) 
22 Chadwick's F. W. Chadwick . 
7 Heald Pond Camps Fred Hendel"'On . (Jackman) 
I Lake Parlin House and H. P. McKinney 
Camp (Jackman) 
3 Lily Bay House . H. N. Bartley (Lily Bay) 
3 Lyford Pond Camps. F. N. Wehster (Kokad-jo) 
3 Mount Kineo House Ricker Hotel Co. 
3 N orthwcst Inn R. L. Keating (Seboomook) 
3 Outlet House & Camps A. J. Wilson . (Moosehead) 
3 Piscataquis Exchange H N. Bartley . (Greenville Jct.) 
3SpencerNarrowsCampsE. G. Stevens . (Greenville Jct.) 
3 Squaw Mountain Inn A. A. Crafts . . (Greenville Jct.) 
Thorofare Camps T. E Heald . . 
13 West Outlet Camps Gilbert & Coombs 
rWest Outlet) 
13 Winncgarnock House :Mrs. T. B. Snow (Northeast Carry) 
25 Yoke Pond Camps 
24 Henderson's Camp 
Waters Reached 
I Attean Lake . 
2 Benson Pond . . 
3 Big Lyford Pond• 
4 Bir Squaw Pond . 
5 Burnham Pond . 
6 Fitzgerald Pond 
7 Heald Pond . 
8 Horseshoe Pond• 
9 Indian Pond• 
IO Lake Onawat 
11 Lake Parlin . . 
12 Lower Wilson Pond 
13 Mooschead Lake . 
14 Mountain Pond 
~g ~~0a';,t 1."o';,~ 
C. Berry . . 
E. A. Henderson 
(Jackman) 
KIND OF FISH 
Trout 
Trout 
Trout 
Trout 
Trout 
Trout 
Trout . 
Trout . 
Trout . . . 
Trout and Salmon 
Trout . 
Trout . . . . 
Trout, Togue, Salmon 
Trout . 
Trout . . . 
Trout, Togue and1 
Salmon. 
17 Rum Mountain Pond Trout . 
18 Spencer Pond Togue . 
19 Squaw Bay . . Trout 
20 Squaw Mountain Pond Trout . 
21 Upper Wilson Pond Trout . 
1 
II 
7 
0 
7 
7 
4 
5 
IO 
3 
7 
3 
42 
9 
IO 
30 
50 
54 
13 
29 
20 
40 
11 
t 
16 
ll 
9 
21 
40 
35 
42 
42 
18 
29 
4 
9 
r, 
50 
8 
4 
15 
.54 
3! 
0 
8 
8 
19 
5 
22 
21 
31 
5 
CONVEYANCE RATES PER CAPAC-
DAY W EEK ITY 
-------- ---
Walk 
Walk 
Team 
Team 
Team and walk 
Team 
Team 
Team 
Team 
Team and walk 
Team 
---
Canadi~n Pac.Ry. 3.00 up 
Steamer 3.50 up 24 .. 'iO up 45 
Steamer 3.50 to 4.00 50 
21.00 up 
8teamcr, stage 
and canoe 3.00 up 30 
Canadian Pac.Ry . 3.00 up 21.00 up 45 
Canadian Pac.Ry .. 'i.00 up 24.50 up 
Steamer, summer; 
stage, winter 
Steamer. stage. 
canoe and carry 
Steamer 
Steamer 
Canadian Pac.Ry. 
Team 
Steamer, canoe 
Auto and boat 
Steamer 
Steamer 
Rteamer 
Rtmr .. team. canoe 
Canadian Pac.Ry. 
,Canadian Pac.Ry. 
,Canadian Pac.Ry. 
:Htmr .. stage,canoe 
Walk 
I Roat and carry Walk 
Canadian Pac.Ry. 
Team, boat, carry 
Walk 
Canadian Pac.Ry. 
Canadian Pac.Ry . 
Team 
Team, boat, carry 
Boat and carry 
Rteamer and team 
Team and walk 
Roat and carry 
Boat 
Walk 
Team 
2.00 up 
3.00 up 
5.00 up 
3 . .'iO to .'i.00 
25.00 to 30.00 
4.00 up 
4.00 up 
3.50 
4.00 to 7.00 
28.00 up 
3.50 24.00 
5.00 up 35.00 up 
4.00 to 5.00 30.00 
3.00 up 
20 
26 
500 
50 
40 
50 
50 
75 
60 
75 
50 
12 
80 IN THE MAINE w OODS 
Territory Reached from Greenville Junction on the Cana:iian Pacific Ry . 
-
HOTELS, CAMPS AND FISHING w ATERB 
DIS-
TANCE. 
MILES 
CONVEYANCE RATES PER I 
DAY WEEK 
GREENVILLE - Continued 
Waters Reached KIND O>' F1sH 
22 West Branch Pond• . Trout . 30 
23 Wilson Stream Trout . . . . 4 l 
24 Wood Pond • Trout and Salmon 41 
25 Yoke Pond• . . Trout . . . . 35 
• See Iron Works. t See Brownville Jct. 
In addition to the foregoing list, camps and hotels 
are reached from Greenville via the Canadian P acific 
MILO (44 miles from Bangor) 
Hotel PROPRIETOR 
Dillon House. W . E. Dillon. 
Waters Reached 
Alden Brook . 
Sebec River . 
KIND OF FISH 
Trout . . . . 
Bass and Pickerel 
BROWNVILLE (49 miles from Bangor) 
Hotel PROPRIETOR 
Hotel Herrick . F. L. Fogarty 
BROWNVILLE JCT. (52 miles from Bangor) 
Hotel P110PRIETOR 
Pleasant River HoW!e J .E. Dillon . 
2 
t 
Waters Reached KIND OF FisH 
Lake Onawa• . . Trout and Salmon 18 
• See Greenville. 
KATAllOIN IRON WORKS (62 miles from 
Bangor) 
(Altitude at Station. 595 feet) 
Camps P110PHIETOR 
Rtmr.,tcam,canoc I 
Walk 
I Canadian Pac.Ry. Stmr.,team,canoc 
at Jackman, Skinn 
Railway. 
er, Holeb and Low 
Team 3.50 up 
Team or walk 
Team or wnlk 
Hack 3 00 18 00 
Walk 2.50-16.00 
Canadian Pac.Ry. 
------
CAPAC-
ITY 
ell town 
30 
I 
25 
140 
1 Big Houston Pond 
Camps (9) . . . W. L. Arnold 
10 Chairback Mountain 
31 
!) 
Auto and Team :1.00 up 21.00 30 
40 Camps (12) . . Clarence W. West Team 3. 00 IP t 
THE SPORTSMAN'S DIRECTORY 
HOTELS, CAMPR AND FISHING w ATERS 
KATAHDIN IRON WORKS - Continued 
9 Litte Lyford Pond 
D1s-
T.\.NCE. CONVEYANCE 
MILES \ _____ _ 
Camps PROPRIETOR I 
Camps . . . . E. A. Sherburne 12 Team 
2 Lyford Pond Camps• F. N. Webster 18 Team 
10 Mtn. View Camps•t W. M. Dore. 10 Team and canoe 
21 Yoke Pond Camps• . C. Berry . . . . 17 Team or walk 
• More easily reached from Greenville via Kokad jo. 
81 
RATES PER CAPAC· 
DAY WEEK ITY 
I 3.00 
13.00 
2 .50 
3.00 
16.00 
21.00 
30 
25 
20 
12 
t Also reached via Brownville Jct. and Onawa. 
That part of the Bangor & Aroostook Rail road between Brownville Jct. and Iron Works hav-
ing been discontinued, jitnex service is maintain ed. 1\1 iles given to camp sand ponds are fro m Iron 
Works. Distance Brownville Jct. to Katahdin Iron Works, 9.4 miles. 
·-----------------
Waters Reached 
I Big Houston Pond 
2 Big Lyford Pond• 
3 B Pond 
4 Dam Pond 
KIND OF F1su 
Trout and Togue 
Trout 
Trout 
Trout 
5 East Chairback Pond Trout 
(j Horseshoe Pond• Trout 
7 Indian Pond• Trout 
8 Little Houston Pond Trout 
!) Little Lyford Pond . Trout . . . . 
10 Long Pond Trout and Salmon 
11 Lost Pond . . . Trout . 
12 Middle Branch Brook Trout . 
13 Mountain Brook Pond Trout . 
14 Pleasant River . Trout . . . . . 
15 Silver Lake . . . Pickerel and Salmon 
16 Spruce Mountain PondTrout 
17 Spruce Pond . . . Trout 
18 West Branch Pond• . Trout 
19 West Chairback Pond Trout 
20 White Brook . . Trout 
21 Yoke Pond• . . . Trout 
• See Greenville. 
3! 'Team 
18 Team 
12 Team and walk 
Reached from Big 
Houston 
8 'Team and walk 
15 ITeam and walk 
Reached from Big 
Houston 
2 Team or walk 
13 Team 
9 1 Team 
7 Walk 
6 Walk 
15 Walk 
8 1 Team 
0 
7 Team and walk 
4 Walk 
20 'Team 
6 Team and walk 
2 Team 
17 'Team and walk 
---------1---1-------
bBEEME (48 miles from Bangor) 
Camp PROPRIETOR 
I Camp ~farquot L. Leig~on ./ Boat and walk 25 
82 IN TnE M A I NE W oooR 
H OTELS, CAMPS AND FISHING WATERS CONVEYANCE RATES 
DAY 
PER ICAPAC-
WEEK ITY 
EBEEME - Continued 
Waters R ea c h ed 
l Ebeeme Pond 
KIND OP FISH 
Pickerel and Perch 
-1 -
Walk 
-- 1--------, 
SCHOOOIC (59 miles from Bangor) 
Camp PROPRIETOR 
3 Schoodic Lake Camps C. S. Cable 0 Cabins for rent 75 
Waters Reac h ed 
l Cedar Pond• 
2 ,Jo Mary Lakes 
3 Schoodic Lake . 
KIND OF FISH 
Trout . 
f~~~!, ·Ba~s. ·sal~o~ 
and Togue 
•See Packards and Ingalls. 
PACKARDS (63 miles from Bangor) 
(Elevation 445 feet) 
Camp PROPRIETOR 
1- 2 Cump Moosehorns Brackett & Pease 
Water s R ea c h ed KIND OF F1s11 
l Cedar Pond• . Trout . 
2 Northwest Pond . Trout . 
• See Schoodic and Ingalls. 
WEST SEBOOIS (68 miles from Bangor) 
Camp PnoPRIET01t 
6 Camp Lakeside E.W. Harris . 
Waters Reached Knm OF l•'1sH 
l Beur Brook Trout . 
2 Patrick Drook . . Trout . . . . 
3 RaggedMt.Pond&8tr'm Trout 
4 Seboois Lake . . . Pickerel and Perch 
5 Seboois Stream . Trout . . . 
6 Upper Jo Mary . Perch, Trout, Togue 
INGALLS (71 miles from Bangor) 
(Elevation, 582 feet) 
PROPRIETOR 
F. M. Smith . 
Camp 
l Cedar Lake Camps 
Waters Reach ed KIND OF F1sH 
l Cedar Pond• . . . Trout . 
•See Schoodic and Packards. 
(Elevation, 499 feet) 
Camps and Hote ls PROPRIETOR 
10 
10 
0 
Walk 
Walk 
Canoe 
10 Wulk 
0 
7 Walk 
3 Walk 
4 Walk 
3 Walk 
21 Walk 
0 
7 Walk 
3 Walk 
3 Walk 
3.50 up 
NORCROSS (76 miles from Bangor) I 
13 Buckhorn Camps Bert Haynes & Son . 15 
2 Camp Chadbourne A. E. Chadbourne 12 
Stmr. and canoe 3.50 up 
Steamer 3.iJO up 
16 Camp Eureka Spencer Bros. 12 
25 Camp Phoenix . . C. A. Dai•ey . 45 
24 Camp Uno . . . C.H. Collins 26 
22 Katahdin View Camps F. M. Pitman 20 
26 Kidney Pond Camps Bradeen & Clifford 32 
24 McDougall's Camps . Rohert McDougall 25 
l!l Norcross House . . A. F. Fowler 0 
20 l'aBBamagamoc Carry 
Camps . . . . Eugene Hair 14 
9 Pleasant Point Camps N. H. Shorey 18 
12 The Antlers Camps L. E. Potter . 14 
5 Twin Pine Camps M. V. York 31 
Waters Reached KIND O>' F1s11 
l A bol Lake . . Trout . . . . . 27 
2 Ambajejus Lake . . Pick'r'l, Perrh, Togue 10 
3 AmbajenackomusLake Trout . 32 
4 Beaver Pond . . . Trout . 18 
5 Daisy Pond . Trout . . l!l 
6 Debsconeag Lake (!Ht) Trout and Togu1• 18 
7 Dchsconeag Lake (2d) Trout and Togue . 1 18 
8 I>ebsconeag Lake (3d) Trout and Togue 17 
!} Debsconeag Lake(4th) Trout aud Togue 18 
Debsconeag Lake(5tb) Trout . . . 
JO Foss and Knowlton . Trout . . . . 28 
Jl Hurd Pond . . . Trout and Togur . 18 
12 Jo Mary Lake (Lower) Pick'r'I. Perch . Trout 12 
Steamer 3.50 up 
~~:::~:·~~1:J°~~~~:m ~:~3 Ml 
Stmr. and canoe 3 50 up 
Stmr. and canoe 4.00 up 
,Stmr. and canoe 3.50-4 .00 
Stmr. and canoe 
8tmr. and canoe 
Stmr. and canoe 
Stmr. and canoe 
Stmr ,carry ,canoe 
Steamer 
Stmr. ,carry ,canoe 
Stmr. ,carry ,canoe 
Rtmr. ,carry ,canoe 
Htmr. ,carry ,canoe 
Htmr.,carry ,canoe 
Stmr. ,carry ,canoP 
Stmr.,carry ,canoe 
Stmr. ,carry ,canoe 
Hteamer and carry 
Stmr. and canoe 
5.00 
3.50 up 
3.50 up 
3.50 up 
3.00 up 
21.00 
+--
1 
10 
28.00 
20 
10 
J,'j 
20 
20 
20 
2!) 
2;; 
10 
25 
20 
)() 
20 
25 
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Dis-
HOTELS, CAMPS AND FISHING WATERS TA:SCE, CONVEYANCE RATES PER 'CAPAC MILES DAY WEEK ITY 
---
NORCROSS - Continued 
Waters Reached KIND OF FISH 
13 Jo Mary Lo.kc('.\liddle) Pick'r'l, Perch, Trout 15 Stmr. and canoe 
14 ,Jo !lfnry Lake (Upper) Pick'r'l, Perch. Trout 17 Rtmr. and canoe 
15 Katahdin Stream Trout . . . . . 25 Stmr.,carry,canoe 
16 Millinocket Lake• Pick'r'l, Perch, Trout 11 Steamer and carry 
17 Minister Pond Trout . 18 
18 Nahmakanta Lak~ Trout and Togue 22 Stmr.,carry,canoe 
19 North T win Lake Pickerel and Perch 0 
20 Passamagamoc Lake Pickerel and Togue 14 Stmr .,carry ,canoe 
21 Pemadumcook Lake . Pick'r'l. Perch. Togue 5 Steamer 
22 PenobscotRiver(W.Br.) Pick'r'l, Perch, Trout 20 Stmr .. carry,canoe 
23 Pollywog Lake . . Trout and Togue . 28 Stmr.,carry ,canoe 
24 Rainbow Lake . . Trout . 26 Stmr .• carry,canoe 
25 Sourdnahunk Lake Trout . 45 Stmr. ,canoe, team 
26 Sourdnahunk Stream Trout . 28 Stmr. ,carry ,canoe 
27 South T win Lake Pickerel a~d Perch I Walk 
• See Millinocket. 
I 
MILLINOCKET (82 miles from Bangor) 
Hotel PROPRIETOR 
Great Northern Hotel Ralph Washburn ! ,Auto 4.0D-4.50 50 
Waters Reac hed Knrn OF F1sH 
Cherry Pond . Trout. Perch and 
Pickerel .. 1 Walk 
84 IN THE MAINE Wooos 
HOTELS, CAMPS AND FISHING w ATERS 
D1s-
1'fANCE, 
M1LE8 
·--1 
CONVEYANCE I RATES PER CAPAC-
D .\Y WEEK JTY 
MILLINOCKET Continued 
Waters Reached 
Millinocket Lake• 
KIND OF FISH 
Trout, Perch and 
Millinocket Stream 
Hchoodic Brook . 
Smith Brook . . 
Wollesenaic Lake 
• See Norcross. 
Pickerel 
Trout . 
Trout . . . . 
Trout and Pickerel 
Perch and Pickerel 
EAST MILLINOCKET (91 miles from Bangor) 
Hotels PROPRIETOR 
Exchange Hotel . A. W. Scott . 
Union House . A. E. Ham 
Waters Reached 
Dolby Pond . . . . 
Penobscot River (E.Br.) 
Salmon Stream . 
KIND OF FISH 
Pickerel . . . 
Pickerel and Bass 
GRINDSTONE (91 miles from Bangor) 
Hotel PROPRIETOR 
Powers House C. T. Powers 
Waters Reached KIND OF F18H 
1 Lunksoos Pond• . Trout and Togue 
2 Meadow Brook Trout . . . 
3 Messer Pond . . . Trout and Togue 
4 PenobscotRiver(E.Br.) Pickerel and Bass 
5 Round Pond . . . Pickerel and Perch 
fi Salmon-Stream Pond Pickerel and Perch 
7 Sand Bank Brook . Trout . 
8 Schoodic Brook . . Trout . . . . 
9 Soldier Pond . . . Trout and Pickerel 
10 Wissataquoik Stream• Trout and Salmon 
• See Stacyville. 
STACYVILLE (102 miles from Bangor) 
(Elevation ut Station, 526 feet) 
Hotels and Camps PROPRIETOR 
3 Cushman's Camps . J.E. Cushman . 
Davenport House . J.E. Davenport . 
2 Katahdin J,ake Camps Ralph E. Dorr 
12 Mattagamon House I E. Palmer . 
Waters Reached KIND OF F1sn 
I Davidson Pond Trout and Pickerel 
2 Katahdin Lake Trout . 
3 Kellogg Pond Trout . 
4 Lunksoos Pond• Trout . . . . 
·1 
.I 
:I 
5 Messer Pond . Trout and Pickerel 
6 Moose Pond . . . Trout . . . . . 
7 PenobseotRiver(E.Br.) Trout, Pickerel and 
Salmon 
8 Salmon Stream Lake Trout and Pickerel 
9 Sand Bank Brook . Trout . 
IO Six Ponds . . . . Trout . . . . 
11 Spring Brook Pond . Trout . . . . 
12 Wissataquoik Stream• Trout and Salmon 
• See Grindstone. 
SHERMAN (106 miles from Bangor) 
(Elevation, 487 feet) 
Hotels and Camps PROPRIETOR 
Benedicta House . Jerry Perry . 
5 Echo Island Camps B. A. Gantnier 
l Bowlan Camps . 
Richmond House . 
Sherman House 
(Ben<'dieta) 
C. E. McDonald 
Mrs. F. Hirhmond 
H. G. Perrin . 
Waters Reached K1>1D OF FISH 
I Bowlin Pond . . Trout • . . 
2 Macwahoc Lake . . Perch and Trout 
3 Molunkus Stream . . Perch and Trout 
4 SalmonPondandStream Trout and Salmon 
5 Salmon Stream Lake . Trout and Salmon 
8 'Team 
0 
2 Walk 
3 Team 
7 Canoe 
0 
3 
2! 
5 
5 
Tram or auto 
1 Tt>am or auto 
Walk 
1---
Team 
28 Canoe and carry 
2 Walk 
28 Canoe ancl carry 
0 
2 Canoe 
5 Walk 
7 Canoe 
7 Walk 
7 Walk 
14 Canoe 
3.00 
2 00 10.00 
40 
30 
IO 
----- - - - ------- ----
22 'Team 
0 
22 Team 
7 Team 
2 Walk 
22 Team 
10 Team and canoe 
17 Team and canoe 
11 Team and canoe 
13 'Team and canoe 
7 Team 
18 Team 
7 Team 
20 Team 
IO Team and canoe 
7 Team 
40 
20 
25 
-------- ___ , __ 
7 Stage 20 15 Auto 25 
2:; 
'Tcam,snddlchorse 2.5 0 10 :lj Auto 20 
2!; Team,saddlrhorsr 
15 Auto 
! Walk 
8 Stage 
1,; 1Auto 
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Dis- I RATES HOTELS, CAMPS AND FISHING w ATERB TANCE, CONVEYANCE PER CAPAC-
:'\hLES ,DAY WEEK ITY 
PATTEN (113 miles from Bangor) 
(Elevation st Station, 558 feet) 
Hotels and Camps PROPRIETOR 
Hay Pond Camps . 0. W. Hall . 28 Auto or team 3.00 20.00 25 
21 Birch Point Camps Walters & Gould 12 Auto and boat (00 20.00 2;; 10 Camp Fairview • E. F . Fowler . 12 Auto and boat 3.50 30 
3 Camp Wapiti. Camp Wapiti Assoc. 11 Team 4.00 40 
Crommett House T. Crommett 12 Auto 3.00 50 
12-15 Hall's Camps . Harry Hall . 14 Auto lrn:., 20 I McDonald's Camps . C. E. McDonald . 20 Team 25 11 Second Lake Camps . Lincoln Pulp Wood 
- Company . . . 36 Auto, team, boat 2.00 14.00 25 
10 Shinn Pond House Z . L. Harvefi woo<l 10 Auto 2.00 60 20 Trout Brook Farm Lincoln Pup 
Company 30 Auto and team 3.00 30 
5 Young's Camps Young & Myrick 30 Auto and team 3.00 25 
Waters Reached KIND OF FISH 
I Bowlin Pond Trout . 20 
2 Crystal Lake : Pickerel 4 1Auto or team 
3 Davis Pond Trout and ·sal~o;, 14 1Auto or team 
4 Fowler Ponds Trout 35 1Auto or team 
5 Grand Lake-Seboois : Trout 24 Auto or team 
6 Green Pond Trout 16 IAuto and team 
7 Hay Brook Trout 16 Team 
86 IN THE MAINE WooDS 
HOTELS, CAMPS AND FISHING WATERS 
P ATTEN-Con t inued 
Wate rs Reach e d K1No OF FISH 
8 Hay Lake . Trout and Salmon 
9 Jerry Pond . . Trout . . . . 
10 Lower Shinn Pond Trout and Salmon 
11 Matagamon Lake Trout and Togue 
12 Mud Lake . . . Trout . . . • 
13 PenobscotRiver(E.Br.)Trout and Salmon 
14 Picked MountainPond Trout . 
15 Pleasant Lake• Trout . 
16 Sawtelle Brook Trout . . . 
17 Scrag11ly Lake Trout and Togue 
18 Seboo1s Stream Trout . 
19 Snowshoe Lake Pickerel 
20 Trout Brook . . Trout . . . . 
21 Upper Shinn Pond Trout and Salmon 
22 White Horse Lake . Pickerel 
• See Smyrna Mills. 
ISLAND FALLS (117 miles from Bangor) 
(Elevation, 458 feet) 
Hote ls and Camps PROPRIETOR 
Exchange Hotel . G. F. Paul 
G Hook Point Camps W. W. Sewall 
Waters R ea c h ed KIND OF F1sH 
1 Caribou Lake Pickerel and Perch 
2 Cole Brook . . Trout . 
3 Dyer Brook . . Trout . 
4 East Branch River Trout 
5 Vish Stream . Trout . . . . . 
G Mattawamkeag Lake Pickerel, Trout, Bass 
and !liver and Perch . 
7 Otter Lake . Trout . . . . . 
8 P leasant Pond• . Trout, Bass. Pickerel 
9 Sly Brook . . Trout and Pickerel 
10 Warren Falls . Trout 
•see Smyrna Mills. 
Dis-
TANCE, CONVEYANCE 
Mil.ES 
28 Team 
23 Auto or team 
10 Auto 
30 Auto or team 
14 Auto and team 
28 Team and canoe 
12 Team 
12 Team 
25 Auto or team 
30 Auto or team 
7 Team 
22 Team or auto 
32 Team or auto 
11 Auto 
20 Auto or team 
! Hack 
8 Auto and boat 
6 Team and walk 
6 Team and walk 
2 Walk 
12 1 Auto, ranoe, wnlk 
II Canoe 
I! 
Tf'am 
7 Team and canoe 
4 Team 
4 Team and walk 
4 Canoe and wa!k 
RATES PER CAP.\C-
DAY WEEK ITY 
I 
I 
3.!iO 2!> 
13 00 30 
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HOTELS, CAMPS AND FIBBING w ATEBS E, CONVEYANCE RATES PER CAPA c-
Dis 
TANC 
MIL ES DAY WEEK !TY 
OAKFIELD AND SMYRNA MILLS (126 mil es f ro m Bangor) 
(Elevation at Station, 578 feet) 
Hotels and Camps PROPRIETOR 
11 Dunbar Place . F. McMannus, Jr. 14 
3 Hale Pond Camps John Mitchell 14 
11 McMannus' Camps F. McMannus . 16 
9 Chase Camps Coburn Brothers• 12 
The Inn . . Chas. C. Merrill . l 
11 Umcolcus Camp . John Tinney . 18 
• R.F.D. No. 3, Smyrna Mills. 
Waters Reac hed KIND OF FISH 
1 Dudley Brook Trout 
2 Green Lake Trout 
3 H ale Pond . Trout 
4 Hastings Brook . Trout 
5 Mattawamkeag River Trout 
6 Mud Lake . Trout 
7 Pleasant Lake Trout . 
8 Pleasant Pond Togue . 
9 Rockabema Lake Trout . 
10 Spaulding Lake . Pickerel 
JI Umcolcus Lake Trout . 
WEEKSBORO (138 miles from Bangor) 
Water s R eached KIND OF PISH 
2 
14 
8 
8 
0 
16 
16 
8 
14 
2 
18 
Smith Brook• . . Trout . i 
Smith Brook Deadwater• Trout . 3 
• See Howe Brook. 
HOWE BROOK (142 miles from Bangor) 
(Elevation, 664 feet.) 
Waters Reached KIND OF FisH 
Beaver Brook• Trout . 
Cut Pond• . Trout . 
Howe Brook . Trout . . l 
St. Croix Lake . Trout and Perch 0 
St. Croix River• . Trout . 
Smith Brook• . Trout . 
Smith Brook Dead water• . . . . . . . 
Tracy Brook . . . . . . . . . I 
•Smith Brook and Smith Brook Deadwater 
are best reached from Weeksboro. Cut Pond 
best reached from Shoreys. St. Croix River and 
Beaver Brook are best reached from St. Croix. 
Team or auto 
Team 
Team or auto 
Team or auto 
Team or auto 
Team and canoe 
Team 
Team and canoe 
Team and canoe 
Team 
Team and canoe 
Team and canoe 
Team 
Team 
Team or auto 
Team and canoe 
Walk 
Walk 
Walk 
Boat 
1- -
MASARDIS (159 miles from Bangor) 
(Elevation at Station, 581 feet.) 
Hotels and Camps PROPRIETOR 
Arbo Camp . . M. D Arbo . 12 
Chase's Camps . . . 
Libby's Hotel and Sport-
ing Camps• . . . Will T. Libby 10 
7 Soule's Camps . . . Billy Soule . 10 
• Forty camps Jocated on head waters of 
Aroostook and Allagash rivers. Reached from , 
Ox Bow by stage from Masardis. 
Waters Reached 
l Aroostook River . 
2 Beaver Pond . . 
3 Brown Brook Pond 
4 Chandler Brook . 
5 Clear Lake 
KIND OF FISH 
Trout . 
Trout . 
Trout . 
Trout 
3! 
45 
25 
52 
Auto 
Auto 
Auto 
I 
Walk 
Team and canoe 
Team and canoe 
1Team and canoe 
Team and canoe 
6 Long Lake . . 
7 Millimegassett Lake 
8 Millnockett Lakes 
9 Mooseleuk Stream 
Trout and Togue 
Trout 
Trout . 
Trout . 
Trout . 
38 Team and canoe 
33 Team and canoe 
3.5 Team and canoe 
22 Team and canoe 
10 Moose Pond . . 
11 Munsungan Lakes 
12 Reed Pond . 
13 St. Croix River 
Trout . 
Trout and Togue 
Trout . 
Trout . 
Ho tel PROPRIETOR 
~g 1:f::::: :~~ ~:~~= 
41 Team and canoe 
. ! Canoe 
For further in-
formation write W. 
W. Smith or H. F. 
Russell, 
Guides. 
Licensed 
3.00 17.50 
3.00 up 
2.00 up 
17.50 
I 
W A_ S_H_B_ U_R_N_(_l_8_9_m_i_les_ f_r-om- B- an_go_r_) _ __ , _ __ -------
Washburn House . E. L. Hodgkins . l Walk 2.50 
__ I_ 
20 
IO 
IO 
IO 
50 
45 
--
30 
40 
10 
35 
88 I N THE M AI NE Woons 
Dis- I 
TANCE· I CONVEYANCE 
M1LES 1 
H OTELS, CAMPS AND FISHING WATERS I HATES PER CAPAC-
DAY WEEK ITY 
------------------- ~~~1--------1--------1 
W ASHBUR N - Contlnued I 
Water s Reach ed KIND OF I~"'1s11 
Aroostook River . Trout 1 Team 
Brown Brook Trout 5 Team 
Gardiner Creek Trout 5 Team 
Salmon Brook Trout i Team 
Beaver Brook Trout 8 ITeam 
_w_e_•_t_B_ ra_n_c_h_ . _____ T_r_o_u_t ______ ,1 __ t_ ,_T_e_a_m_. ____ -------- __ 
AS HLAND (169 miles from Bangor) 
(Elevation at Station, 576 feet) 
Hote ls and Camps PROPRIETOR 
Exchange Hotel W. It. Tyrell 
2 McNally's W. McNally 
3 MeNally's W. McNally 
4 McNally's W. McNally 
.5 McNally's W. McNally 
6 McNally's W . McNally 
7 McNally's W. McNally 
1 McNally's . . W. McNally 
2 ltafford's Camps H. Hafford 
Waters Reach ed KIND OF FISH 
1 C layton Lake . . . Trout . 
:.! Machias Lake & Stream Trout 
3 McNally Pond . Trout . 
4 M usquacook Lake . Trout and Tor,ue 
.5 Pratt Pond . . . Trout 
Ii ltound Mountain Pond Trout 
7 Jtowe Lake . Trout 
t 
20 
28 
35 
25 
2:! 
23 
25 
15 
Team or auto 
Team 
Team or canoe 
T"am,canoe,wa]k 
Team or canoe 
Team or canoe 
Team or canoe 
Team or canoe 
Team 
2.5 Team or cauoc 
20 Team or rannl' 
28 Team or canoe 
35 Tram, ca.nor au<l 
9-milr walk 
25 Team or canoe 
23 1\•am or canoe 
23 Team or canoe 
3 50 
3.50 up 
4 uo 
28.00 
28.00 
40 
30 
20 
THE SPORTSM AN'S DIRECT OR Y 
HOTELS, CAMPS AND FISHING " TATERS 
PORTAGE (181 miles from Bangor) 
(Elevation at Station, 643 feet) 
Camp PROPRIETOR 
1 Zella Isle Camps . W. T. McNally 
Waters Reached KIND OF F1aH 
1 F ish Lake . Trout, Togue and 
I DIS TANC 
MILE 
E, 
" 
20 
CoNVEY.-\NCE 
I
Boat 
Salmon. . . 20 
2 Por tage Lake . Trout and Salmon t 
i :\1otor boat, ranoe 
WINTERVILLE (198 miles from Bangor) 
(Elevation at Station, 622 feet) 
Waters Reached KIND OF FISH 
Red River T rout . 
Red River Lakest • . . Trout . . . 
St. Froid Lake . Trout, Salmon and 
16 
Walk 
I 
Motor boat or 
canoe• 
Canoe or walk• 
by writing R. C. 
Togue . . . . 
•Arrangements for transportation can be 
t A chain of 14 small lakes. No camps. 
0 
made 
Sport s men must tent out. 
EAGLE LAKE (204 miles from Bangor) 
(Elevation at Station, 609 feet) 
Hotels and Camps PROPRIETOR 
1 Eagle H ouse . A. Cyr . . 
1 Eagle Lake Campa Saul Michaud 
2 Inlet Camps . . C . H. Fraser . 
2 Square Lake Camps J. P. Y erxa 
KIND OF FISH 
0 
6 
16 
18 
Waters R eached 
1 Eagle Lake• 
2 Square Laket . . 
• See W allagrase. 
Trout, Salmon, Togue f 
Trout, Salmon. Toguel 12 
t See Stockholm. ' 
-------------------!---
WALLAGRASS (209 miles from Bangor) 
Waters Reached KIND OF F1sa 
Blake Lake . Trout . . . . . 
Eagle Lake• . . . Trout, Salmon, T ogue1 
Wallagrass Lakes . Trout and Salmon 
• See Eagle Lake. 
2 
0 
10 
--------- ----------1---
SOLDIER POND (213 miles from Bangor) 
Waters Reached KIND OF FISH 
First Lake Trout . 
Round Pond Trout . 
Sly Brook Trout . . . . 
Soldier Pond Trout and Salmon 
Third Lake Trout . 
FORT KENT (221 miles from Bangor) 
(Elevation, 540 feet) 
Hotels and Camps PROPRIETOR 
2 
3 
2 
0 
3! 
Motor boat 
Boat 
Boat 
Walk I Motor boat 
Team I Team 
Team 
Team and canoe 
Team 
Team and canoe 
' 
I RATES PER 
DAY WEEK 
I 
--- -----
Brown. Quimby 
2.00 
4.00 up 
a.50 up 12.!;0 
3.50 up 12.50 
Arcadia Hotel . . Jamee Corey . 
4 G lazier Lake Camps J.C. Morris . 
! 
21 
Hack 13.50 up 
Auto 
Waters Reached KrND OF FISH 
1 Bahen Lake, N .B. Whitefish and Trout 9 
2 Fish River . . . Salmon and Trout ! 
3 Five Finger Brook• Trout . . . . . 56 
4 Glazier Lake, N B.t Whitefish and Trout 21 
5 Umsaskis Laket . . Trout and Togue 74 
• Reached from Allagash River. 
t See St. Francis. 
ST. JOHN (234 miles from Bangor) 
(Elevation, 565 feet) 
Hotel PROPRIETOR 
;3 .00 
Team or auto 
Walk 
Canoe 
Team or auto 
Canoe 
I 
89 
C'AP . .\C-
JTY 
10 
I >. 0. 
10 
50 
40 
10 
3,; 
25 
Auto Connors Hotel, N B. Eddie Savage 25 
Waters Reached 
Black Lake 
Blue River 
Bow Lake 
Crose Lake 
KIND OF FIRH 
Trout . 5 Walk 
Trout . . . . . 24 Canoe 
Trout, Togue, Perch, 
Salmon, Whitefish 12 Canoe 
Trout. Togue. Perch. 
Salmon, Whitefish ' 9 Canoe 
90 I N TH E ~lAINE "'OODR 
·--·--· -·-Lac Baker 
DIS-
H OTELS, CAMPS AND F ISHING w ATERS TANCE, CONVEYAXCE RATES PER CAPAC-
1\fILES DAY \\" v 1·K ITY 
ST. JOHN - Continued 
Waters Reached KIND OP FISH 
Gilbert Lake . Trout . _ _ . · 1 5 Walk 
Glazier Lake . Trout, Togue, Perch, 
Salmon, Whitefish 6 Team or auto 
H imowell Lake Trout . . . . . 3 Team 
P lourde Brook Trout . . . _ . 0 
St. J ohn River Trout 0 
Santimos Lake Trout 5 
Savage !Jake . Trout 3 Team 
Sinclair Brook Trout t Walk 
ST. FRANCIS (239 miles from Bangor) 
(Elevation, 639 feet) 
Hotels and Camps PROPRIETOR 
l -2Allagash !<'arm House J. T. Michaud 28 
American H otel . . P. C. Clair . Team or auto 25 
9 Cunliffe 8porting CampsW. H . Cunliffe 56 Canoe 35 
4 Five Finger Camps W. H. Cunliffe 3~ Canoe 15 
5 Morris' Camp• . . J. C. Morris 5 :Team or auto 30 
7 Nigger Brook Camps . C. E. Jones 11 Team 50 
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I Dis- RATES HOTELS, CAMPS AND FISHING WATERS TANCE, CONVEYANCE PER CAPAC-
MILES DAY WEEK !TY 
' ST. FRANCIS-Continued 
Water s Rea ch ed KIND OF FISH I I Allagash River Trout . 12 Team or auto 
2 Big Rapids (St. John). Trout . 20 Team or auto 
4 Five Finger Brook• Trout . 38 Canoe 
5 Glazier's Laket Trout. Togue." P~rch'. 1 
Salmon, Whitefish. 5 Team.canoe.auto 
6 Little Black River Trout . 16 Team or auto 
8 St. Francis River Trout ! Canoe 
!l Umsaskis Laket . . Trout and Togue 38 Canoe 
•Reached by Allagash River. 
t See Fort Kent. 
,---------
L UDLOW (133 miles from Bangor) 
Waters Reached KIND OF FISH 
Barker Lake 
Cochrane Lak~ Trout, Salmon Pickerel and Sal~on I 0 Car; walk! mile 
County Road Lake Pickerel I! Team or car 
1--
NEW LIMERI C K (137 miles from Bangor) I Camp PROPRIETOR 
4 Lakewood Camp• . Arthur Ross 2 Auto or team 2.50 up 17.50 50 
• Three outside cottages. Rates, si.oo· pe~ day, S I4.00 per week 
Wa ter s Reach ed KIND OF FISH I I Drew's Laket Trout and Salmon 3 Team or auto 
2 Green Lake Pickerel and Salmon. I Walk 
3 Nickerson Lake.t Pickerel and Perch 2 Team or auto 
•See Ludlow. t See Houlton. 
.I HOULT ON (143 miles from Bangor) 
---
Hotels PROPRIETOR 
Clark's Hotel Mrs. M. F. Wier ! 2.00 up 35 Elmcroft Mrs. F. A. Nevers ! 1.00 4.00-7.nn 5 Exchange Hotel• Earle & White ! 0.7.'>--1.00 up 56 Snell House Mercier Bros. ! Hack 4.00 up 60 Union Square . M.A. Clifford 
·I I •No meals served. 2 1.00 up 25 
Wa t er s Reach ed KrND OF F1sa 
Drew's Lake' Trout and Salmon 8 Team or auto 
Meduxnekeag Laket Trout and Salmon 6 Team or auto 
Nickerson Lake• . Pickerel and Perch 5 Team or auto 
•See New Limerick. t See Monticello. 
- 1---LITTLETON (151 miles from Bangor) Wa ters Reach ed KIND OF FISH 
Augusta Lake Trout . 4 Team 
Big Brook. Trout . 2! Team 
Leary Brook . Trout . 5 Walk 
I,ogan Lake . Trout . 0 
, __ Ross Lake Trout and 0Pe;ch 2! Walk 
MONTICELLO (155 miles from Bangor) I 
Waters Reach ed KIND OF FISH 
Conroy Lake . . Trout and Perch I! Team 
Meduxnekeag Lake• Trout and Salmon ! Walk 
No. 9 Laket _ Trout . 9 Team 
White Brook . . Trout . 3 Team 
• See Houlton. 
t See Bridgewater and Robinson. 
BRIDGEWAT ER (166 miles from Bangor) 1---
Hotel PROPRIETOR 
Central House J. Sargent i Team Iii 
Water s Reach ed KIND OF FISH I 
No. 9 Lake• Trout . 9 Team 
• Sec Mo~tic~llo. and Robinson. 
ROBINSON (170 miles from Bangor) 
Waters Reach ed KIND OF F1sH 
---
Burnt Land Stream . Trout . 9 Team 
Mill Pond Trout and 0Sal~o~ i Walk 
No. 9 Lake' Trout . ., 10 Team 
Prestile Strea~ Trout . 
:1 
i Walk 
Three Brooks Trout . 1 Walk 
Young Brook Trout . 3 Team 
•See Montic~llo and Bridgewat~r. 
!J2 I N TH E M AI NE w OOD8 
HOTELS, CAMPS AND FISHING WATERS 
MARS HILL (173 miles from Bangor) 
Hotel PROPRIETOR 
York House S. E. York 
Waters Reached KIND OF FISH 
Presque Isle Deadwater Trout . 
Presque Isle Stream Trout . 
Young Lake . Trout . 
WESTFIELD (178 miles from BanJ(or) 
Waters Reached K IND OF FISH 
Clark Brook . Trout . 
Prestile Strea~ Trout . 
Young Brook Trout . 
PHAIR (183 miles from Bangor) 
Camp 
Echo Lake Camps 
PnoPR1t:TOR 
Waters R eached KIND OF F1sH 
Prestile Stream 
8pragueville Lak~ Trout . Trout and · Pe~ch 
MAPLE GROVE (192 miles from Bangor) 
Water s Reached K1ND OF FISH 
Bryant's Pond Trout . 
FORT FAIRFIELD (196 miles from Bangor) 
Hotel PROPRIETOR 
The P lymouth E. E. Young . 
Waters Reac h ed KIND OF FISH 
Aroostook Falls Trout and Salmon 
Brown's Pond Trout . 
Gannett Pond Trout . 
Gillespie Lake Trout . 
Munsons Pond Trout and ·sal;,,o~ 
Tomlinson Pond : Trout . 
The Tobique Riv~r ~atcrs are aJ~o ~ca~hcd 
from Fort Fairfield . 
PRESQUE ISLE (189 miles from Bangor 
Hotel . • . PROPRIETOR 
Presque Isle House 0. E. Blaekden 
CARIBOU (203 miles from Bangor) 
Hote l PROPRIETOR 
Vaughan House Fogg & Buckley 
GRIMES MILL (207 miles from Bangor) 
Water s Reached KIND OF FISH 
Aroostook River . Trout and Salmon 
Gerrard Lake 
Madawaska Rive~ Trout . Trout and Sal~o~ 
Peers Lake Trout . 
LIMESTONE (219 miles from Bangor) 
Hotel PROPRIETOR 
Kimball House G. S. Kimball 
NEW SWEDEN <212 miles from Bangor) 
(Elevation at Station, 703 feet) 
Waters R eached K1No OF F1sH 
Baisley Brook . . . Trout . 
Madawaska Stream . Trout . 
JEMTLAND (217 miles from Bangor) ' 
Waters Reached KIND oF F1sH 
Madawaska Stream . • Trout . 
STOCKHOLM (220 miles from Bangor) 
(Elevation at Station. 593 feet) 
Camps PROPRIETOR 
10 I nlet Camps . • • C. H. Fraser . 
IO Square Lake Camps . J . P. Yerxa . 
Dis-
TANCE, CONVEYANCE RATES PER CAPAC-
MILES DAY WEEK !TY 
0 3.25 9 .00 50 
19 Team 
0 
4 Team 
·-
---
3 Team or auto 
() 
3 Team or auto 
--
----
3 Team 
I i Team 
I I Team 
-
·-
i Walk 
-
·-
i Auto 14.00 up 100 
6 Team 
6 Team 
4 Team 
14 Team 
4 Team 
7 Team 
1---
-------- -· -
I 3.50 and up 80 I ---1 ·-
I Hack 4.00 up 20.()() 60 
I- I ---
i Walk 
7 Auto 
0 
51 Auto 
---
i Hack 13.00 50 
I 
--
I 
I 3 Auto 
3 Auto 
-
-
I 
i Walk 
15 Team and boat j3.50 and up 
20 Team and boat 13.50 and up 
1 I_ 
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HOTELS, CAMP!:S AND FJSHING w ATERS 
STOCKHOLM Continued 
Water s Reach e d 
1 Big Armstrong 
2 Cary Brook . 
3 Cross Lake . 
4 Johnson Brook . 
5 Little Armstrong . 
~ ~::i~!~~kaBL~t.. 
8 Madawaska River 
9 Mud Lake 
10 Square Lake• 
• See Eagle Lake. 
Trout 
Trout . . . . 
Salmon and Trout 
Trout . 
Trout . 
Trout . . . . 
Trout and Salmon 
Trout . 
Trout . . . . . 
Trout. Salmon, Togue 
VAN BUREN (236 miles from Bangor) 
(Elevation at Station. 504 feet) 
Hotel PROPRIETOR 
Hammond House . A. J. Violette 
PARENT (244 miles from Bangor) 
Hotel PROPRIETOR 
Parent . V. Cyr 
D1s-
1T.\NCE. 
'.\fILEK 
CONVEYANCE 
0 . .\Y WEEK ITf 
RATES PER ICAPAC-
-------, - -
I 
3 Walk 
5 Team and canoe 
IO Team 
5 Team and canoe 
2 Walk 
.5 Team and canoe 
3 'Team 
t Team 
6 Walk 
10 Team 
Team 
-------
Auto 
14.00 up 40 
6 
94 I N THE MAINE W oons 
HOTELS, CAMPS AND FISHING WATERS CoNVEYASCE RATES PER CAPAC-
DAY WEEK ITY 
NOTR E D AM E (246 miles from Bangor) 
Hotel PROPRIETOR 
Ouelletts . . P. Ouellett 
LILLE (249 miles from Bangor) 
Hotel PROPRIETOR 
Lille House . . B. A. Thibodeau 
F R ENCH VIL LE (269 miles from Bangor) 
Hotels PROPRIETOR 
Frenchville Hotel . . Fred Bouchard . 
St.AgathaBoardingHouse .J. Bouchard . 
Waters Reached 
Long Lake 
KIND OF FISH 
. Trout. Salmon, Togue. 
0 
1Tcam 
i 'Team 
5 ·Htage 
5 Htage 
3.00 
12.00 
15.00 
10.50 
----
5 
10 
20 
12 
The foregoing list is compiled for the fresh-water fi•herman. Those deRiring salt-water fishing 
should go to Searsport or Stockton. These places. situated on Penobscot Bay, offer the vaca-
tionist fishing for cunners. tom-cods. and flounders. and the digging of clams. Deep-sea fishing 
parties may also be arranged at these places. 
It will be noticed that rates per day or week are not filled in, in several cases, but on account 
of existing conditio.ns1 the hotel and r0amp proprietors did not feel justified in giving rates for 
season 1923 so ~ar in advan~e. Rates, however, will be given upon application, and such rates 
as are already given are subiect to change. 
A WORD TO CA~1P-OWNEHS 
I n the spirit of co-operation and for 1 he further development of the 
Maine Woods as the nation's premier vacation section, it is suggested that 
camp-owners give particular attention to answering inquiries and replying 
to letters from prospective visitors to Maine. In case camps are already 
filled, the inquirer should be treated courteously with the idea that later, 
when accommodations are available, he may become a patron. It is unneces-
sary to emphasize the importance of fair treatment to all visitors, particularly 
in regard to the avoidance of over-charges. It is noticeable that the best 
conducted camps, the owners of which arc alert and eager to meet the desires 
of their patrons and who are equitable in the treatment cf all their guests, 
have the same patrons year after year and these reii;ular patrons pass along 
the word among their friends so that there is never a lack cf patronage. Let's 
all work together to keep :\1aine in the lead as the great vacation state. 
., 
This Cat Which Likes Canoeing is a Pet of Many Vacationists at Kidney Pond 
Questions and Answers 
About The Allagash Trip 
A Chapter of Vacation Inf ormaiion 
What is the approximate cost covering party of two and two guides starting at head 
of Moosehead Lake, two weeks' trip, guide providing canoe, tent, cooking utensils, eU:.? 
The expense of an Allagash canoe trip, as in the case of a vacation in any 
locality, depends upon the person. Some people will make the trip with 
considerable economy, while others will go over the same trip regardless of 
expense. It is not advisable, and, in fact, very few guides will take more than 
one person in a canoe. A guide's charge for one person is six or seven dollars 
a day. The canoe, tent and cooking utensils are supplied by the guide. If 
a single guide is taking along two persons his charge will probably be eight 
dollars a day. The guide's board is paid by the sportsman. This means 
taking along sufficient provisions and making arrangements for accommoda-
tions at terminal hotels for the guide. The outfitting stores at Greenville and 
Northeast Carry have had many years of experience in equipping canoe 
parties. In arranging for supplies, information and details can be secured 
from D. T. Sanders & Sons Co., Greenville; A. A. Crafts, Greenville Junction; 
Mrs. T. ll. Snow, Winnegarnock House, Northeast Carry, Moosehead Lake, 
Maine. The appended table is furnished by the Northeast Carry supply 
station: 
fa Tm: -:\lAINE Woom; 
For a party of two making the Allagash canoe trip, the total expense will 
approximate $315.00 · 
$4 per day for provisions for 14 days (approx.) ... . ............ . 
One tent for two sportsmen, 14 days at 2.5 cents ................ . 
$()per day each guide ($12 for 14 days) indudes canoes ......... . 
Two canoes hauled across carry at North East, maximum (<>ach $2 if 
outfitted here, $3 if elsewhere) ............................. . 
$;'.i each canoe at Mud Pond Carry. . . . . . . ............ . 
lfrnt of 4 pairs wool blankets, IO cents pt>r day, 14 days ........ . 
HPturn fare and expense of canoe and outfit for each guide from 
Fort Kent to North East Carry, $25 to $28 each ............ . . 
What i.• the approximate cost of above U'1.lh party of two and one guide? 
$56.00 
3.50 
168.00 
6.00 
10.00 
5.60 
$249.10 
56.00 
$305.10 
One guide cannot safely make the Allagash in one canoe as the weight of 
three people with the outfit and provisions overloads the canoe for rough water. 
A second canoe may be hired at $1 per day and the extra man paddle it with 
a portion of the outfit. This would be about $!W5.00. 
/.• it necc.• . .ary for tourist to bring tent and bedding? 
IC the tourist has his own tent and camp bedding, he may prefer lo bring 
it. Outfit can be bought or rented at Northeast Carry or Greenville from 
cne of the outfitters above mentioned. Advance arrangements must be made 
through guide or outfitting house if sportsman is to bring no equipment from 
home. 
llow much time is necessary for the trip? 
The trip can be made in ten days; in fact, with good weather, and traveling 
every day, it is possible to cover the route in seven days from Moosehead Lake. 
Such a hurried trip is not advisable as it makes it impossible to take any of the 
pleasant side trips for fishing and for viewing the many scenic delights that 
are to be enjoyed on all sides. A hurried trip will be a disappointment, 
particularly to new comers. The trip can be made comfortably in two weeks. 
but many parties who wish to camp en route and enjoy to the fullest the 
vacation offerings of this great region, lake three and even four weeks. 
What is the boat fare Greenville to Northeast Carry? 
In the season of 1922, and probably in 1923, $2.50. 
f'11n a canoe be procured at Greenville? At Northeast Carry? Terms. 
Canoes can be secured through the sportsmen's outfitting stores at North-
east Carry or Greenville. It is advisable to make reservations in advance 
of going. The charge is $1 per day. 
('11n provisions be bought en route!' What place.•P 
It is recommended that tourists anticipate their needs and start from 
Greenville or Northeast Carry with all provisions which they will probably 
need. At the outfitting stores at Greenville and Northeast Carry everything 
necessary can be procured; at Chesuncook, Ansel ll. Smith, proprietor of 
Chesuncook House and Farm, has a small store where stock supplies can be 
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secured; at the Tramway at Eagle Lake usually one can secure flour, meal 
and sometimes potatoes; sometimes similar provisions can be secured at Long 
Lake Dam at the Lumber Depot Camp. Additional supplies, much wider 
range of stock, can be secured at Michaud Farm, which is located a short 
distance above Allagash Falls, toward the end of the trip. 
Is a guide necessary for party of Maine residents who have never been on this trip? 
A resident of Maine is not required by the game laws to employ a guide 
unless he wishes to, but a person unfamiliar with this trip would be unwise to 
undertake to navigate the rapids without at least one experienced guide in 
the party. }'or safety and comfort it is certainly wise to take a guide who is 
efficient in poling a canoe over the very rapid waters encountered on the trip. 
It usually saves swamping an outfit. 
Can non-residents make trip without guide? 
'Yith reference to non-residents, the law requires non-residents who are 
camping or kindling fires in unorganized territory to be in charge of a licensed 
guide if hunting or fishing or having firearms or fishing tackle in possession, 
which is prima facie evidence of hunting or fishing. Non-residents who are 
simply on a camping or canoeing trip without firearms or fishing tackle - who 
do not fish or hunt - are not obliged to employ a guide. No one, however, 
should undertake this trip without some one in the party who is experienced 
in quick water navigation or with the rapids on this trip. Trips have been 
made without a guide, but usually regretted when the canoe has been cut in 
two on such places as Chase Carry. 
Whm canoes are rented for the trip, u·hat disposal is made of them at end of trip? 
They are returned by express from St. Francis or Fort Kent to the owner. 
Sometimes sportsmen purchase at Greenville a canoe and sell it at a discount 
when they reach St. Francis or Fort Kent. l\fany prefer to use a new canoe 
for this trip, but of course one is not always sure, if obliged to leave St. Francis 
or Fort Kent very soon after arrival, of an opportunity to sell the canoe to 
good advantage. Second-hand canoes are usually on sale at Northeast Carry. 
Where are city clothes left during trip? 
If sportsman is not returning to Moosehead Lake, send them by express or 
insured parcel post to Fort Kent. They could be sent in care of "Hotel 
Arcadia" where sportsman would probably stop one night at least on the way 
out. The landlord of the Arcadia should be notified in advance to hold pack-
age pending arrival, or the package could be simply held at express office for 
arrival of owner. 
Are July and August good months for salmon fishing? 
Yes, on the smaller lakes on the trip. The water is colder on the small lakes 
that are shut in by high ridges, but generally speaking, July and August are 
not as good as earlier in the season or in the September fly fishing season. 
What is the best month for this canoe trip? 
The majority of tourists prefer latter part of July to the last of September, 
when insects are not troublesome. Of course water is apt to be lower than 
earlier in the season. Early autumn is a delightful time for an Aroostook 
cande trip. 
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Where could one make arrangements to join party taking this trip? 
Gent'rally one makes up a party of friends before coming, hul now and then 
Mrs. T. B. Snow, Norlheasl Carry, has requests for arranging to join parties 
and she is glad to do what she can for them. 
To 1rlwm 1m11lrl it be necessary to U'Tite to engage a guide? What do g11ide.~ supply? 
Guides can be secured through Mrs. T. B. Snow, Northeast Carry, thl' 
Sanders Company, or A. A. Crafts, referred to in Answer 1. It is a part of 
the business of the hotel at Northeast Carry to secure guides for these trips 
as its guides have made these trips all their lives, are expert canoemen, and 
know all the channels and where the fish are to be found. The guides are all 
good cooks and first-class guides. They supply canoe, cooking outfit, one 
tent and their own blankets. When hut or.e man goes with a guide, and he 
so desires, he may share the guide's tent without extra expense. 
Jro11ld it be practicable or possible to proceed dou•n the river from Fort Kent to St . 
./ ohn City? 
This has been done in the past hut it has not heen a common occurrence 
in recent years. There are numnous earries bdow Fort K<'nt and the river 
runs through a settled country. 
('1111 Mt. Kafa/11/in be visited on this canoe trip!' 
Not convrnienlly if one goes via Grl'enville, :-.:orllwast Carry and Chesun-
cook. If one is going to ('lwsun<'ook St•ttl<'mrnt by way of Greenville and the 
Great Northern l'aprr Company's automobile road to Cht'suncook Dam, a 
sidl' trip could lw 1mule via Hipogenus 1 >am an i tole' road (s<'cure permit from 
Grcal Northern Paper Company to eross) lo Sourdnahunk tolt• road, thence 
six miles over tote road on fool or hu<'khoard to Daisey Pond. This is an easy 
trip for experien!'ed trampers from Daisey Pond to th<• summit and return . 
One ought to take at l!'asl five days for this side trip. 
Jr hat is the minimum list of s11pplies that should be taken? 
$1 per day for each person for provisions, two to four blankets per person, 
according lo season. Tenl and rubber blanket. 
If' here u·ould it be best to rent canoes and hire a guide? 
At Northeast Carry or Greenville. 
11 ow many of each (canoes or guides) are nece.~.mry for party of three!' 
A guidt> with his canoe for each member of the party. 
Of the supplies and outfit, U'hat could be rented and U'hat should party bring? 
Every part of the outfit may be rented or bought at the store at Northeast 
Carry. If one desires he might bring fishing tackle, but a full supply is carried 
here. A fair line of sporting clothes are carried also, as well as raincoats. 
II' hat is the approximate cost of the various items? 
It is hard to list a supply with approximate cos ls as each party requires a 
different outfit. '.\1rs. T. B. Snow, Northeast Carry, and the Greenville 
outfitting stores supply camping lists with supplies and arc glad to send them 
on request, or if a member of a party will send a special list they will be glad 
to carry out prices for approval. Answer to Question No. I covers the general 
expenses of outfit. 
• 
• 
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How far in advance should canoes and guides be engaged, and how best to do this? 
Extra eanoes should be engaged a week or more in advance. A few days' 
notice will secure a good guide. Sometimes a party desires certain guides 
who have been recommended to them and engage them weeks ahead. 
ANSWERS TO SOME QT:ESTIONS REGAHDJNG WEST BRANCH 
CANOE TRIP 
What is the cost of West Branch trip? 
About $65.00 for one sport and one guid.e for the six days besides the return 
expense of the guide and his outfit from Norcross to Northeast Carry. 
What is the length of time required? 
The trip can be made in five days, but as in the case of the Allagash, haste 
is not advised and two or three weeks can be pleasantly and profitably occupied 
in the West Branch trip. 
Where should one write to employ guides? 
To Northeast, as for Atlagash Trip. 
What equipment is necessary; u•hat do guides furnish? 
Provisions, tents, blankets and one guide who furnishes canoe. one tent and 
cooking outfit. 
I/ow ma11y guides are necessary for party of t11>0? 
One guide for each sportsman, as more than two in a canoe with the neces-
sary outfit overloads a canoe and sinks it too deep into the water to go over 
swift places and sharp rocks under the surface. 
What is the best time of year to take this trip to avoid insects? 
August and September are ideal months to take any of the canoe trips as 
flies rarely bother at that time. 
If' here are supplies ol1tained? 
At Northeast Carry and Greenville, at places named in Allagash Trip. 
What is the suitable tack-le for fishing? Kind of fi.Yh? 
Six to nine ounce rods and flies. The favorite flies are "Siker Doetor," 
"Brown Hackle," "l\lontreal," "Parmachini Belle." Trout from one-half 
pound to four pounds are caught mostly. 
Jr hat are the side trips to be taken? 
One fine side trip can be taken to the Sourdnahunk Lake country which 
has fine trout fly fishing section, and )It. Katahdin can be climbed via Hunts 
Trail or Abo! Trail. These are the principal side trips. 
Is it necessary for one to hm•e a license to camp when making a canoe trip? 
The state does not issue licenses authorizing residents or non-residents to 
camp on land of another person. A non-resident who is fishing or has fishing 
tackle in possession must be equipped with a non-resid(•nt fishing license, fee 
$3.15. If hunting or having firearms in possession, should be equipped with 
a non-resident hunting license; $5 liccnse previous to October I, $15 commenc-
ing Oetoher 1. Game laws may be changed at the 1923 session of the 
Maine legislature. All vacation visitors should be familiar with those laws. 
The Swimming Float at Camp Wapiti 
Aroostoo~ 1ne Greatesi 
Agriculiural Couniyin 
forty-5evQn States 
By FnANK P. :WABllBURN, :'.\lainc Commissioner of Agriculture 
SO:\IE years ago a prominent Bangor man who had been <"Oll-
sulted by a scribe seeking information eonecrning this great 
agricultural section of our state said: "Let your pen gallop, write 
<'verything good you please, you eannot overdo Aroostook." 
To-day we are still looking lO\vard our northern eounty as the 
standard hearer of our agriculture, and it is still impossible to 
overdo or ovcn·alue Aroostook's position among the great agri-
eultural sections of Xew England and the entire eountry. 
It must lw a surprising hit of information to those who look upon 
:Maine as a small state when eonsidered in terms of agri<"ultural 
output to learn that we have the greatest agrieultural eounty in 
the United States with one exception, whieh is Los Angeles 
County in California, a section blessed with a climate suitable to 
products of an almost endless variety. In l!ll!J the comparative 
figures in round terms were $62,000,000 for the California county 
and $5!~,000,000 for Aroostook in agrieultural produets alone. 
Aroostook farmers have always spe<"ializC'd in potatoes, and 
in rn21 they produ<"ed $:n,ooo.ooo of the $:~7,000,000 bushels. 
whi<"h put ours at the head of the list of potato-produ<"ing states. 
Soil, dimate and the underlying roek formation arc partieularly 
adapted to the sueeessful <"Ultivation of this <"rop, and yields of 
three hundred bushels per a<"re arc <·ommon. In faet, the aYeragc 
yield in 1921 was :n5 bushels and the Aroostook farmers some-
.. 
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times marvel at the small yields reported from western states and 
wonder that their brethren there can long maintain their interest 
in the business. 
ll should not, howeYer, he understood that the broad acres of 
this eounty produce nothing hul potatoes, since it is a fact that 
eaeh normal seed time witnesses the seeding of more than seventy 
thousand acres of oats, from which an average yield of thirty-eight 
bushels per acre is realized. In the carefully observed rotation 
practiced in Aroostook, do,·er is also an important factor, and an 
annual production of nearly two hundred thousand tons of hay is 
the result. The raising of wheat attained considerable importance 
during the war and is even now nearly one hundred and fifty 
thousand bushels annually, with a per aere production that com-
pares most favorably with that reported from some of the great 
wheat-producing seetions. One half the barley produeed in 
l\Iaine grows in .\roostook, and five sixths of all huekwheat. 
In area .\roostook would contain the three great northern 
agricultural counties of New York state, namely, St. Lawrence, 
Clinton and Franklin, and yet have a \"ery respeetable remainder 
of eight hundred and forty square miles. It is as yet largely 
undeYeloped, hut its wealth of timber and wild life provide great 
attradions for lumber operators and sportsmen, and a source of 
permanent income to its citizens. 
The farmers of Aroostook are beginning to realize the ,·alue and 
importance of eo-operation and will undoubtedly complete within 
the year some plan of organization which will stabilize their 
business and do much to soh-e their problems of marketing and 
quality of product. 
Who Wouldn"t Enjoy a Vacation in a Camp Like This on a Maine Woods Lake Shore 
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SHIPME N T OF BIG GAME 
Season of 1922 
STATIONS 
SHIPPED FROM 
Norcross 
Millinorkct. 
Grindstone. 
Davidson .. 
Sherman 
IRiand Falls. 
Oakfield ..... . 
Monticello ... . 
Stockholm ..... . 
Shirley ........ . 
Blanchard .... . 
GreC'nvillr ...... . 
Brownville Junrtion. 
Pattrn ..... . 
Howe Drook . 
Masardis ... . 
Ashland ..... . 
Portaµ;c .... , 
Wintervillr . 
OCTOBER 
" 
"' 
"' 0 
+--
17 
I 
2 
13 
3 
.5 
4 
4 
3 
18.5 
3 
94 
23 
43 
72 
9 
"' 
"' 0 0 
;;' 
4 
. . I . . . 
..... 
NOVEMBER 
" 
"' 
"' 0 
-+--
40 
14 
2.; 
20 
2S 
22 
.52 
Iii 
0 1 I~ : . I 
5!l0 . "/ 2 
21 : :'1 · 7 261 
~--~~_!_~_~_ra_\_0io_· n_s_ .. ___ ~~~I~: l 
4fi 
184 
108 
41 
Hi 
23 
57 
Total 494 Ii 1.~9,") 11 
Tota l Shipped 1895. 
.. .. 1890 ... 
1897. 
1898 . 
1899. 
1900. 
1901. 
1902 . 
Hl03. 
1904 . 
190.5 . 
HlOfi . 
1907 . 
1008 . 
1009 . 
1910 . 
1911. 
1912 . 
1013. 
1914 . 
I !ll.5 . 
!OW . 
1017 . 
Hll8 .. 
1919 . 
1920 . 
1021 . 
609 
1029 
124fi 
1:l48 
1433 
1298 
1331 
1409 
13.50 
1088 
J5:J8 
838 
fi78 
1111 
fiil3 
122.5 
622 
.543 
376 
304 
.530 
:!80 
449 
24fi 
t:i44 
t330 
t4:11 
,;:i 
70 
:;:; 
71 
k() 
k;! 
!l!l 
o;, 
70 
fi2 
\I 
fj,") 
.)fi 
11 
I:! 
.)fi 
:1\ 
[,j 
501 
718 
102:! 
1347 
l!lOO 
l.511i 
IOO;i 
2192 
1758 
1813 
1:; 2187 
!l !fi78 
II 1.5.'i!l 
f) 1992 
I:! lli.52 
2 2211i 
12 J.'i72 
I\ lfi89 
:; 14.52 
JO lfil 4 
2:1 1:!!)8 
:i Jfil4 
2 132.5 
:i 7!!7 
7 tlfl09 
fi t2128 
I t23~.; 
21 
10 
:!7 
77 
fi:i 
fi;{ 
97 
110 
l()(j 
1111 
S7 
!JO 
!!2 
48 
fi2 
fi8 
;{!l 
2:; 
25 
2~ 
t2:i 
trn 
1.; 
:1 
17 
.·• I; 
.i 
II 
2 
DECJ..:MHER 
.. 1 . 
"' 
,. 
0 
0 
.... 
111 :is 
4H8 :i5 
fi71 47 
fi82 •H 
:11;:i 2:i 
;j{j;j fi4 
fi46 fi4 
8:14 (jfi 
fi78 47 
1;,;7 ;j!J 
!lfMl :l!J 
8fil 4:! 
916 107 
412 17 
!):!! 70 
I rn:; 8!1 
8:ll I 1.5 
8fil .57 
80;i 32 
.;1:9 2!l 
708 
702 
778 • 1 4 2
·I·: 
LI 
!l 
:?O 
:1.; 
I 
" .i 
1 
TOTAL 
.57 
14 
2fi 
22 
II 
2.; 
57 
211 
1:i 
17 
8 
77;) 
24 
;i:;:; 
HB 
227 
180 
:;o 
lfi 
23 
70 
l.'>81 
224;; 
2!l40 
:1:177 
:11.;n 
:i:rni 
ass2 
449:; 
:!7Sfi 
:15.58 
4fi:H 
:i:i11 
:11;,:i 
3;jl[) 
:!2()1) 
41>00 
302;; 
:1w:1 
zn:i:i 
2.">47 
2.;91; 
2fi!lfi 
2:;,;2 
1:;1:; 
tl!l.5:l 
tz:.11< 
t2SW 
j 
?-
. 
= 
Ii 
lfi 
:is 
17 
!)!1 
II 
44 
1:1 
12 
nn 
10 
I;) 
II 
5 
22 
fi 
12 
20 
Ii 
The J,tame s hown as shippl•d in DcrC>mbrr incl!-ldl•s tha~ kiJle~l in op<•n NPnson, nnd Hhippc<l 
by sperial permit after the Reaso~ cl01-1cd, or left with a tax1dc~n11st to br mounh•d 
The above stn.trment, comptlcd fr~m records kPpt by st.at1on RK<•nts, <'Ompris(•s only J,?nmr 
shipped bv visiting sportsmen from pomts on the _lme of this Cc~mpany, nn<l do<•s not include 
that killed. by native hunters, no~ the lari.i:<" quantity consunwd m C'amps, 
• Closed time on MooRe until November I, 1919. 
•• Closed time on Moos<' until July 9, 192ii. 
t Open season on Dl'<'r, Octohcr 1 to November 30, inrlusivc. 
LOpen season on :\foosc, last ten days in November, l!l20. 
IN TnE MAD<E W ooDs 
Summer Tourist Fares from New York, 
Boston and Portland 
FROM 
TO 
103 
I New York Bost on Po rtla nd 
Sou th Sebec (Sebec Lake) ......... . . 
Dover Foxcroft (Sebec Lake) . 
Guilford (Sebec Lake). 
!\I on son Junction. . ........ . 
Bl:uH'hurd ...... . 
Shirl<'y ................... · · · 
Greenville (Moosehead Lake) .. 
Lily Bay .. 
Deer I •land . 
l\1 t. Kineo House ..... . ...... . 
North East Carry . .............. , ....... . 
North West Carry ..................... . . . 
Moosehead .......... ......... ........... . 
.Ja<'kn1un... . .... . ...... . 
Holeb ........ . 
:°\fl'p:UntiC' .... . 
Lowell town .. . 
Derby .... 
Brownville. 
Brownville Junrtion. 
Onawa ..... 
8choodie (Schoodie Lake) . 
West Seboois. 
.Norcross (Twin Lakes) ....... . 
l\lillin0<·ket.. . . . ......... . 
Grindstone. . . . . ........... . 
Stacyville..... . ........... . 
Sherman.... . .. . .. ............. . 
Patten........ . .................. . 
Island Falls. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
Oakfield...... . .................. . 
Howe Brook.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .. .. ... . . 
Griswold .................. . . .. . 
Masardis (Oxbow) ...... ........ . 
Ashland ................... . 
Portage .......... . 
Winterville (St. Froid Lake). 
Eagle Lake ... . 
Fort Kent .. . 
Houlton ...... . 
Monticello .......... . 
Bridgewater . ....... . 
Hobinson ... . 
:\lars Hill. 
Fort Fairfield. 
Presque Isle ......... . 
Caribou 
New Sweden... . ........... . 
Stockholm (Square Lake) ....... . 
\'an Buren .... 
Grand Isle .. 
Madawaska. 
$33.40 
34.05 
34.65 
35.15 
35.80 
36.35 
36.90 
39.15 
38.65 
39 .15 
41.15 
41.15 
37. 75 
39.60 
40.35 
42.30 
41.10 
32.95 
33.35 
33.65 
37.33 
34.05 
34.60 
35.20 
35.55 
36.15 
36.95 
37 .20 
37. 75 
37 .95 
38.55 
39.80 
40.60 
41.25 
42.05 
43.00 
44.35 
44.85 
46.30 
39.70 
40.55 
41.25 
41.55 
41. 75 
43.50 
42.80 
43.75 
44.40 
44.85 
46.00 
47.05 
47.65 
$18.50 
19.15 
19.75 
20.25 
20.90 
21.45 
22.00 
24.25 
23. 75 
24.25 
26.25 
26 .25 
22.85 
24.i'O 
25.45 
27.40 
26.20 
18.05 
18.45 
18.75 
22 .43 
19 . 15 
19.70 
20.30 
20.65 
21.25 
22.05 
22.30 
22.85 
23.05 
23.65 
24.90 
25. 70 
26.35 
27.15 
28.10 
29.45 
29.95 
31.40 
24.80 
25.65 
26.35 
26.65 
26.85 
28.60 
27 .90 
28.85 
29.50 
29.95 
31.10 
32.15 
32. 75 
$11.40 
12.05 
12.65 
13.15 
13.80 
14.35 
14.90 
17 .15 
16.65 
17 .15 
19.15 
19.15 
15. 75 
17.60 
18.35 
20.30 
19.10 
10.95 
11.35 
11.65 
15.33 
12.05 
12.60 
13.20 
13.55 
14.15 
14.95 
15.20 
15.75 
15.95 
16.55 
17.80 
18.60 
19.25 
20.05 
21.00 
22.35 
22.85 
24.30 
17.70 
18.55 
19.25 
19.55 
19. 75 
21.50 
20.80 
21. 75 
22.40 
22.85 
24.00 
25.05 
25.65 
Tickets will be on sale May 1 to November 25, good for return passage until November 
30 of year sold. Tickets reading via steamer or stage lines will be good only during season 
of service. 
Fares shown from New York are via direct rail lines and Boston; the fares via Sound 
Lin~s are S:J.fiO less than quoted above. 
The fares shown are copied from tariffs issued and filed with the Interstate Commerce 
Commission by initial roads. 
Fares from New York apply via Boston only and do not include transfer through Boston. 
Stop-overs wi'l be allowed within the final limit of ticket at intermediate points on going 
and return trip on notice to the conductor. 
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YOUR GRUB LIST 
is just as important as your gun, your rod, or your compass. 
Sportsmen, cruisers, and explorers demand foods of the highest quality 
packed according to their particular requirements. 
Our ninety years' experience has made us experts in the handling of 
" Outfitting Orders." 
Let us send you a copy of our "Grub List" from which the requirements 
for any trip can be figured. 
S . S . PIER CE CO., BOSTON, MASS. 
JAC KMA N HENDERS O N'S CAM PS MAINE 
JUST the place for you to spend the summer vacation with your family. 
Separate cabin for each party. Running water and bathroom in every 
camp. The best Trout and Salmon Fishing in Maine. Automobiling, 
Canoeing, Bathing and best of Fly Fishing. Send for booklet. 
E . A. HENDERSON Jackman, Maine 
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE 
THE WEBSTER CAMPS ON BIG LYFORD POND Md~~~~rfg ~l°iE> 
You will find excellent Fly Fishing for Trout all the season, and Good Hunting Region for 
Deer, Beer end Partridge. Cosy separate cabins for each party. Fresh Eggs, Butter, Milk, 
Cream and Vegetables from our own garden. For rates and further particulars, write for 
booklet. Address 
FRED N. WEBSTER, Kokad-Jo. Maine 
AMERICAN CASTING COMPANY Manufacturers 
Light-Weight, Short-Length, Lock-Joint 
Cast-Iron Culvert, Drain and Sewer Pipe 
BIRMINGHAM ALABAMA 
Bangor ® c..A roostook R..:>a ilroad Company-
sEND FOR TIME TABLE 
Showing time of through trains, Pullman Sleeping Cars from Boston, also Dining Car and 
Cafe, Parlor Car Service into the very heart of the wilderness, as well as to the ·•Garden of 
M aine," the most fertile and productive section of the country. 
TO R EACH JACKMAN, ATTEAN, HOLEB OR MEGANTIC 
Take Gi·eenville (Moosehead Lake) Sleeping Car from Boston, daily except Saturday 
(which is run from early in May to December 1 of each year), arriving Greenville the fol-
lowing forenoon. where good connections are made with trains on the Canadian Pacific 
Railway. For ON AWA take same Sleeping Car to Derby and step from Sleeper into Coach 
and at Brownville take branch train for Brownville Junction, where connections are made 
with Canadian Pacific Railway. 
Dining Car is attached to this train, where breakfast can be obtained. 
For the Restigouche, Matapedia or Tobique Region in New Brunswick, take the Caribou 
Sleeping Car leaving Boston at 7.30 p.m. daily except Saturday. Broiler Buffet Service. 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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HATHORN Po ND CAMP 
OPEN THE YEAR ROUND 
On East Branch of Penobscot River, reached from 
Stacyville or Grindstone with saddle horses, canoe or 
buckboard, sixteen miles from station. Home camps 
consist of five in number and three on different ponds 
easily reached. 
The best of fishing in numerous ponds easily 
reached from home camp, trout weighing four and 
five pounds. Big game and birds in abundance. 
Ice fishing after February 1. Snowshoeing and 
skiing. 
Spring water. Spring beds and mattresses in each 
cabin. Vegetables from our own garden. Milk, 
cream and eggs. 
Several nearby mountains and our own trail to 
Mt. Katahdin. Best cooking under supervision of 
Mrs. W. F. & P.A. Tracy. 
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS 
W. F. ® P. A. TRACY 
STACYVILLE MAINE 
Mountain View Camps 
ONAWA, MAINE 
Mountain View Camps are situated on 
Long Pond.West College township, nine 
miles from the C. P.R. Good fishing dur-
ing the entire season. Trout, Hedgehog, 
Brown and Chairback ponds reached 
from here. Running spring water in 
each camp. Best of hunting. Write for 
booklet and prices 
Winier Address 
MONSON, ME. 
Alter May I 
ONAWA, ME. 
W. M. DORE, Proprietor 
PERRY & WHITNEY co. 
148 STATE STREET, BOSTON 
MANUFACTURERS 
MAINE 
CANADIAN 
LUMBER WHOLESALERS 
WEST COAST 
SOUTHERN 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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Penobscot 
Camps 
Located on the head waters 
of the South Branch of the 
Penobscot River, in the ex-
tremepart of Northern Maine, 
one-quarter mile from the 
Canadian border. 
40 ponds and lakes within a 
day's outing from camps: 
trout in all of them. 
Guaranteed trout fishing in 
the season. 
37 miles from KineoStation, 
Mooseh ead Lake, 32 miles by 
Auto, 5 miles by Buckboard. 
Reached by B. & A. to 
Greenville, or Maine Central 
to Kineo Station. 
JVr ifr f or hw kfr ' , m'l p m i d 
n f an1c1 . 
W. ]. ELLIOTT 
P.O. Address : Jackman, Maine 
After June 1 
Rockwood, Maine 
Railroads -Mills - Factories - Power Stations -Attention!! 
Scrap Pile and our 
machine and 
electric power 
means an 
ECONOMIC 
SAVING 
FOR MAINE in 
REBUILT 
MACHINERY 
and FACILITIES 
Send for booklet 
" ALTERNARC " 
PORTAB ILITY 
DURAB ILITY 
f:LEXIBI LITY 
Maine is blessed 
with unlimited water 
power, but iron 
products are not so 
plentiful. Why not 
convert the scrap pile 
into useful 
material by using 
Electric Power 
and our Welder. 
Also Emergency 
repairs on break dcwns 
should be considered. 
Electric Arc Cutting & Welding Co., 152-156 Jelliff Ave., Newark, N. J. 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
Camps 
MAY 1 TO DECEM BER 1 
fl lllllUllllllllllUllllUlllllllllllllllllll!lllllllfllltlllllllll I 111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111• 
CAMP W APITI 
DAVIS POND 
THE family camp for spring fishing, $Ummer out-ing or fall hunting and a haven for those suffering 
with hay fever. Our aim is to make your stay 
with us somewhat as you dreamed it should be a nd to have 
Camp Wapiti live in your memory as one of the spots 
about which shall cluster bright pictures of well·spent days. 
11Ulllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllll1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111flll l lllllll' 
Arrangements for week-end automobile 
parties made by telephone or telegraph. 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Rates upon application. Let us send you our booklet 
or refer you to our patrons. Address 
CAMP WAPITI ASSOCIATION 
Before M ay 1 
N orwa lk , C onn. PATTEN, MAINE 
Plea se Mention B. & A. Guide in W riting Advertisers 
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Trout Fishlnll, . None bl•ttcr In the State. 
Huntind,. DN.'r, Bt•ur and Birds arc JJlf'JHl-
ful. Moose <·an hr shot with u cumer11 only, 
Our l'nmps an• ren<'hC'd from 8ta<'yVlllc ov<'r 
the A J)J>nhwhlan Mountain Club I rail to 
Mount K11tuhclln Via Lunkusoos nnd Chimney 
Poml. 
A vacation with all or the vurletlPs, Flshlnit, 
Jluntln~. C..:anoPlng, Mountain Cllmblng and 
Swimming. 
You Hhould drink from our famous bolling 
spring; It will prolong your lite. 
RALPH E. DORR 
Stacyville, Maine 
The Antlers Camps 
On Lower Jo Mary Lake-one 
of a chain of three lakes and 
an ideal spot for the fisherman, 
vacationist and hunter. 
LEON E. POTTER 
Norcross Maine 
RAILROAD SUPPLIES 
Purchasing Agency Contracts 
Negotiated 
R a ilroad I ron and Steel 
R elaying R ails 
W ool Journal P acking 
Cross Tics 
Switch Timber 
Car Lumber 
WILLIAM SA VACOOL 
Pho ne 5744 Lowell, Mass. 
McNALLY'S 
Finest Fishing 
and 
Hunting 
Booklet and particulars 
on application 
McNALLY BROS. 
ASHLAND MAINE 
Reduce Your Fuse 
Blows 50% 
BY USING 
Multiple Time Lag Fuses (iie.iiili 
IN YOUR FACTORY 
Multiple Time La1 Fuses Ir propl•rly U'Jcd 
wlll 1>r<"Vcnt motor burn-outs ancl l'Ut 
your produrtlon loBRcs, due to blown 
ruses, ton minimum. 
Install Multiple 
Time Lag Fuses on 
all your motors, 
large and small. 
Bend !or tnhle 
and rompnrattvc 
data, showing 
proper size time 
Ing ruses to use In 
any tnstnllatlon. 
Made In all sizes 
arul tYJ>cs ror use 
hy Railways, Street 
Hallway Compun-
h'A, M Ills, Stores 
and U.csldcnc<•s. 
AJ>J>rovccl by 
Umh•rwrlt<•rs and 
Factory Mutual 
Luhoratorle"'. 
Multiple Electric Products 
Company, Inc. 
450 Fourth Avenue, NEW YORK 
P1easc M ention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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TO R1Pocr1;.NUS 
7M• 
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--Sflft(.IUU 
Camps 
M4P OF 
LOC•''•"' arc compo1.1 
ocer1 l'l9J ~ lfO 9110,,anc• 
,,, .... ,.,. "•" -.. '"'.:' 
l<•OHl.Y PONO & V10lllfl'TV 
Kidney Pond Famous Camps 
Offer attractions unsurpassed in the Maine Woods. Handy to 23 ponds-
all famous for fishing, fine stream fishing with plenty of salmon at the 
river, close by Mt. Katahdin, which can be climbed by our own trail; 
in a section renowned for big game and trout fishing. 
Table Fare of First Quality-vegetables from our own garden, fresh butter, 
milk and eggs; in fact, everything is of the high-class order that you'd 
expect at this justly celebrated woods resort. 
Reached by the way of Norcross, Maine, or 
we will meet you at Greenville or Ripogenus 
No Resort m the Maine Woods Offers Greater Attractions 
Auto parties can store their cars at Ripogenus Dam, go down the river on the left side 
to the big eddy, or take the better road on the right side and cross at the eddy to the 
direct trail to our camps at Kidney Pond. 
MANY IDEAL SIDE TRIPS FOR WHICH WE 
FURNISH CANOES AND EXPERIENCED GUIDES 
Our chief aim is to make your vacation so pleasant for you that each one to come will be 
spent at Kidney Pond, one of the most beautiful resorts in Maine. 
Our new booklet and map tells more about our camps and this choice country. Write for 
it. We will also be pleased to furnish any information desired, and can furnish the 
names and addresses of well·known parties who will gladly recommend us. Telephone 
in camps. Rates $4.00 per day, $24.50 per week, $90.00 per month. 
Through Pullman Sleeping Cars between Boston and Norcross. 
P. 0. ADDRESS 
BRADEEN & CLIFFORD 
NORCROSS MAINE 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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Bill Earley's Sebec Lake Camps 
for the Ideal Vacation 
Our camps are on the finest location on beautiful Sebec 
Lake, famous for its exceptional Spring Fishing. Bass and 
salmon fishing, fly or bait, in May and June. Special rates for 
June and September. Good auto road to camps. 
Individual cabins with open fires and running water. Our 
excellent table is supplied from our own farm. 
Sebec's Famous Salmon Pool Right at Our Front Door 
T 
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GUILFORD 
W. L. EARLEY 
R. F. D. 3 
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Hotels 111 
NORTHWEST INN 
ON MOOSEHEAD LAKE 
Trout fishing from May until October. 130 miles of wilderness macadam 
roads lead you to the most remote fishing places. Some of these new roads 
now put the fishermen on waters where few have ever wet a line. 
Vacations spent here during July and August will long be remembered, as 
the scenic beauty of Northern Moosehead with its islands and surrounding 
mountains is spread out before the Inn. Outdoor games, excellent bathing, 
canoeing, etc. 
Hunting of partridge and deer unsurpassed. Game easily handled for 
shipment. References and booklets on request. 
Ralph L. Keating, Proprietor, Seboomook, Maine 
PERCY HEILNER & SON 
Since 1854 
PHILADELPHIA, LAND TITLE BUILDING 
NEW YORK 
1 7 Battery Place 
SPRINGFIELD 
Worthington Building Mayra Building UTICA J 
READING 
Colonial Trust Building 
BOSTON 
Bankers Bldg. 
CINCINNATI 
Union Trust Building 
CENTRAL IRON & STEEL COMPANY 
General Office: HARRISBURG, PENN. 
STEEL PLATES 
FLANGED AND DISHED HEADS 
BRANCH OFFICES 
PHILADELPHIA, Stock Exchange Bldg. 
BALTIMORE, Continental Trust Bldg 
C. W. Pike Company, 
22 Battery Street, San Francisco, Calif. 
Hilton-Pike-Oakley Company, 
L. C. Smith Bldg., Seattle, Wash. 
BOSTON. 131 State Street 
NEW YORK, 66 Broadway 
C . W. Pike Company, 
1305 Washington Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif. 
James W . Pyke & Co., 
232 St. James Street, Montreal 
Plea5e Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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SQUARE LAKE CAMPS 
20 CABINS WITH OPEN FIRES 
Maine's Largest Square-tailed Trout 
and Land-locked Salmon are here! 
ALSO UNEQUALED HUNTING. No bettor home in all the Maine woods for those 
seeking rest and renewed health. An ideal family resort. Sperial accommodations for ladies. 
Clork Golf a nd T ennis Court. E lertric light!'!, hot and cold watrr and toilPtB in al l rampH. 
Large Assembly Camp with large open fireplare. mu•ic and good size l ibrary. Vegetables 
from our own garden ; milk from our own rows. Fine cooking a feature. Bracing air; 
mcdirinnl sp rings close by. Splendid view. Daily mail service. GuideA, ranoes, hoats and 
t elephonP. G uests met at Stockholm on B . & A. R. R. and eonveycd to e1unp, ten miles 
ovC'r st ate road , t he nce six m ileE< by water. LC'ave Boston at night; arrive at Storkholm the 
following noon. Fine bathing beach in front of camps. Radio phone s tock quotations daily. 
FOR RATES, CIRCULARS AND FURTHER INFORMATION, ADDRESS 
SQUARE LAKE CAMPS 
(AFTER MAY I ) 
AROOSTOOK COUNTY MAINE 
J. P. YERXA, Proprietor HOULTON, MAINE 
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A LAUNDRY 
where you can have nice work done at a reasonable 
price, and where the equipment is such as will do 
any kind and quantity of work, CALL THE 
BANGOR STEAM LAUNDRY CO. 
Telephone 649-R 
BANGOR, MAINE 
J. W . PALMER, M anager 
Tools for Locomotive 
Car and Railroad 
Repair Shops 
PRATT & WHITNEY S mall T ools and 
M . C . B . G ages 
Niles - Bement- Pond 
Company 
111 Broadway , NEW YORK 
B ost on Offices : 
125 P urchase St., BOSTON, MASS. 
Please Mention B . & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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FAMOUS CAMP PHOENIX 
OFFERS 
The best hunting and fishing opportunities in Maine. Comfortable cabins, outlying 
camps. guides, canoes and numerous nearby waters to give variety. 
THERE IS GOOD FLY-FISHING THROUGHOUT 
THE SUMMER ON SOURDNAHUNK 
Camps may be reached from N orcross, Millinocket or GreenvHle via Ripogenus Dam, 
making the route to Camp Phccnix much cheaper than the old way and save time. 
Our guests pronounce our table as being unusually good and our SPRING WATER 
as being an attraction in itself. Write for address of some one living near you that was 
here last year. 
CHARLES DAISEY NORCROSS, MAINE 
HALL ' S CAMPS 
113 
Camps situated in the heart of 
Maine's Hunting Ground. 
Fourteen Ponds and Lakes within a 
day's trip of Home Camp and 
Out Camps. 
The best of Trout Fishing. 
HARRY HALL, Proprietor 
R. F. D. No. 3 Patten, Maine 
HARDY BRONZE 
FOR 
Engine Castings Journal Bearings 
Armature and Axle Bearings 
WILLIAM A. HARDY & SONS CO. 
F itchburg, Massachusetts 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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* 
K ,Y 
MWONALD'5 CAMPS 
""""" LUMBER ROADS 
•··-·SPOTTED TR,..IL..5 
SPRING BROOK 
Chas. E.McDonald 
~ST ~na llPDAUS 
SHERMAN, ME. 
Hunting, Fishing and Canoeing, Mountain Climbing and H orseback Riding at 
M cDONALD'S BOWLAN CAMPS Chas. E. M cDonald, Sherman, M aine 
In the wilds of Maine where one can enjoy rest and comfort at the home camps, or if so 
inclined can take a different trip each day visiting the many ponds and outlying camps. 
References from those who are satisfied with nothing but the best hunting and fishing. 
WRITE FOR BOOKLET 
When going through the glorious Maine woods, look about you! 
Bridges on Bangor & Aroostook Railroad, iron fences, tanks, 
roofs, etc., are painted with 
DIXON'S SILICA-GRAPHITE PAINT 
the longest service and therefore the most economical protector. 
Made in FIRST QUALITY only for over fifty years. 
Write for long service records. 
JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO. 
JERSEY CITY, N. J. 
Established 1827 
R. B. DUNNING & co. 
54 to 68 Broad Street 
BANGOR MAINE 
======DEALERS IN ===== 
Seeds, Agricultural Implements, Poultry and Dairy 
Supplies, Plumbing, Heating and Water Supplies 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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THE CAPENS HOTEL AND COTTAGES, CAPENS, MOOSEHEAD LAKE, ME. 
Situated on an Island of 2,500 arres. Ten miles from Greenvllle JN., B. & A R. R., also ten 
miles from Ktnco Statton, M. C. R. R. Finest trout and salmon fishing on Moosehead Lake. 
o u r table Is the best or home cooking and furnished with fresh egps, cream, lmttrr. and vegetablPs 
rrom our own farm. H ocel and cottages are nicely furnished. running hot and cold water In bath-
rooms. also open fireplaces and elertrl<' lights. Hay fever is unknown here. Canoes, row-boats 
and motor boats for hire. ~Leamer lanclln~ m .. hotel. Dally mail. Long distance telephone. Rates 
$4.00 per day and up. Open May 1 to Ortober 1. G . \\'. GOURLEY, Proµ. 
w . S. EMERSON. P resident T elephone 2121 E. E . PIPER, Treasurer and Gen. M analer 
W. S. EMERSON COMPANY 
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN 
DRY GOODS, LUMBERMEN'S SUPPLIES, 
SMALL WARES, FURNISHINGS, ETC. 
123 FRANKLIN STREET BANGOR, MAINE 
Patented 
May 31, 1898 
Sept. 1. rno:i 
Aug. 2. 1904 
Dec. 29, 1908 
June 15, 190~! 
Apr. 21, 1914 
Apr. 20, 1915 
THIS SHOE MAK.ES Yorn TIRE TIU'E 
D oes t h e work while the L ocomotive is in service 
IN USE ON THE BANGOR & AROOSTOOK RAILROAD 
WIIEEI. THl' l:\'G llHAKE SHOE ('O~ll'A:\'Y 
Dt•troit. ~li«'h .. 
CLINTON E. HOBBS COMP ANY 
33 PEARL ST., BOSTON, MASS. 
M anufacturers of 
CHAIN and CHAIN HOISTS 
TIRE CHAINS AND ROLLER CHAINS. ASK FOR CATALOGUE D 
P lease M ention B . & A. G uide in W riting Advertisers 
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RAINBOW LAKE 
CAMPS 
Trout Fishing, Hunting 
Boating, Etc., Log Cabins 
R ates $4.00 P er D ay 
P. 0. KOKAD-JO, MAINE 
E. A. UPTON, Prop. 
Spruce Dimension 
Twefye Months in the Year 
THE WOODSTOCK 
LUMBER COMPANY 
131 STATE STREET 
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 
Pleasf" Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
Camps 
For a Real Woods Vaca ti on 
There's no finer place than 
INLET CAMPS 
ON SQUARE LAKE 
FISHING that makes glad the angler's heart may be 
enjoyed on famous Square 
Lake and on seven other con-
necting waters-all renowned 
for the fine sport they offer. 
Trout, salmon and togue. 
Good fly-fishing in May and 
September. Salmon pool at 
the camps. 
H UNTING that cannot be 
beaten in all the Aroos-
took country can be had in the 
great game section surrounding 
the Inlet Camps location. 
Deer and bear for the big 
game devotee and the best 
of partridge and duck shooting 
for the gunner. 
There is no finer vacation spot in all the Maine Woods 
than at Inlet Camps. Flush toilets and private baths 
There is an unusual opportunity for canoeing and the Thoroughfare between 
Square and Cross Lakes is especially favorable for women and amateurs. 
Of course our table is good, and we make it our business to give everybody a 
good time. Our satisfied patrons say we are successful. 
OUR BOOKLET GIVES DETAILED INFORMATION 
C. H. FRASER, Square Lake, GUERETTE, ME. 
Please M ention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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CAMP FAIRVIEW 
A GROUP OF CLEAN, DRY, COMFORTABLE LOG CABINS, situated 
on the shores of Lower Shinn Pond and offering the visitor a wonderful 
vacation for the Spring, Summer or Autumn, IN THE HEART OF 
THE MAINE WOODS. 
LOWER SHINN POND, ONE OF THE MOST PICTURESQUE AND 
BEAUTIFUL of the Maine lakes, is well stocked with land-locked 
salmon and square-tail trout and affords a safe and delightful opportunity 
for angling, canoeing, boating and bathing. 
OUR TABLE: Our Old Fashioned New England Horne Cooking has 
made us hosts of friends. Berry Shortcakes and Pies in season. Raised 
Biscuits, Real New England Doughnuts, and in the Autumn we serve 
Venison, Broiled Partridge, Buckwheat Cakes, Deer Meat Sausage and 
Horne Made Jams. 
We raise our Vegetables, Poultry and Eggs, and our own Cows supply the 
Camp with fresh Milk and Cream. 
DEER AND PARTRIDGE are plentiful in the Autumn and after a day's 
tramp through the woods, sportsmen are welcomed at Camp Fairview 
with an appetizing dinner, a dry warm cabin, open fires and clean, com-
fortable beds. 
Hot water brought to cabins each morning. 
YOUR COMFORT IS OUR FIRST AND LAST THOUGHT. 
CAMP FAIRVIEW is reached by Bangor & Aroostook Railroad to Patten, 
where I meet guests with automobile. 
For Booklet, Rates and References write: 
EDWIN F. FOWLER 
Shinn Pond Patten, Maine 
Phone 21-5 
Address: December 1 to May 1, West Upton, Mass. 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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CAMPS I N CENTER OF MAINE'S GREAT FOREST 
On the headwaters of the Aroostook. Write for booklet 
WILL T. LIBBY, Oxbow, Maine (Railroad Station, Masardis. Maine) 
WILLIAM A. JEPSON CORPORATION 
Bankers Building, Post Office Square 
Boston, Mass. 
Branch Office 
Hartford, Conn., Trust Building, Hartford, Conn. 
P OCAHONTAS STEAM COAL 
NEW RIVER STEAM COAL 
R ELIANCE STEAM COAL 
LILLY SMITHING COAL 
Our superior service and expert organization is well worth 
your investigation 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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KATAHDI N VIEW CAMPS 
On the West Branch of the Penobscot 
Branch camps at Foss and Knowlton and First Debsconeag 
E ASILY reached from Norc~oss, 12 miles by steamer, 8 miles by canoe. Excellent fishing 
in pond or stream, accessible from home camp. Good canoeing. woods' tramps and 
mountain climbing for those who do not care to fish. Splendid game country. Comfortable 
log cabins. good table. Fresh vegetables, milk, eggs and berries i:t season. Telephone 
service. Write for booklet to 
F . M . PITMAN Norcross, Maine 
GALVANIZED «:oRco WARE THAT WEARS 
REQ ·U ·S -PAT OFF· 
W ater Pails Stock Pails Ash Cans Coal Hods 
Cement Pails Sap Pails Garbage Cans 
N avy Pails Fire Buckets Oily Waste Cans 
Shipping Pails Tubs Gasoline Cans 
Candy Pails Oil Cans Refrigerator Pans 
Measures 
Steel Baskets 
Etc. 
GAS AND OIL HEATERS AND COOK STOVES 
PORTABLE OVENS 
WHEELING CORRUGATING COMPANY 
VAN DAM STREET AND NELSON AVENUE. LONG ISLAND CITY 
UNXLD Safety Railroad Fusees 
Proven Best by Railroad and Chemical Test 
Efficient Service Our Motto 
Unexcelled Manufacturing Company, Inc. 
22 Park Place, New York City 
Please Mention B . & A. Guide in Writing Advl" rtisers 
THE FAMOUS 
THOROFARE CAMPS 
On M oosehead L ake 
15 log cabins equipped with 
everything for comfort and 
enjoyment. Open fireplaces, 
daily mail, long distance phone. 
pure spring water. Best .fish-
ing in N ew England. Rehable 
guide~ always on hand. S p ecial 
rates to families. M otor boats, 
rowboats, canoes for hire. R ates 
and booklet on request. 
T. E. HEAL D, Prop. 
Thorofare P. 0. 
Moosehead L ake, M aine 
Camp- Supplies 121 
AN IDEAL PLACE FOR YOUR SPRING FISHING TRIP OR SUMMER VACATION 
CAIW:P GREENT...,EAF 
At Sugar I sland, Moosehead Lake, M aine 
References in nearly every city in New England. N ew York and Pennsylvania 
ALWAYS A L EE SHORE 
There are seven separate camps, accommodating from four to twelve people, built of 
spruce logs, open fireplace, gas lighted and well furnished. Located on a beautiful birch 
point at the southerly end of island, and undoubtedly nearest to the best fishing grounds 
in Maine. Mail steamer daily; long distance phone. We have two launches and a large 
new "cabin cruiser., with all modern conveniences, accommodating from 8 to 30 people. 
The cuisine is unsurpassed. Plenty of large and small game and birds. We furnish 
guides and boats, and the rates are the lowest. Send for descriptive folders and open time. 
A E. VAN SKOIK, Prop. 
To April 20, Greenville, Maine. After that date, Sugar Island, Maine 
If you are a shipper of goods you will be interested in our product 
3-PL Y VENEER B OX SHOOKS 
SPR UCE BUTTER T UBS, A LL SIZE S 
VENEER PRODUCTS COMP ANY 
GREEN VILLE, M A INE 
Selling Agents 
ATLAS P LYWOOD CORPORATION 
10 H IGH ST., BOSTON , MASS. 
Electrical Supplies 
76-78 P earl St reet 
Automotive Equipment Supplies 
180 Massachusetts Avenue 
Largest D ealers in N ew E ngland 
WETMORE-SAVAGE COMPANY, Boston, Mass. 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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HOTEL CYR, ST. LEONARD, N. B. 
THIS hotel is equipped in the most modern 
style, hot and cold running water in 
every room, steam heat, electric lights, 
baths. In every way fitted for the comfort 
and convenience of Tourists, Travelers 
and Sportsmen. 
Situated at the very gateway of the best 
hunting and.t.fishing ground in New Bruns· 
wick, it offers easy access to the grounds. 
and is the shortest route from Boston and 
other American cities. Passengers for 
Canadian Woods should take public auto at 
Van Buren station for this hotel, which is a 
few steps from St. Leonard station. 
JOHNS. CYR, Manager 
CAR LIGHTING 
"UNDER-FRAME" ELECTRIC PINTSCH GAS 
SAFETY LIGHTING FIXTURES, ELECTRIC AND GAS 
PUTNAM STORAGE BATTERIES 
THE SAFETY CAR HEATING & LIGHTING CO. 
NEW YORK 
PHILADELPHIA 
CHICAGO ST. LOUIS 
SAN FRANCISCO I 
BOSTON 
MONTREAL 
Phone Congress 835 
RICHARD E. THIBAUT, INC. 
Peerless Wall Papers 
Largest Wall Paper House in the World 
93 FEDERAL ST., near Franklin St., BOSTON 
BROOKLYN NEW YORK BRONX NEWARK 
HILDRETH VARNISH CO., Inc. 
RAILWAY VARNISHES 
ENAMELS&SURFACERS 
The most brilliant and durable Varnishes made 
90 WEST STREET NEW YORK CITY 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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Sherburne's Camps 
LITTLE LYFORD POND 
12 MILES IN FROM KATAHDIN IRON WORKS 
The ideal place for a woods' vacation. 
A half-dozen fine fishing waters, moun-
tains to climb, tramps over scenic 
trails and in the heart of the Katahdin 
Iron Works game section. 
There's no better table in the Maine 
Woods than Sherburne's. 
Individual cabins with open fires. 
Scme of our patrons have been coming 
annually for eighteen years. What 
better advertisement? No booklets. 
ED GAR A. SHERBURNE 
Katahdin Iron Works Maine 
STOWELL 
Eastern Representative 
~amapo c.Ajax Corporation 
Dilworth, Porter® Co., Ltd. 
Track Material Special Best 
200 DEVONSHIRE ST. BOSTON, MASS. 
BUILDERS IRON FOUNDRY 
Globe Special Water Pipe Fittings 
The Venturi Meter for hot and 
cold water, steam and other fluids 
BUILDERS' GAUGES FOR WATER WORKS 
PROVIDENCE RHODE ISLAND 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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EAGLE LAKE CAMPS-ASSEMBLY ROOM 
There is no better spot in Maine for fishing and hunting. Waters are famous for record 
trout. salmon and togue; fly fishing all summer. Surrounding country abounds in deer 
and game birds. 
Eagle Lake Camps are a model woods resort. All conveniences are provided without 
the loss of Real Woodsy Rustic Charm. Two large motor boats and canoes for use of guests. 
Camps are reached by motor b~at six miles from Ea~le Lake railroad station. 
Northern Maine is famous for its cool nights, dry and invigorating atmosphere, laden 
with health-giving qualities from the pine and balsam forest. Private cabins , also large, 
spacious dining room and office. 
SAUL MICHAUD, Director and Manager, EAGLE LAKE, MAINE 
Established 1874 
Savage Bolt Action 
T. B. DA VIS ARMS CO., 
Jobbers of 
Incorporated 18!13 
PORTLAND 
MAINE 
Guns, Rifles, Revolvers, Ammunition, Fishing Tackle and Baseball Goods 
General Distributors of Stevens. Remington, Winchester and Savage Rifles. Winchester 
and U. M. C. Ammunition, Spartin& and Blasting Powder, Dynamite 
UP - TO - T H E - M I N U T E S P 0 R T I N G G 0 0 D S 
RICE & MILLER CO. 
Wholesale 
Hardware, Sporting Goods and Automotive Equipment 
28-32 BROAD STREET BANGOR, MAINE 
Established 1817 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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YOU WILL FIND I T AT 
CAMP MOOSEHORNS on Litt!~ Seboo!s Lake, 20 rninut~s by canoe from Packard s Station. Record fishing all the year 
round. Abundance of deer and small game handy to camp. Early brook trout fishing 
here at home camp. " H orne Colony" includes 14 separate sleeping lodges, all comfortable 
and cosy. P lenty of room and convenience for. every~o.dy. Special ?Uting attrac:tions in 
September. Furnished camps rented to parties des1nng to do their own cooking, etc. 
Parties met at P ackard's Station on arrival of B. & A. trains, when notified in advance. 
Write us for booklet and rates. Telephone connection. Camps open entire year. 
HASKELL & PEASE, P roprietors 
(Successors to Haskell & Brown) P. 0. Address: SCH OODI C, M AINE I 
FAMOUS SINCE 1865 
Shortly after the Civil War, the famous iron 
impregnated waters of the Chairback region 
were discovered. On the most important lake 
of this wonderful section of Maine are situated 
Long P ond C amps 
Seven cozy l og cabins set at the euge of a 
lake that abounds with square-tailed trout 
and salmon. For the huntsman, this section 
always furnishes the limit in thrills and kills 
of moose and deer. For the health-seeker, 
Long Pond Camps are ideal. To fully ap-
preciate all this send a postal to-day for the 
interesting booklet de; cribing these features. 
LONG POND CAMPS 
C larence W . West, P r"op. 
K ATAHDIN IRON W ORKS, M AINE 
Pittsburgh Spring& Steel Company 
Makers of 
SPRINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION 
Pittsburgh Pa. 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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Big Houston Camps situated on Big Houston Lake, in the 
mountains of M aine, offers you fish-
ing, hunting, or just a restful vacation in the quiet of the north woods. 
Fpr Booklet or Other Information Write to 
W. L. ARNOLD, Prop., KATAHDIN IRON WORKS, Maine 
R. D. WOOD & CO., 400 CHESTNUT STREET PHILADEPHIA, PENNA. 
MANUFACTURERS OF 
FIRE HYDRANTS 
VALVES 
MATHEWS' 
GATE 
CAST IRON PIPE and FITTINGS 
ONE PLANT ONE PURCHASE 
GALEN A LUBRICANTS 
ON AMERICAN RAILROADS 
The great majority of America's representative railroads use the 
high-class Galena lubrication products on all equipment. 
The benefits accruinR from Galena Service methods throuv,h 
ability to e'iminate lubrication difficulties invariably result in im-
proved operating efficiency, a condition that works decidedly to the 
advantage of the traveler and shipper - as well as to the railroad. 
" When Galena Service Goes In 
Lubrication Troubles Go Out " 
GALENA SIGNAL OIL COMPANY 
NEW YORK FRANKLIN, PA. CHICAGO 
and offices in principal cities 
ONE SHIPMENT 
Please Mention B. & A Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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PACKARD'S CAMPS 
SOMETIMES CALLED LAKE HOTEL AND COTTAGES 
A Fishing Place for R eal Sportsmen 
18 Cabins and CottagC's. All 
with Bathrooms. Hot and 
Cold Spring Water. Central 
Dining Room. Open Fires. 
Salmon Fishing 
on Sebec Lake, in May, J une and 
September, is positively good and 
the Fly Fishing for Black Bass is 
claimed by many to equal Maine's most famous Bass Lakes. There are a 
number of nearby Ponds and Streams where the Trout Fishing is always good. 
You can live in a cabin and take meals at the house, an ideal place for 
families to spend the summer. Tennis court for use of 11:uests. Post-office 
and telephone in the house. Steaks, Chops and Fish broiled over a Charcoal 
broiler. Booklet and rates on request. 
B. M . P ackard & Son , Sebec Lake, M aine 
Telegraph Address: Foxcroft, Maine In P iscataquis County 
Please M ention 8. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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PLEASANT POINT CAMPS 
FOURTH DEBSCONEAG LAKE 
An Ideal Spot for the Red-Blooded 
Sportsman 
Excellent trout fishing during the entire 
season. Both fly fishing and trolling for 
square-tail and togue. This territory famous 
for its big game and game birds. 
For Booklet and further particulars, address, 
NELSON H . SHORE Y , P rop. 
N ORCROSS. MAINE 
MILLINOCKET FOUNDRY & MACHINE CO. 
MACHINISTS AND FOUNDERS 
IRON, BRONZE and ALUMI NUM CASTI NGS 
MILLINOCKET MAINE 
BLANCHARD LUMBER CO. 
126 STATE STREET, BOSTON, MASS. 
WHOLESALE LUMBER 
We saw 100,000 feet per day at our own 
mills and ship quick all orders given us. 
PORTAGE LAKE MILL CO. 
WARD & BRADBURY, INC. 
PORTAGE, MAINE 
ST. FRANCIS, MAINE 
Please Mentic,.n B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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PASSAMAGAMOC CARRY CAMPS 
THE CHOICEST VACATION SPOT 
129 
T HIS famous locality offers the best of sport for fisher-
men, hunters and mountain-
c 1 i m b er s. Trout, togue, 
pickerel and perch waters 
easily reached from our home 
camps on the Penobscot's 
West Branch, 14 miles from 
N orcross. Deer, bear and 
partridge hunting unsurpassed. 
Fine canoeing and good trails 
for tramping. W e arrange to 
take parties up M t . K atahdin, 
which is conveniently reached 
from our camp. 
RAINBOW LAKE CAMPS 
We have a set of outlying camps on beautiful Rainbow Lake, equally famous for its 
scenic beauty as well as for the exceptionally fine fishing. Trout rise to the fly throughout 
the season. N earby are other ponds, all good trout waters, and the brook fishing in R ain-
bow Stream offers splendid sport. All our camps are built of peeled logs and are fitted 
with open fires and good beds. Various sized camps to suit the requirements of parties. 
Eggs and milk from our own farm and no better meals in the Maine Woods. 
Guests are met at the head of Ambajejus Lake upon arrival of steamboat from N or-
cross. Guides supplied at $5.00 per day and board. Canoes for free use by guests. Send 
for our circular. 
EUGENE HALE NORCROSS, MAINE 
Maine 's Lakes and Streams 
Will finance your vacation trip if you invest in the 
7% Pref erred Stock 7% 
of the 
Bangor Railway 
and Electric Company 
This company is one of the m ost prosp erous a nd 
s u ccessfu l P ublic Utilities in New E ngland. All 
electric current is generated entirely by 
power, no steam reserve being necessary. 
This stock is n o n -calla ble, cumulative, 
p a id , non -assessable a nd t ax-exempt in 
Maine. D ividends are free of the Federal 
Normal Income Tax. 
Legal Investm ent for Mai n e Savin gs 
Banks. 
Mail Coupon to- d ay. 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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McDOUGALL'S CAMPS 
IF YOU COME ONCE, YOU WILL COME AGAIN 
ONE OF THE PRETTIEST LAKES IN MAINE 
Fine trout and salmon fishing in lakes and streams. The "Nahmakanta Country" is 
famous for its deer and bird shooting. The camps are accessible at all times by boat, canoe 
and short carries. Vegetables from our own garden. Fresh eggs and milk. 
INTERESTING SIDE TRIPS TO OUTLYING CAMPS 
AN IDEAL PLACE FOR REAL SPORT IN SPRING, SUMMER OR FALL 
NAHMAKANTA LAKE VIA NORCROSS, ME. 
Write for illustrated booklet to Robert McDougall 
P. 0. Address: Norcross, Me. 
The Haynes & Chalmers Company 
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in 
HARDWARE, IRON, STEEL, ETC. 
A FEW SPECIALTIES 
Russell & Erwin's Hardware 
Auto Supplies 
H. & C. Roofing 
Buffalo Quality Paint 
Sportsmen's, Lumbermen's and 
176 and 178 EXCHANGE STREET 
Contractors' Supplies 
BANGOR, MAINE 
I~VESTIGATE 
George T. Paraschos 
Steel Castings, Bolsters, Side Frames, Draft Arms 
IRON AND STEEL 
201 Garden Building Boylston and Church Streets 
BOSTON, MASS. 
THE NICOLA, STONE C& MYERS CO. 
50 CONGRESS STREET 
BOSTON 
~-~'I<-~ LUMBER <:M <:M 
RAILROAD, INDUSTRIAL AND YARD STOCKS 
Southern Offices 
JACKSONVILLE 
HATTIESBURG 
Main Office 
CLEVELAND 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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NORTHERN 
WOODENWARE 
COMPANY 
Manufacturers of 
Spruce, Pine, Hemlock 
and Hardwood 
Lumber 
Clothes Pins 
Wire End Wood Dishes 
and Wood Bowls 
Mills and General Office 
ISLAND FALLS, MAINE 
New York Office 
258 BROADWAY 
A. E. HAMMOND, President 
C. C. WHITNEY, Vice-President 
CHASE CAMPS 
On Rockabema Lake, Maine 
Take an exclusive vacation in seclusion. 
Excellent fishing for trout and salmon in 
Rockabema and trout fishing in surround-
ing ponds. 'Big game and birds plentiful. 
Camps reached by automobile ~rom Oak-
field thirteen miles, and two miles by tote 
road1• Most desirable place for small 
parties. Open fires and comfortable sep-
arate camps. Apply early for open dates. 
======P. 0. Addres5'• ===== 
ARTHUR C. F. COBURN 
R. F. D. No. l, Smyrna Mills, Maine 
On the way to Maine via Hartford, 
let the Tower of The Travelers 
Insurance Company remind you 
that you have protected yourself 
and your family. 
F. D. GOUD, Treasurer 
C. A. PILTZ, Superintendent 
HAMMOND LUMBER COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 
Shingles, Long Lumber, Lath and Box Shooks 
RETAIL STORE POTATOES 
VAN BUREN, MAINE 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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Maurice York's Twin Pine Camps 
DAICEY POND 
RIGHT UNDER MOUNT KATAHDIN 
offer you and your family the home-like attractions you most desire in the woods; where you get 
the best of food, well cooked and plenty of it; where the real woods' welcome is given, from the 
hen that lays your eggs t o the man who BUILT THESE CAMPS FOR YOU. Look at any map 
and you will find YORK'S CAMPS on Daicey P ond are right IN THE HEART OF THE 
KATAHDIN COUNTRY and on the finest trout brook in the state, Sourdnahunk Stream. 
Daicey Pond or D aisey Pond, it makes no difference how you spell it, is the place for you if you 
fish or hunt or only love just the woods and the beautiful scenery that nature has lavished here. 
The ever-changing view of Mt. K atahdin, just across the pond, is inspiring, and its ascent is easy, 
as we are the nearest camp and on the famous Hunt Trail. 
WE CLAIM 
The best Brook Trout fishing in pond, in 
Htream, and with Salmon in the West 
Branch. 
The fincRt view of !\H. Kathadin and the 
easiest an<l shortest trail up. 
The best of trails and roads along the stream 
and throu11h the woods. The best of huntin g fQr DEAR, BEER and 
PARTRIDGE. A splendid table furnished from our own farm, fresh milk, eggs and vPgetables. 
The cmploymen t of the most reliable of 
guides. 
As comfortable cahins and t1cds as you can 
find in the woods. 
If you want references, I can give you the bcsc Free canoes in nearly all pondA. My rates 
arc $3.00 a day. and my camp i~ opf'n all the year. Telephone connection with Norcross and 
Greenville. Write or wire for circular and map. 
MAURICE YORK NORCROSS, MAINE 
You Should 
Consult A. T. HOW ARD CO. 111u1111u111111111111m111111111111u1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m111111m1u111i111111 IF YOU BUY 
1.etterheads, Blllheads, Statements, Envelopes, Order Blanks, Invoice 
Forms, Ruled Sheets, Loose Leaf Binders, J&tdex Cards and Guides, 
Way Bill s, FreiJ.l,ht Bllls, Bills of Lading, Inventory Sheets, Gum 
I.abets, Manifold Boo~s. Blank Books, Stenoll!raphers' Note Books, 
Forms on Manila Papers, Overchar~e. J.oss and Damalte Forms in 
Stock. LINOTYPE AND MONOTYPE COMPOSITION. 
Customs Blanks and Canadian Invoice Forms 
\Ve have been supplying the Railroa<ls nnd Railways of New F.ng-
lnncl , 1'epartmt-nt Store~. antl lance t:orporntions with their supply 
printinl! for over 25 years, and can give yon the henettt of our ex-
~e:~:n.E~gfu~~ .the most complete equipment for this clm;e of work in 
2 7 BEACH STREET BOSTON, MASS. 
THE PILLIOD COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS OF 
BAKER VALVE GEAR 
OVER 8,000 IN USE IN THE U.S. A . 
30 Church Street New York City 
Please Mention B . & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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ATTEAN Offers a healthful outdoor life in the Maine woods. Good fishing. Many JACKMAN MAINE fine canoe trips. Mountain climbing. Clean, 
M P S ' comfortable cabins, well furnished. Accommoda-c A tions for automobile tourists. ASK FOR BOOKLET AND MAP. 
RUEL F. HOLDEN ·.· JACKMAN, MAINE 
FAIRBANKS-MORSE HOME LIGHT PLANT 
Electric Light for Home or Camp 
HERE I S A PRACTICAL PLANT that gives you convenient, 
cheerful electric light in home or camp and power as well for 
doing the chores. 
Famous low speed "Z" 0 
engine - "on ly 500 a · 
m inute''--condensing 
radiator gives all ad-
vantages of water cool-
ing - power pulley to 
drive other machines 
- push - button start, 
no cranking-ball-
bearing dynamo-
long - life storage 
battery. 
We also make a Forest Fire Pumping Outfit. Write for information 
I FAIRBANKS, MORSE & CO., 30 Church Street, NEW YORK 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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Here's the Outing Chance You've Longed For! 
==========AT========== 
Squaw Mountain Inn 
MOOSEHEAD LAKE 
One mile from Bangor & Aroostook and Canadian Pacific R. R. stations 
BIG FISH BIG GAME IDEAL LIFE 
Trout, Togue, Salmon, Deer and Bear in near Care-free, healthful 
etc., right in front of forests. Duck and days in a wonderful scenic 
the house and close by Partridge hunting section of woods and water 
You'll find solid comfort and all-round enjoyment at Squaw 
Mountain Inn; also light, airy rooms with private baths, modern 
furnishings, steam heat; vegetables, eggs, rnilk, cream, etc., fresh 
from our own farm; absolutely pure spring water always on tap; 
commodious garage, long-distance telephone and telegraph 
service. 
Attractive eight-room Log Bungalow close by, for families 
or parties; also several smaller camps. 
Motor boats, row boats and canoes for hire. 
Nice automobile road right to our door. 
Open May 10 for season of 1923 
Write for picture booklet and detailed information 
ARTHUR A. CRAFTS, Prop. Greenville Jct., Maine 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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Northeast Carry-Moosehead Lake 
IS A 
RESORT OF NATIONAL FAME 
F OR CANOEISTS 
Northeast Carry is the starting point 
for the famous Allagash and West 
Branch canoe trips. We make all 
arrangements for these trips. ·write us 
and we'll have guides, canoes, camping 
outfit and provisions ready for the day 
you designate. 
FOR T HE SPORTSMEN 
Northeast Carry is in the center of 
one of the biggest fish and game 
sections of the Maine woods. Besides 
l\foosehead Lake, nearby are Lobster 
Lake, Russell Stream and numerous 
other fishing waters. If you want good 
deer hunting, come to Northeast Carry. 
Seboomook Lodge, three miles up the picturesque West Branch by canoe or motor boat, is an 
attractive spot for private parties. Comfortable sleeping camps and a kitchen camp ready to use. 
F OR THE VACATIONIST 
Men and women seeking a delightful resort for their vacation can find no more 
attractive spot than Northeast Carry. Exct>ptionally good table, separate cabins, 
a central assembly cabin and up-to-date service are some of the attractions offered 
in addition to the natural charms of the Kortheast Carry country. 
For recreation is a dancing pavilion, tennis court, croquet, and a fine beach for swim·· 
ming and bathing in front of the cabins. 
OUR B OOKL ET G I VES FULL INF ORMATION 
THE WINNEGARNOCK, Northeast Carry, Maine 
MRS. T . B . SNOW, M anager 
A. J. WILSON, P roprietor, M oosehead, M aine 
Outlet House and Camps 
M OOSEHEAD, M A INE 
II m!les from Greenville by C.P.Ry. or by 
steamer 
H ere's Fishing, H u n ting and 
[Icalth in P lenty I 
Beet Oehlng In Moosehead I..ake- earlleat 
and latest - ls bad here; big game le also 
abundant. Tbe house Je also newly furnished: 
~~: :t~~~~l~efy8~~~:~d~ ~~i~10£s~~r ~~~~~~~ 
and erveral attrartlve wood roads are laid 
out. No guide needed at our house, although 
we furnish guides. boats and canoes when de-
sired. On notification by mall or wire we 
will meet parties at Greem·me Junction with 
our own private launch. Eleven log cabins 
In connection with main house. Rate, S4.00 
per day and up. Write for descriptive book-
let. 
E lectric L isz:hts-Daily M ail 
Please M ention B . & A. Guide in W riting Advertisers 
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PLAN A VACATION AT HEALD POND CAMPS 
There you will have the best of opportunities for fishing, hunting. 
canoeing and "just loafing" 
Heald Pond Camps are famous for their good table, which serves 
the best of everything in season 
HEALD POND CAMPS ARE IN THE HEART OF THE WOODS 
Nine Miles in from Jackman. Reached by auto. 2700 Feet Altitude 
These camps are now equipped with electric light, baths with 
running water. Rates, $3.00 to $5.00 per day. Write for booklets to 
OMER G. ELLIS Heald Pond Camps JACKMAN, MAINE 
Address: Rangeley, Maine, between Dec. 1 to April I 
NOTICE TO SPORTSMEN AND LOVERS OF FISHING 
AND HUNTING 
I have sold my Heald Pond Camps and will now be located in Jackman, 
prepared to furnish all sportsmen information in regard to hunting and 
fishing. Will also be prepared to furnish fishermen with Tents, Guides, 
Canoes and all equipment for fishing and hunting and information where 
to go and the expense. I will also be prepared to accommodate early spring 
fishermen, and those wishing to obtain the very best spring fishing will do 
well to write to 
FRED HENDERSON, Jackman, Maine 
Trails End Camps 
Ebeeme Pond 
Ideal place for hunting, 
fishing, canoeing and 
bathing. Automobile 
and week-end parties 
accommodated. Separate 
cabins for all parties. 
For particulars write to 
ERNEST R. STROUT 
Ebccmc Pond 
BROWNVILLE, MAINE 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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Lake Parlin House, 
Lake Parlin, Me. 
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LAKE PARLIN HOUSE AND CAMPS 
137 
ARE located 12 miles south of Jackman on the We3t shore of Lake Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley Lakes; a popular thoroughf:!re fJr automobiles. 1600 feet above sen-level 
tn the heart or the ~falne Woods. The hom~e :ind camps are DC'W and have all modern conveniences 
h"ll<'h as baths, gas lights. open rock fireplaces, etc. Lake Parlln and the 12 out ponds an in a radius 
of 4 mllcs furnish the best of trout fish- H p M K p J ackm a n Station Jngthewhole•e~son. WrUeforbon/clit. • • C enney, rOp. M AI NE 
CHICAGO 
NEW YORK 
WASHINGTON 
MONTREAL 
Chicago-Cleveland Car Roofing Company 
M anufacturers of 
Galvanized Steel Car Roofs 
Steel Carlines 
R einforced Car Ends 
Pressed Steel P arts 
161 7 KIMBALL BUILDING 
We are H eadquarters for all 
CHICAGO 
Hotel and Camp Supplies 
Both Wholesale and Retail 
OSCAR A. FICKETT COMPANY 
10 and 12 B road Street, Bangor, M aine 
Please M ention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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~Piscataquis Hotel 
DERBY, MAINE 
This modern hotel is within a few rods of the Railroad 
Station at Derby. Families desiring a quiet hotel in a small 
village, within easy access of larger towns, will find this 
place desirable. 
SHORT DAILY TIUPS 
can be made to the country where Fishing and Hunting 
is most excellent. 
Passengers taking the morning train from Boston, and destined to 
I.AKE ONAWA or the KATAllDIN IRON WOUKS REGION 
should stop over night here and take train the following morning and 
arrive at destination in the early forenoon . 
PISCATAQUIS HOTEL 
DERBY, MAINE 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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Hotels 
OAKFIELD, ME. THE INN OAKFIELD, ME. 
OPEN THE ENTIRE YEAR 
This new modern hotel is within a short distance from the Railroad Station 
at Oakfield, which is the gateway to the great Fishing and Hunting region 
reached by the Ashland Branch, 
Masardis, Ox Bow, Ashland, Portage Lake, 
Eagle Lake and Fort Kent 
Passengers from Boston taking the day train, destined to points on the 
Ashland Branch, should stop over at "The Inn" and take train the following 
day. Passengers from Boston, taking Caribou Sleeping Car, should plan to 
breakfast at "The Inn" and take train connecting for Ashland Branch points 
four hours later. 
Steam Heat, Electric Lights, Shower Bath, 
Pure Water 
Special rates for families for the season. 
Address 
THE INN, OAKFIELD, MAINE 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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Canned Goods and Groceries 
FOR YOUR CAMPING TRIP 
THE 
Bangor House 
BANGOR, MAINE 
For half a century has 
been the favorite hotel with 
the traveling public. It 
makes a specialty of meet-
ing the requirements of 
the discriminating people 
who com~ to Maine for 
VACATIONS IN THE 
MAINE WOODS 
Automobile parties will 
find the best equipped gar-
age east of Boston in con-
nection with the Bangor 
House. 
H. C. Chapman Hotel Co. 
BANGOR, MAINE 
~ GASOLINE AND OIL 
(• FOR YOUR AUTOMOBILE 
THE FRANK 
115 STATE STREET 
GROCERY COMPANY 
BANGOR. MAINE 
UNIFORM CAPS BADGES BUTTONS TICKET DATERS 
HOTEL KEY TAGS TICKET PUNCHES 
AMERICAN RAILWAY SUPPLY CO. 
134-136 CHARLES STREET NEW YORK 
E. W. NASH CO. 
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS 
AND DEALERS IN 
Paints, Varnishes, Glues, Shellacs and Brushes 
559-561 Atlantic Avenue Established 1872 Boston, M ass. 
Established 1864 Incorporated 1920 
BLAKE, BARROWS & BROWN, Inc. 
INSURANCE, INVESTMENTS 
STEAMSHIP TICKETS . . . 
41 Hammond Street Banlor, Maine 
THOMAS RODS 
The Thomas hand-made split bamboo 
fishing rod has been perfected to meet both 
the ell round and the various special require-
ments of the modern angling sport. Made 
of the finest bamboo, light, resilient, per 
fcctly jointed and balanced. In the Thoma• 
rod the acme of perfection has been ob-
tained. Send for our interesting booklet. 
THOMAS ROD COMPANY 
117 Exchange Street Bangor, Maine 
Great opportunltte'J for boys and girls 
EXCLUSIVE SUMMER SCHOOLS 
on beautiful lakes, ponds or rivers near Mt. Katah-
dln. Canoeing, Boatln11t. Mountain Cllmblng, 
1'1shlng and Hunting. 
Srnd J 0 cents for our ouhUcat1on 
'" IN THE MAINE WOODS'" 
THEY COST MORE 
BUT ARE WORTH IT 
B. C. M. 
CIGAR 
Made to Meet a Demand 
Not a Price 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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Railroads 
VACATIONLAND THE YEAR ROUND 
State of Maine 
a n d the 
White Mountains 
SPRING FISHING 
SUMMER VACATIONS 
FALL HUNTING 
WINTER SPORTS 
For information and literature address 
PASSENGER TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT 
ROOM NO. 601 
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD 
PORTLAND , STATE OF MAINE 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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M. REA GANO 
President 
Supplies 
CHARLES C . GAN O 
Vicc·President and Treasurer 
L. J. COSTELLO 
Secretary 
GANO, MOORE COAL MINING CO., INC. 
Executive Offices 
Land Title Building, P hiladelphia, P a. 
STEAM COALS 
Pocahontas 
New River 
Clearfield 
GAS COALS 
Kanawha 
Fairmont 
Westmoreland 
Youghiogheny 
Kanawha Splint 
Anthracite 
Coke 
Shipments: All R ail - T idewater 
Branch Offices 
New York Norfolk, Va. Clarksburg, W . Va. Rio de J aneiro B uenos Aires 
THE WINCHESTER STORE 
A COMPLETE L INE OF 
Winchester Rifles and Sporting Goods 
W. C. SPAULDING 
CARIBOU MAINE 
John Watson Company, Inc. 
H OULTON, M AINE 
WATSON POWER SPRAYERS 
W atson's Soluble Arsenoid 
D I STR I BUTORS 
'Field and Garden Seeds, Chemicals and General Hardware 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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FRANKLIN 
"Perfection " Journal Box Packing 
Wool Waste-Cotton Lubricating and Wiping Wastes 
Can Meet any Specification 
Asbestos Felt Asbestos Millboard Asbestos Cements 
Monarch Asbestos Locomotive Lagging 
Monarch, Railroad Special and Laminduro Asbestos Pipe Coverings 
85% Magnesia Materials Carbonate of Ma~nesla 
THE FRANKLIN MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
FRANKLIN, PENNSYLVANIA 
COTTAGE LOTS FOR SALE HARFORD'S POINT 
A beautiful promotory on westerly shore Moosehead Lake. High eminence of land covered 
with hard and soft woods. In heart of trout and salmon fishing and big game region. Write to 
HARFORD'S POINT REALTY COMPANY . . Dover, Maine 
CHICAGO RAILWAY EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
The World's Brake Beam Builders 
CARDWELL FRICTION DRAFT GEAR 
Protects the Cars and Lading in the Cars from Damage due to Shocks 
UNION DRAFT GEAR COMPANY, McCormick Bldg., Chicago 
SAFE and SURE 
Among the Best of Modern Safety Devices 
For Railroad Use Are 
COLUMBIA LOCK NUTS and COLUMBIA GIB NUTS 
The Bangor & Aroostook Railroad, which runs into the 
wonderful hunting, fishing and camping districts of Maine, 
uses Columbia Lock and Gib Nuts. 
You will be Safe and Sure if you patronize The Bangor 
& Aroostook Railroad - Safe when traveling, and Sure of 
a glorious vacation in Maine's Wonderland. 
THE COLUMBIA NUT & BOLT CO. 
BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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SMOKERS' SUPPLIES 
Largest Variety of Smokers· Articles and Most Beautiful Cigar Store in 
New England. Mail orders promptly executed 
G. G. ESTABROOK'S SONS 
TOBACCONISTS 
24 CENTRAL STREET 
We Cater to Hunting and Fishing 
Parties 
Orders Filled Dey or Night 
DYKE B. HOWE GROCERY 
PATTEN, MAINE 
Groceries Meats Provisions 
C. G. RICHARDSON 
The 
WINCHESTER 
Store 
Hardware and Machinery 
PATTEN MAINE 
MERRILL MILL CO. 
SPOOL BARS, DOWELS 
Short and Long Lumber 
Patten Maine 
The Walton Hardware Co. 
BUILDING SUPPLIES, DISHES, 
SPORTING GOODS 
Sheet Mete!, Plumbing and 
Electrical Work Done 
STOVES AND FURNACES 
Milo Maine 
THE NEW DILLON HOUSE 
Modern In t>Very particular. Hot and cold 
water, bathe, etc. Parties dt>slrlng a quiet 
pin.ct• within easy arf'ess or good fishing and 
hunting wlll !Ind this hotel to their liking. 
Teams meet all trains. Stable in connedion. 
Good brds. Es:cellent table nnice. Rate1 $3.50 
and $4.00. W. E. DILLON, Proprietor 
Milo Maine 
BANGOR, MAINE 
FINDLEN'S DRUG STORE 
THE REXALL STORE 
Van Buren Maine 
PATTEN GRANGE STORE 
General Merchandise 
Patten Maine 
Phone 45 
HENRY C. ROWE 
General Merchandise 
Patten Maine 
L. B. HUSTON 
Dealer in Groceries and Feeds 
can supply you with Canned Goods 
and Fine Groceries for your Outing 
and Camping Trips. 
L. B. HUSTON, Patten, Maine 
LEWIS E. MORRISON 
MILO 'BAKERY 
A Full Line of Bread, Cake and Pastry 
Orders Solidted from Hotels and Camps 
MILO, MAINE 
no NOT llISK INl<'IWTlO:S 
By using the Common Cloth Towels and Drinking Glasses that have been tJsed before you. 
We have en extensive line of PAPER DRINKING CUPS, Waterproof, Flat end Round 
for Single Service. PAPER TOWELS in Sheets end Rolls for office end home. Cell or sen::! 
for samples and prices. Everything for the Promotion of Sanitary Conditions. 
STONE & FORSYTH CO. 67 Kingston Street, Boston 
Please Mention 8. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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SUMMIT FARMS 
DAVIDSON, MAINE 
Breeders of Holstein Friesian Cattle 
FEDERAL ACCREDITED HERD 
Senior Herd Sire: IOWANNA AAGGIE SIR FAYNE. 
His sire, SIR JOHANNA FAYNE, was scored 96t points by 
two of the breed's most competent judges and has the 
distinction of fathering the first-class "get of sire" group 
at the National Dairy Show for 1922. He is also famed 
for the consistency of 20,000-pound producers in his list 
of 73 ARO daughters. 
The dam of IOWANNA AAGGIE SIR FAYNE is EDEN-
WOLD AAGGIE BESS. She has a four-year-old record 
of 837.16 lbs. butter from 21,408.4 lbs. milk for the year. 
As a senior yearling she took First Prize, Junior and 
Grand Championship at the Minnesota State Fair; First 
Prize at the National Dairy Show; First Prize and Junior 
Championship at the Waterloo Cattle Congress. Her 
half-brother by the same sire was Grand Champion at 
the 1922 National, and another half-brother was First 
Prize two-year-old. 
The combined strength of individuality and high production 
back of IOWANNA AAGGIE SIR FAYNE places him 
in the foremost ranks of Holstein sires. 
He is ably assisted in the Summit Farms herd by KING 
OF THE CLOVER BLOSSOMS, a double grandson of 
MARION CLOVER BLOSSOM 3D, with three records 
above 31 lbs. in 7 days, and a 305 day record of 1035. 76 
butter, 21,750.2 milk. 
SUMMIT LUMBER COMPANY 
OWNERS 
Plf"ase Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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HUTCHINSON COAL COMPANY 
Miners and Shippers of 
Hutchinson Fairmont Gas Coal 
M ines on B altimore & Ohio R ailroad 
Hutchinson 
Logan County Gas and Splint Coals 
Mines on Chesapeake and Ohio Railway 
Cleveland, Ohio 
J. G. W olfe 
Western Manager 
PRINCIPAL OFFICES 
Fairmont, W . Va. 
SALES OFFICES 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
B. Lee H utchinson 
Manager 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
George C. Grolock 
Eastern Manager 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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Coffee has become the great 
NATIONAL BEVERAGE 
The New Franklin Laundry 
8olicits laundry work from hotels, camps, families or individuals anywhere in 
the territory reached by the Bangor & Aroostook. We have done this kind 
of work for years and will give you the satisfaction we have given to others. 
Send by express or parcels post and drop us a card in regard to any special 
features. 
QUALITY-SERVICE 
NEW FRANKLIN LAUNDRY BREWER, MAINE 
Crockery, Glassware and Kitchen Furnishings 
1 lllllfllllll llllU 11111111111/1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIll111111IIII1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111•II111'Ij11'1111111 
We carry a complete line and pay special attention 
to camp and cottage orders 
When in Bangor "Walk in and look around " 
P. H. VOSE CO. Bangor, Maine 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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1857 - 66 YEARS 1923 
We h ave been located here , supplying SPORTSMEN and 
LUMBERMAN with everything needed for camp 
Let us engage your Gui<les and outfit you with just such goo<ls as are nee<le<l 
for this section at less than city prices. Ask for folder describing Canoe 
Trips through Maine Woo<ls Waters and suggestions for Vacation Outfits. 
Sec what a satisfied customer says: 
"I meant to have written you before to tell you how thoroughly satisfactory 
your provisions were. We have nothing but the highest praise for everything and for 
the rarr with which it was packed. In particular, your canned peaches and canned 
pf'as were the best I have ever eaten. You may be sure you wiJI get my future busi-
11css an<l that of any of my friends who go that way." 
WE SPECIALIZE IN FRESH EGGS AND FINE BUTTER 
D. T. SANDERS & SON CO. 
GREENVILLE, MOOSEHEAD LAKE 
Largest General Store in Maine 
SPORTSMEN 
Here you will find everything in the 
line of Clothing, Mackinaw Frocks, 
Sweaters, Shoes, Rubber Goods, Moc-
casins, etc., Nice Fishing Tackl~, 
Rifles, Shotguns, Revolvers, Ammuni-
tion. A fine line of Moccasin Slippers 
for ladies' wear. 
Daily Papers, Books and Magazines. 
Also Jewelry store in connection. Re-
pair work of every description. 
Graduate Optometrist in attendance. 
Call and sec us. 
M oosehead Clothing Co. 
Opposite B. & A. R. R. Station 
i':10~c:,•ehead Greenville Jct., Me. 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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ENJOY THE COMFORT AND CHEER OF A 
Franklin 
Stove 
IN YOUR CAMP OR HOME 
They give as full a view of the fire 
as a fireplace at a small part of the 
expense of installation, and may be 
connected to any chimney. 
Three sizes of the Folding Door 
Style sold by us for 75 years. 
Two sizes of the Open Style with 
nickel and brass trimmings. 
Write us for illustrated circulars and quotations. We can ship promptly 
to any part of the country. 
WOOD & BISHOP CO. 
Established 1839 329 MAIN STREET, BANGOR, MAINE 
Manufacturers of highest grade RANGES, STOVES, FURN ACES AND TINWARE 
All kinds of Cooking and Heating Apparatus for Camp use. 
TELEPHONE 3361 
149 
ohe 
Perry, Buxton, 
Doane Company 
ESTABLISHED J!S I 
T. M. CHAPMAN'S SONS' CO. 
OLDTOWN, MAINE 
Manufacturers of New and Improved 
Gang Lath, Picket and Spool Stock 
Sawing Machine 
Improved Box Board Edi,\ers, Improved 
Box Board Trimmers or Cut Offs 
PRICES ON APPLICATION 
IRON and STEEL 
SCRAP 
Second-Hand Pipe, 
Relaying Rails 
and Old Metals 
W. H. LANE, Manager 
167-177 Kennebec Street 
Portland, Maine 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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Campers Sportsmen 
Tourists 
Find added enjoy-
ment to life in the 
open, in the appetiz-
ing fragrance of 
SEAL BRAND 
COFFEE 
CHASE & SANBORN 
TEA AND COFFEE IMPORTERS 
BOSTON CHICAGO 
At Groen• Everywhere. 
In 1 , 2, & 3 lb. Cit.DI. 
Never in Bulk. 
ADAMS FURNISHING GOODS CO. 
JOBBERS OF 
Dry Goods, Small Wares and Furnishings 
LUMBERMEN'S and SPORTSMEN'S SUPPLIES 
BLANKETS, SPREADS and TENTS 
Stands For 
Quality 82 and 84 Columbia Street Bangor, Maine 
TELEPHONE 326 
Sanitary Supplies for Your Camp 
CORO-NOLEUM General Disinfectant and Fly Rept:llant 
WEST SANITARY SOAP DISPENSER and LIQUID SOAP 
WEST SANITARY PAPER TOWELS 
N ecessery for comfort in every camp Manufactured by 
WEST DISINFECTING COMPANY 
New England Headquarters, 145 Washington St ., North, Booton, Mass. 
Branches in all large cities 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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Make the Camp Cosy by Installing a 
FRANKLIN 
STOVE. 
They have double folding 
doors in front and are fitted 
with andirons or grate as 
ordered. 
MADE IN TWO SIZES 
Write for circulars and prices 
We are headquarters for Campers' and Lumbermen's Supplies 
·NOYES & NUTTER MANUFACTURING CO. 
D epartment H 
107 Pickering Square Bangor, Maine 
W. E. CHAMBERLIN M . E. PHILBRICK 
JOHN M. WOODS C& COMP ANY 
EAST CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 
Hardwoods, White Pine, Mahogany and Veneers 
SNOW C& NEALLEY COMP ANY 
••• DEALERS IN • , • 
Mill and Lumbermen's Supplies 
BANGOR, MAINE 
P lease M ention B . & A. G uide in W ritin g Adver tisers 
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DAME, STODDARD CO. 
EVERYTHING IN GOOD FISHING TACKLE 
Forrest's Flies, Cross, Thomas and Leonard Rods, 
Hardy's English Reels, Fine English Hooks and 
Artificial Baits, English and American Flies, Etc. 
CHOICE SELECTION of ENGLISH DRY FLIES 
3 7 4 Wash in gt on Street Boston, Massachusetts 
Maine woods Prints We have a fine collection of 
negatives of Mt. Katahdin 
IP BLACK and WHITE, SEPIA or WATER COLORS and Region; also other 
Sporting Sections of Maine. 
We will send a selection of Prints on approval to any responsible party. 
Use business letterhead or give references. 
Mr. Sportsman, if you love the Maine Woods you will want some of these prints. 
Have you climbed Katahdin yet? See our Katahdin Photos in this book. 
Official Photographers for the 
Bangor & Aroostook R. R. 
THE CALL STUDIO 
DEXTER MAI NE 
STANDARD STEEL CA R CO. 
GENERAL OFFICES: PITTSBURGH, PA., Frick Building 
BRANCH OFFICES: CHICAGO, Fisher Building 
WORKS: BUTLER, Pa. NEWCASTLE, Pa. 
NEW YORK, 170 Broadway 
HAMMOND, Ind. 
STEEL and 
COMPOSITE Freight Cars 
ALL STEEL 
Passenger Equipment 
STEEL CAR UNDERFRAMES 
TRUCKS, BOLSTERS 
BRAKE BEAMS 
ETC. 
CAPACITY 
50,000 CARS 
PER ANNUM 
INQUIRIES SOLICITED 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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-----~----~---~~·-------~--.. 
P obust health lurks in the deep woods. It is yours for the 
seeking. Huy a light, strong, durable and easily managed 
,, 
t 
.---...----~--·-...--------------...~~ 
PRINTING 
"1111 ......... 
Bangor Co-Operative Printing Co. 
117 Exchange Street Bangor, Maine 
SUPPLIES 
======== FOR ======== 
Mills, Railroads, Steamships, Plumbers, Water Works, 
Steam and Gas Fitters; Machinery for Ship-
builders, Road Contractors, Engineers; Portable 
Boilers and Engines, Hoists and General Con-
tractors. 
WRITE US FOR LATEST CATALOGUE 
W. L. BLAKE & CO. 
Telephones 3067, 3068, 3069 
79-85 Commercial St. Portland, Maine 
STOREHOUSE: FRANKLIN STREET 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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U.S. GRADE NO. 1 TABLE PURE AROOSTOOK SEED 
CARLOAD OR TRAINLOAD 
C. A. Powers c& Company 
Fort Fairfield, Maine 
POTATOES: - SPECIALIZING SINCE 1890 
Canada's Most Interesting City Loose Leaf Goods Blank Books 
QUEBEC DAN T. SULLIVAN 
Office Supplies 
"The Gibraltar of America" and 
Its quaint old-world charm, coupled 
with its modern hotels and shops, offers 
attractions equaled by few cities in 
America. Equipment 
Through Pullman Service via 
The QUEBEC CENTRAL ROUTE from 
NEW YORK, BOSTON and PORTLAND 
Direct rail and steamer connec-
tions for Murray Bay, St. Anne de 
Beaupre, Saguenay River, Lower 
St. Lawrence, and Gaspe Resorts. 
For Illustrated Booklets, 
Time-tables, etc., apply to 
G. D. WADSWORTH 
Gen'I Pass. Agent, Sherbrooke, Que. 
23 CENTRAL STREET 
BANGOR, MAINE 
Filing Devices and Everything 
for the Office 
GOING TO PAINT? 
BAY STATE 
Bay State Liquid Paint, Bay State Stains, Exterior and 
Interior, Bay State Varnishes, Columbia Floor and Deck 
Paint 
Will Thoroughly Fulfill Your Requirements 
MADE IN NEW ENGLAND 
Wadsworth, Howland & Co., Inc. 
BOSTON MASS. 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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Coburn Steatnboat Co. 
U. S. MAIL STEAMERS 
Moosehead Lake Maine 
"Katahdin" 
·•cornet" 
"Moosehead" 
"Twilight 
"Louisa" 
"Reindeer" 
STEAMER "KATAHDIN" 
"Marguerite" 
"Priscilla" 
Offices and Waiting Room on B. & A. R. R. Wharf at Greenville Junction 
Ticket Offices at all regular landings 
PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE BETWEEN 
Greenville Junction, Kineo Station and All Points 
on Moosehead Lake 
The staunch and comfortable steamers of this line afford an agreeable 
change from the hot and dusty railroads to the cool breezes of this magni-
ficent lake, the scenic beauties of which are unsurpassed. 
Steamer service convenient for automobile parties wishing to take an 
all-day sail or part of a day's sail around the lake. Fine new garage located 
near docks at Greenville. 
Steamers make close connections with trains of the Bangor & Aroostook 
R. R. at Greenville Junction and the Maine Central R. R. at Kineo Station. 
S. W. SAWYER, Gen'l Manager 
GREENVILLE JUNCTION MAINE 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
OF HOULTON, MAINE 
Capital 
Surplus and Undivided Profits 
$50,000.00 
120,000.00 
Capital 
Surplus 
OFFICERS 
C. H . PIERCE, President R. F. WARD. Cashier 
M I L L I N 0 C K E T TR UST C 0. 
MILLINOCKET, MAINE 
• 
HUNTING IN AROOSTOOK 
for a bank that appreciates your business? 
MARS HILL TRUST COMPANY 
Mars Hill, Maine 
$50,000.00 
50,000.00 
will gladly cash your checks, issue drafts and 
safeguard your surplus funds. 
E. M. SMITH, President A. 0. NUTTER, Treasurer 
H. R. HICHBORN, Pres. C. N. TAYLOR, Vice-Pres. A. M. AMES, Sec"y 
S. B. MERRITHEW, Treas. L H. MERRITHEW, Asst. Treas. 
STOCKTON SPRINGS TRUST COMPANY 
STOCKTON SPRINGS. MAINE 
THE PREMIER POTATO COUNTRY 
A ROOSTOOK COUNTY. Maine, spells POTATOES in big letters and the exceptional quality produced, whether for seed or table purposes, is well and favorably known 
from the Atlantic to the P acific end from the Canadian border to the Gulf of Mexico. 
The area of Aroostook County is approximately that of Massachusetts, and the latitude 
virgin soil and climatic conditions are such that the potato product inherits those staple 
and vigorous qualities which make them at once the best and most valuable seed ob-
tainable as well as the best flavored and most desirable table potatoes known to the trade. 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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The Frontier Trust Company 
"THE BANK THAT TREATS YOU RIGHT" 
H. T. POWERS, President A. G. LOCKHART, Treasurer 
CAPITAL 
RESERVE 
TOT AL ASSETS 
$50,000 
82,000 
800,000 
Situated at FORT FAIRFIELD, the best town in the 
4 3 Interest Paid on 
Savings Accounts 
best county of Maine Liberty Bell Banks 
for Home Savings 
CAPITAL STOCK $55,000.00 
Katahdin Trust Company 
PATTEN and ISLAND FALLS, MAINE 
4 3 INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS 
H. C. ROWE, President G. W. YORK, Vice-President G. W. GOODRICH, Treasu~er 
E. M. GOODRICH, Manager Island Falls Branch 
Searsport National Bank 
Searsport, Maine 
J. D. SWEETSER W . R. BLODGETT 
PRESIDENT CASHIER 
Van Buren Trust Company 
Van Buren, Maine 
General Banking Business 
P. C. KEEGAN, President J. F. THERIAULT, Vice-President 
H. K. BRADBURY, Treasurer 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisers 
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Fort Fairfield National Bank 
FORT FAIRFIELD MAINE 
ESTABLISHED 1892 
Capital 
Surplus 
Profits 
$100,000 
100,000 
80,000 
OFFICERS 
TOM E. HACKER, President 
C. A. POWERS, Vice-President 
AROOSTOOK 
H. B . KILBURN, Cashier 
F . S . KILBURN, Asst. Cashier 
TRUST CO. 
CARIBOU, MAINE 
Capital 
Surplus and Undivided P rofits -
$50,000 
175,000 
FOUR PER CENT INTEREST ALLOWED ON SA VIN GS DEPOSITS 
FORT KENT TRUST COMPANY 
FORT KENT, MAINE 
C.H. DICKEY, President 
GEO. R. BRADBURY, Treas. 
W . H. CUNLIFFE, Vice-President 
THOS. D. DUFOUR, Asst. Treas. 
Capital $50,000 Surplus and Undivided Profits $60,000 
We cash American Bankers Association Travelers Cheques free of charge 
KINEO TRUST COMPANY, Dover and Milo, Maine 
Your Bank Account is Solicited 
G . L. ARNOLD, Treasurer, Dover, Me. 
Capital $50,000 Surplus $100,000 
Undivided Profits $125,000 
0 . L. HAMLIN, Manager, Milo, Me. 
GUILFORD TRUST COMPANY GUILFORD AND GREENVILLE, MAINE 
$100,000 Capital 
Surplus 
Undivided Profits -
Deposits Over 
GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS AND SAFE 
50,000 
100,000 
1.500,000 
DEPOSIT VAULTS 
Please Mention B. & A. Guide in Writing Advertisen 
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SHIPS COMING IN 
Ships never come in unless you send them out. A 
savings account is a mighty safe ship to launch. 
While it won't pay twenty per cent dividends, it will 
never lose any of your principal. Start your ship in 
this bank to-day - the more often you add to it the 
quicker it will come in. 
CARIBOU NATIONAL BANK, Caribou, Maine 
Houlton Trust Company 
Houlton, Maine 
Capital, Surplus and Profits, $200,000.00 
President 
ORA GILPATRICK 
Vice-President 
JAMES K. PLUMMER 
Treasurer 
WILFORD FULLERTON 
Assistant Treasurer 
HAMIL TON H. DYER 
PRESQUE ISLE NATIONAL BANK 
PRESQUE ISLE, MAINE 
S af ety---S er vi ce---S a ti sf action 
We pay 4% on Savings Accounts. We pay 2% on Check Accounts. 
Can you do better? 
C. F. DAGGETT, President W. M. SEELY, Cashier 
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BROWN BROTHERS & CO. 
Established 1818 
4th and Chestnut Sts. 59 WALL STREET 
NEW YORK 
60 State Street 
BOSTON PHILADELPHIA 
T HROUGH our long established connections here and abroad we are in a position to render complete service to banks, 
corporations and individuals and offer the followin~ facilities: 
ln'Yestment Securities. Listed and unlisted securities bought and 
sold. Maturing investments collected. Inquiries invited regard-
ing the status of investments which clients hold or contemplate 
purchasing. Private wire connections with Philadelphia, Boston, 
Baltimore, Chicago, Pittsburgh, Detroit and Buffalo, enabling us 
to give prompt reports on securities in those markets. 
Tra'IJelers' Letters of Credit. Banks and bankers in all important 
cities may arrange to issue these letters in dollars or in sterling over 
their own signature. Brown Brothers & Co.'s Letters are among 
the oldest and best known abroad. 
Imports and Exports. Drafts under our commercial credits are 
purchased at favorable discount rates by bankers everywhere, being 
negotiable in London as prime bankers' acceptances, and "eligible" 
acceptances in New York, Boston and Philadelphia. 
Deposit Accounts. Those of banks, corporations, firms and individ-
uals received on favorable terms. We especially solicit the deposits 
of firms and corporations doing an international business. 
Credit Reports. The standing of firms and corporations at home 
and abroad indicated on request. 
Foreign Exchange. Drafts and cable transfers on foreign countries 
bought and sold. Foreign and domestic collections. 
A CENTURY OF SERVICE 
Brown, Shipley ®, Company 
HEAD OFFICE 
Founders Court, Lothbury 
LONDON, E. C. 
Established 1810 
OFFICE FOR TRAVELERS 
Pall Mall 
LONDON, S. W. 
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CAPITAL 
$400,000 
SURPLUS 
AND 
PROFITS 
$500,000 
W E offer the people of Eastern Maine a banking service characterized by National 
Bank Safety, Modern Methods and Equip-
ment and Courteous Attention to the needs of each 
and every customer. 
Having no branches, our officers and directors 
are able to properly handle the affairs of the bank 
at first hand, without the necessity of doing business 
"at arm's length" through branch banks located at 
a distance from Bangor. 
Our banking-by-mail service is offered to resi-
dents of Eastern Maine outside of the immediate 
vicinity of Bangor in the knowledge that we can 
handle their banking business safely and with the 
utmost satisfaction to them. 
DEPARTMENTS 
Savings 
Checking 
Collection 
Safe Deposit 
Foreign Exchange 
Bond 
Trust 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
BANGOR MAINE 
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